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Gets Doggoned Tired
-elf Borrowing Paper—
So Just Subscribes

Prominent Former Citizen Dead

0. EVERY

N. B. "POLY" BARNETT DIES
SUDDENLY AT OWENSBORQ

The Murray College Band. "Best
in' the S. I. A. A.," directed by
Prof. W. H. Fox, will give an open Has Gotten Far More than AverOne of our good friends in
0
age Throughout Entire
air concert tonight (Thursday) at
the county, who confessed that
HAS
OLD
IMPLEM
ENT
Summer Season.
he had been borrowing the
Guy Bean Hearing Set Aug. 7:30 o'clock on the college campaper for a long, long time,
R. E. Taylor, North of Murray,
9; Dumas Outland Aug. pus.
More than three inches of rain
Howard Ahrens, soloist, will be
came in Wednesdise morning
has an old corn hoe made many
falling in Calloway this week
10 for Murder
featured in "Variations of Old
and got his name on the mailyears ago in the days when farmremoved any threat of drouth of
Kentucky Home."
ing list.
ers secured their tools .and impleHEAVY DOCKET LISTED; The entire public Is cordially in-' thia year. Though some corn
Admitted that he has gotten
wients--from the blacksmith or
been damaged beyond reclaim by
COURT OPENS MONDAY lilted UT attend this concert. one .0! the
"dog-goned tired of borrowing
hol,
_
dry
_ _- made them at home. The hoeals of
weather
during the
• virkir-Whiehilar attracted much latter part of
the paper" and decided to subthe hand-forged type and the blade
July, this county
Two will face wilful murder fevorable apomrnent.
scribe to get one of his own.
is riveted to the neck of the
has had far more rain than the
charges in the Calloway County
Funeral and burial rites
hoe. Mr. Taylor plowes
A ear441 and representative
average in this section and the
sl up the
;."4.
Circuit court which opens here
A
survey conducted by The Ledger
old implement and has no idea of conducted in his beloved home
crop is in generally excellent conMonday. Guy Bean will be tried
& Times a short time ago indicity of Murray Monday afternoon.'
Its origin
dition. .
on Thursday, August 9, and Dumas
cated that not less than 1,000
in the presence of a tremendous
Total
raiefall
in
July
was
alitUntOutland will face a hearing Frifamilies in Calloway county are
throng of sorrowing relatives and
two and half inches while the
day. August 10, The August dockborrowing the paper every week
friends. for N. B. -Poly" Barnett,
June precipitation was sie inches.
et is one of the largest in several
on the average.
civic and church as well as busiThis moisture came at "the most
terms with the usual run of con- First Payment In
Considering nate fact that
ness leader pf pwensboro who died
Tobacco kedge- opportune times.
tinued cases and cases held on
The Ledger & Tifnes has the
at his home there Sunday, morning
lion Program To Ge to
The most effective rain fell early,
docket.
fifth largest weekly circulation
following an illness of colitis,
494 Growers.
_
,Wednesday morning and was acin Kentucky and that it ranks
There are 72 continued equity
Mr. Barnett was one, of the leadcompanied by a violent. electrical
Leading Citizen of Penny Comat the very top in percentage
cases; fifty ordinary cases and
ing citizens of Calloway county,
Calloway county weed growers storm and some
munity Dies Friday; Record
wind. Fortunately
of families in the county actual13 new ordinary cases and • thirty- are receiving payment
twice holding the county attorneys this week no damage has been reported
Crewd at Funeral_
ly subscribing to the paper.
ship of this county, where he was
five new equity cases:' "Wave
in the tobacco reduction cam- from the immense amount of elecborrowings bring it to the very
common law
appearance cages
tricity which was discharged from
Funeral services for John Con- born and reared, before going to
paign. The first payment totals
forefront of county papers in
have been filed.
the sky. It was the most specstanTSe "Connie" Hubbs, 63 years Owensboro about 18 years ago.
the natioq in percentage of perwas._ liken ill several dayg.
Guy Bean, charged with the .$3.748.00 and will go to 494 gron tacular and sustained clisPlay
of age, were held Sunday afterof
sons in the county reading it.
murder of Landy Hill will appear ens
Payments to farmers has lightning here in several years.
noon at 9 o'clock from the Spring ago -while on eFmotor trip to visit
Frankly,
we
had much rather
before the court Thursday. Aug. belleh and County
Creek church. The Rev. Mr. Mad- relatives in Texas.
His sister,
Agent John The rain was heavy amounting to
our borrowing friends borrow
9. Bean is charged with the fatal
2.25 inches in just a few hours.
dox was in charge of the services Mrs. Nannie Ivey, Murary. went
Bondurant
stated that farmer$
the
paper and read it than not
shooting of Hill on Christmas Eve
The'tobacco crop is in unusually
and burial was in the church to Owensboro the first of last
will be notified of the time to reread it at all, but it's better for
night 1932 at Coldwater.
fine condition since the
cemetery. Mr. Hobbs died at his week to attend his bedside and
The ceive their checks.
rain.
both of us when they subscribe
shooting occured in front of the
benefitting . immensely.* Gramm,
home, three miles North of Pen- was preparing to come home SatThe- second group of checks for
and get the paper first in their
Adams store there._ The Wel in
gardens and other crops-hauls -bees
ny.
Friday afternoon following an urday when he asked her •to -stay
•similar amount is expected to be
own homes.
the November -term of court rewonderfully revived. --extended
illness. Death was at- another day. She acceded to his
received within the next few days.
request and was with him when
sulted in "h hung jury after 15
049•4140041.40•410•41••••••••••••••••• tributed to dropsy.
The second signup closed Saturhours of deliberation. The trial
Mr. Hubbs was one of the out- he suddenly grew weaker Stinday
day with n total of about 1400
was set forward by the court in
standing. citioene ef his comrminity morning and .passed _away. Mra
growers signing contracts.
the April session.
and was a dutiful and sympathetic Barnett. who was 78 years old,
Dumas ---7efin13131ff-tetIT-Ittee trial-neighbor and was admired by a never •seemed to have the same
for the murder of Chapel Cain.
host 8t' friends. He was a schota zest for life after the death Outland was indicted for wilful
district board member for years his wife, to whom he was deeply murder by the April grand jury.
at numerous times and was mem- attached. the latter part ,of last_
Chester Engineers te Complete
The killing took place Saturday
Burial at West Fork Monday; ber of the building committee of December. Grief over her death
Work in About Two Weeks;
Dr. Rainey T. Wells has been
afternoon, December 9, at the Outthe Kirksey M. E. ahurch and is believed to have weakened his
Death Came Sunday After
KIM Feet To Be Laid.
made a director or regent of NeN.
B.
BARNRE
T
land lunchroom on South Fourth
served as steward in the church will to live.
Ruptured Appendix.
braska V/esleyan College at Linstreet.
Outland is out under
for thirty years. He was always
Taught in -County Schools ,
e J. F. Chester Engineers.
coln. Neb., by the Northern Meth$5,000 bond. Outland claimed self
Napoleon Bonaparte Barnett 1/.a
Connie Enoch, one of the most connected with community enPittsburgh, are . completing the
odist
Conferen
ce.
Only a short
defense in his hearing.
prominent farmers of the West deavors and his death will be a born in Calloway county in 18511.
time ago he was named a regent work of making surveys for the
• The commonwealth cases set for
toss to the community.
As a young man he educated himof Brownell Hall, a girls college in laying of additional sewers to
side of the county, died Sunday at
the first day of trials. .Tuesday,
Surviving are his widow, .Mrs. self and taught in various schools
the Murray .sewerage system.
Omaha.
The
noon
at
the
are: Luther Suggs smelt and
clinic
where he was Ann Collie Hubbs, a daughter, Mrs. on the east side. Later he enwork calls for the' making surunder treatment following a rup- Shirley Greenfield, Detroit,
battery; Jimmie Coleman, child
veys for 50,000 feet and about two
two gaged in business at Pilot Oak in
PICKS
lee
GALLON
S
BERRIE
S
No,
tured
Republic
appendix. Mr. Enoch was 55. sons, N. 0, Hubbs, St. Louis. and Graves county for several,
desertion; R. A. Allbritten, asan Primary Will Be Total of $85.487 Is Still Under
weeks will be taken for the comyears,
yearsof eget and was well known Collie Hubbs, county. He
Held; Race Warm Past
sault and battery; Preston McSum Available in 1930-31,
leaves returning to Murray to take up
J. IL Bailey, near Bethel church, pletion of the work.
throughout he county.
Few
one
Clain, child desertion; Ether Calsister.
MM.
the
Mrs.
practice
Marjorie
However
The
of
law. Twice Mr.
.
Bynum,
work is being done by C.
Funeral services were held Mon- county and other relatives
houn, liquor in possession; Ken- has set a berry picking record H. Torreysen,
and a Barnett was elected and served as
resident engineer,
'Arad
day
Democra
from
ts
neth Redden and Xdwin Morris. this year. Mr. Bailey 1,,s P----tthe
of
the
West
host
First
of
Congress
Fork
friends
county
church
Raising
as shown by the
and H. F. L.undberg, assistant
attorney at different times.
of the state per capita
.
with Elders David Thompson and numbers that attended
„otorehouse breaking A. E. De- over 100 gallons during the berry Additions to
the last He was the Democratic nominee
the system will In- ional District, which now include) tor schools from around Ile sto
picking season of both dewberries
I.
A.
Douthitt
*lest, liquor in *Session.
in
rites.
charge. Burial
The services were attended In 1908 when the ticket was _upset
an blackberries. Mr. Bailey has clude a main line following the 14 counties, Saturday will select tenni; $12 will mean approximate- was in
the West Pork cesseteri. by the largest crowd seen at
lvin Davis. Malicious cutting;
the In most instances in the general
sold berries in Murray since early branch in South Murray from their nominee for Congress.
He
was
$24,000
a
-Calen Bray, liquor in possession.
more
for the achools of
member of the Union Kiricsey M. E. church in years.
ly
election.
Twelfth Street to the new
June.
•
disVoters
Grove
at
this
Church of Christ
Sarney Mason. liquor in posses- !.
August 4 primary CalloWay county. figures aompiled
Shortly _thereafter he moved his
posal plant and numerous
laterals
Surviving are hit widow, Mrs.
;ion:.
Creason.
malicious
election are called on' to corieider in Frankfort show.
family to Owensboro where he
that will make the system
availstriking; Casey
Maddox, selling I striking; Turner MoCage. mallet- able to all homes in
had previously become interested
In 1933-34, the -fund for county Mert Enoch. three sons, Fred,
candidates—W. Voris
Murray. The only two
liquor, two charges; Walter Anglen, ous striking: Leo Hendrick
in the coca-cola business and he
'schools in Calloway was $61,361. Wade and Irwin, and a daughter.
s. utter- new disposal plant will be on Gregory, of Mayfield, the
incum- For 1934-35.
Bobbie Nell. He also leaves a
drawing ,deadly weapon; Truman ing forged receipt, four
resided there continuously until
it -is • estimated that
charges; the South side of the East High1 bent Congressman.
and R: S. this county
Oliver, malicious cutting; Clayton Mason Outland, maliciou
his death. Mr. Barnett never lost,
will get $85,487. De- brother, Spurgeon Enoch, Paris,
near
the
s shooting; way
city
dumping
Mason, of Ecklyville. who is opposScarborough. malicious shooting; Orville Feather. maliciou
however_his love for Murray and
spite this large increase, the coun- and three sisters, Mrs. Carl Hens shoot- grounds.
ing Gregory for the second time.
Jay Futrell, housebreaking; Jay ing; George Tullis, assault
M'urray.
Mrs.
Calloway county and, was a visitor
Hontas Piemtnent Concord Resident
ty will not, however, have as dricks,
and batDied
The Republicans will take no
Futrell, taking personal property tery; Herbert
here quite often. He kept his
much for county schools as it had Story, Paris, and Mrs. Bobbie
Wednesday Following Nine
Goosby, grand larpart in the primary, for John W.
Martin,
of another but without felonious ceny.
Nettleton
, Arkansas.
interest- in- local affairs anci_was
isr 1930-31:" The reason is thattjft
Months Illness.
Taylor,
Princeto
of
n,
State
RepreIntent.
schools revenue from local taa''
Equity suits fiIid are: Martha
a generous contributor to local,
sentative of, Caldwell coufity. is
Carl Ray, Adolphus Hart, J. P. Fair vs W. T. Fat;
lion will not be near FO much.
One of the county's most prom- public and religious causes. .—
Preston Mcunoppose
d
for
the
Republic
an due/ to decrease
James, stealing from a church; Clain vs SheWe McClain;
in assessment
In Owensboro he was one of
Will
inent citizens died Wednesday
nomination to Congress.
Lucian Alexander, carnal knowl- McCall vs Jennie alcCall;
valuation of property for taxes.
4ierton
when R. C. "Dick" Montgomery the most substantial and influStarting slowly, the contest for
edge of a female Under age of Jackson vs Nelva
The 14 counties of the first conential business men where his
Fos Jackson; Higher Than dome
Neighboring the 'Democratic nomination has gressional district will
The tobacco acreage of all to- passed away at his home two
consent; Leo
Alexaoder, carnal Bank of Murray vs J. H. Brinn
get a total
effective work and generous gifts
Counties But Lower Than
warmed considerably during the of J998.551.00 for
knowledge of female-under aget-of and Artie
the year. Of bacco 'growers who signed reduc- miles East of
Eirinn; Gladys Kimbro
Concord. -Death to worthy enterprises were felt in
Massy Elsewhere.
past tees days. It was late getting this sum, only $478,759.0
consent: Geo. W. Man. carnal VS Austin Kimbrci;
0, less than tion contracts will be measured came fellOwing an timers of
W. E. Cain vs
ealtietet
•
nine business; religious and min-cat/ten
under way due altraCongressrrian half, wflF come from
knewledge of feinale-mder-agelocal tax- by farm
Claji'Mon-Mason and 2ella Thornmonths of complications. He had circles.
A series bf articles being writ- Gregory's
supervis
ors
who
late'
have
consent, two charges; \Milburn asson; C. B. Fulton
return from the ation.
The 'remainder, $519,792
vs Mrs. Mol- ten for
been a lifetime resident of the
Many Here from Owensborothe. Republican Louisville special session in Washington and will come from
Evans. carnal knowledge ' of to- lie Boyd; Universa
the state school been appointed for the 'county, community and leaves
l Credit- Corp.
Many friends from Owensboro
numerous
his
illtiess after returning home. fund under the per capita
male under age of column , Will and E. J. Beale Motor
Heral-Post
during
political
August,
deal
editor,
according to Leslie relatives in that section and a
Co.. vs
host were in the
procession which
Both candidates spoke at Fancy
Dunbar. malicious shooting; Al- Mrs. Sarah
Calloway still has the same rate Ellis, chairman of the Tobacco of friends.
1111su.11; WiU.. Johnson 011ieJames,attempting to
Mr. Montgomery was broUght the remains to Murray
Farm Wednesday morning and ir
bert Duncan. disturbing public vs Nancey Johnson.
for
Producti
schl
oo
taxes
that it has had
on Control
discredit federal
Committee. 78 years of age.
in Ken- each was, billed to
and remained here for the last
worship.
address the, or the past several years.
Growers. will be expected to furnC. R. Newport vs William T tucky, reports
Funeral services will be con- rites. Friends from all parts of
the overhead per voters in Benton tonight.
Llewellyn Duncan, disturbing Chester and Fannie
ish an assistant to help measure ducted this
Chester; J. H.
afternoon at 2 o'clock Western Kentucky gathered here
case load in Calloway county as
Charges and
public worship; J. T. Bynum, re- Churchill vs
counter-charges
the acreage. This will save the from the
Lizzie Nix; Coy C.Lass
New
Concord
/•ligh Monday to pay the last tributes
have
flowed
in
moving parts of motor vehicle; vs Lucille Crass;
abundan
ce
in the
contrct signers considerable ex- School auditori
Dewey P. Guth- 84 cents.
um. The Rev. L. of respect.
last stages of the drive for ballots
Jeffrey Bailey, storehouse break- rie vs Grace- Guthrie;
pense.
Figures, which the Herald-Post
J. B.__DarZ. Hurely will be in charge of
Near relatives surviving Mr.
Saturday.
ing and false swearing: Jesse Mc- bell vs Ethel
In addition to the measuring of the services and
Law Darnell; Ernie says were compiled by the
burial will be in Barnett are three daughters. -Mrs
Harvy
Cage, Bob
McCage. malicious Coleman vs
acres,
John
Cochran,
T.
general
Danylle,
complian
has
Jimmie Coleman; Caldwell & Co. auditing firm,
ce with the the New Concord cemetery. Mr. Edwin McCree, Central
reCity; Mrs
begun ha duties as assistant coun- contract will be checked. Also, Montgomery was
Bank of Murray vs Ethel C. Cal- veal the case load .overhea
a member of the W. L Fulton. Owensboro and Mrs
d as
where
agent
ty
and
there
will remain here inare tobacco tenants, Sulphur Spring Methodist'
houn; C. E. Hatcher vs Hugh Hol- 45 cents in Graves
Maude
church.
county. 38
Schmidt; and a sitter,
definitely. Mr. Cochran has been or croppers, a trustee, to receive He was highly
land; Laurine Lassiter vs Hugh cents in Marshall
respected by all Mrs. Ivey. I. L. Barnett Murray
and 21 cents in
Connected with the Farm Credit and divide the first adjustment who knew him
Lassiter; Gaynelle Ahart
11.
Trigg.
and
was known as and Esq. Lee Barnett, Wadesboro,
Calloway county fiscal rourt met Administration with headquar
Ahart: Hardin Bank vs Mrs. T. A.
ters will be appointed. The owner of a sincere, conscientious citizen. were cousins.
It is claimed that Grayson coun- Wednesday.
Ten grandchildren
August 1, for its reg- at Dahville. He has been super- the farm may be the
All cotton' growers are eligible Miller.
trustee,
Survivin
or
ty holds the record for the state ular session
g are three sons, Her- also survive.
which is scheduled visor for six counties.;
for tax-exempt allotments, under
anyone else who is satisfactory man Montgomery,
Bank of Murray vs G. P. Kline with 87.6 cents out of each
Barnett MontThe funeral rites at the Murray
dollar for next Tuesday. The meeting
provisions of the Bankhead cot- and Henrietta
The second tobacco reduction to the owner and tenants or crop- gomery, and Joe
Kline; Bank of given that county for relief going
Montgomery, and Methodist church . at four o'clock
was brought forward due to elec- aignup will bring the total
ton control act, says J. T. Coch- Murray vs C. B. Richardson and to
pers.
of
one daughter, Miss Mart Mont- were conducted by the
overhead.
Rev A. D.
tion and aircuit- court which opens signers to 1850 with over 1400
ran. assistant county agent.
The corn acreage of farmers who gomery.
Mary Alice
Richardson; Rolle
In its figures, however, the Monday.
lie also
leaves one Rudolph. Presbyterian minister,,
Allotments
contracts
signed
signed
have
John
been
corn
Bondurant
an- Larne Jones vs Preston Jones; Herald-Post 'has taken
-hog reduetion con- brother, J. W. Montgomery,
the month
and assisted by the Rev. 0. A. Marrs
The allovAng of claims consti- county agent, states_ The second tracts will be
nounced for all- Kentucky coun- Jaunita Foster Nevelt vs Edd of April,
checked by the two sisters. Mrs.- I. A. Weeks, and the Rev.
when relief funds had tuted most of
E. B. Motley. The
the work ufa
ties _prooliteing cotton.- -The- next ?levels; Comm. of Ky.; --for - use been
signing
closed Saturday evening. supervisors at the same time the Wing°. and Mrs- A.
rut down and- the relief or- court. T.
-J, Stobbteftetd: remaing - Wfre laid to rest in the
W. Nesbitt was allowed
step is for individual growers to and benefit of Model Perry. Grady ganizatio
tobacco acreage is being checked. and one grandchi
ns in the various counties $50 for spreadin
ld.
Murray city cemetery after the
g gravel and 14 WOMAN'S CHRISTIAN
apply for allotments of tax-free Kelly and Novella Kelly.
S. R. (Sam) Robinson. former . Pallbearers were five
were kept at work winding up the were exempte
nephews: Masonic ceremony.
d from payment of
cotton.
TEMPERANCE MEETING county surveyor, has been ap- Paul. Bob,
Federal Land Bank of Louis- records.
Charles, Frank, and
The active pallbearers were all
poll taxes. C.- C. Phillips, .road
Farmers. in filling out •iipplica- ville vs F. G.-Rogers; F. C. Cofpointed county supervisor for -the Loch
The office has been practically engineer
Montgomery and
Brooks friends of Mr. Barnett's front
was instructed to work
The W. C. T. U. will meet at county by the state office. Mr. Bury,
lions for allotments, will need to field vs W. D. Moore and Rosa abandon
ed in Calloway county.
Owensboro. The honorary pallwith relief officers in construction - the Methodist church,
know their acreages and yields of Moore; E. S. Diuguid & Co., -vs R.
Monday, Robinson and the County Control
An Associated Press dispatch in of
bearers were W. S. Swann, Judge
-.road projects in the county. August 6, at 3 o'clock. Chrit an. Committees will
cotton for 1928-1933 inclusive, on L. Williams et al; Hardin Bank the Courierdirect the acreage
Journal Friday morn- Road foremen
FINE ONIONS
E.'• P. Phillips, Chas, B. Fulton,
were allowed pay women, interested in temper4 ce, checking in the county.
the farm on which the cotton is vs Mollie Redden et al; Bank of ing stated that
Kentucky had re- of $2.50 per day for
K. Robertsen. Barber McElrath
services.
are invited to come.
being grown this year; and their Murray vs David Palmer et al; received
Earnest Bailey has grown a
less per capita for relief
Dr. W. H. Graves, W. T. Sled&
cotton acreage this year. They Bank of Murray vs A. L. Lovins from the
large quantity of especially fine Joe H. Weeks, C.
Federal government than
M. Hood, E. S.
also will state the - taital number et al.
Yellow Spanish, onions on his Diuguid, Sr.. J. D.
any state in the union.
Sexton, J. H.
of acres in their farms and the
Common law appearance cases
ridge farm just north of Murray. Coleman, A. B. Beale,
Oscar Holnumber of acres of all crops.
Mayrelle Johnson vs Thomas W.
A sample brought to the Ledger land. Hugh Wear. Joe
Lancaster,
The allotment of tax-exempt McConnell; Dr. E. B. Houston vs
Mrs. Finis Holland, Hazel Route & Times office Tuesday morning
cotton goes with the farm and Claude Anderson; Calloway Coun3, received a broken collar bone weighed a pound and 10
ounces.
not with the grower; hence the ty Lumber Coar•ve- C. P. Elliott;
and several broken ribs Wednes- It was an especially fine,
sound
Fleetwood Rogers has a copy of T, R. Jones, secretary. and W. P. day afternoon
Importance of the farmer having Ethan Irvan vs -C. P. Dick adminvatiefi a car driven vegetable. There was more than
City officials were guests -of
accurate information of the pro- istrator N. A. Dick estate; Tobitha
Gatlin,
"Educati
treasurer
onal
J.
Progress
;
C. McElrath, by Tom Bailey crashed into a a bushel almost the size
" a school
Camp Murray for dinner Sunday.
of the
ductioga Of cotton on the farm A. Burkeen vs
The Sovereign Those being guests of Lieutenant newspaper published by the stu- N. J. G. Hart, Nat Ilyan, and W. buggy in which Mr. and Mrs. Hol- one brought in
The annual meeting of the CalBeale.
J.
he is not operating.
The faculty was headed land were riding. The accident
Camp W. 0. W.; J. M. Imes vs Smith and staff were:
dents of - the old Murray Institute
loway County Chapter of Amt.:
by Prof. G. R. Throop and in- occured about sik miles South of
The cotton growers who have John H. Griffin and Gaeful GraDue
to
5,...J5WI
WIL_Cfnoleilaser, an4---Wee4ere'
treating_ Of seed Pota- lean. _Rad- Csoss-esee-Ateld-irr.ti-e
MI.Yor_Via
rintimr-ha the -year-Mt may 1111 TIMTik—
?fay
Mrs. C.
rraj!vs Slidie F. Foreman Graham, R. P. Holland.
lia.zel Highway. toes and 'a good season. Casey courthou
se at 4:00' V, IL. Friday,
dated December. 1892, which cOii
Sperry, Misses Lelia Barrow, Mr. Holland was hulling from the county farmers
in the
out application
county Inly: Emma Lee Phillips vs Joe J. W Clopton.
have one of the July 27, 1934.
Jesse Wallis, and tains much of interest . to the
leltte Milliken. and Hattie Haley highway to go onto the road leadagent's office the week of August Ryan et al.
best crops ever produced, reports
Henry Elliott.. Judge G. W. Wallis, older generati
The following
on here.
officers
and Mra, Minnie ChipMan.
were
6 to 11.
ing to Green Plains when the County Agent M. If Sesser,
Oscar Patterson vs Eva Curd; and Chief Flem Hays.
The city
elected for the ensuing year:
The paper is in small size, but
Announcement will be made Paper Machine Co.. vs
Those
now
living
here
crash
who
were
occured.
Their horse was
N. C. Wall, officials looked over the eamp end
Rev.
consists of eight pages well fitt- on the honor roll for the month. killed
0. ,A. Marrs, chairman; T.
laler as to the date applications adm., Ed McClain est.; E. S. Diu- spoke
and, the
bugle/ bacIfy
Oswald Hocker, president of the 0. Turner,,
highly of the work being ed with Interesting,
vice-chairmam_Mrsmaterial at- were S. F. Holcomb, Miss Fannie damaged.
may be filled out for tobacco tax guid & Co. vs W. L. Baucum et done
Mr. Holland escaped Ohto County Strawberry Gioweor
and were highly impressed tractively presented. '
b. Rowlett. secretary' Rought W.
exemption certificates Under the al; Hardin Bank vs H. W. WalsGrogan (now Mrs. "Barber McF1-• without serious 'injury The crash Associati
with the order and moral of the
on,
averaged
100
crates Churchill. treasures_ ----Trustees of the -wheel—et -4Ipe4-- rethr. - -Miss Renbie Wear and is- believed
Kerr-Smith -Tobacco Act
ton.
to nee been tinavoid- 6f berries per acre with -a profit
Camp Murray boys.
Mrs B. Melugin was continued
time were L. C. Linn, president; Yewelf' Williams.
able.
of $107 net on each acre.
as executive secretary.

•
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One of Prominent Bu=
siness Men of Western Kentucky
WAS ATTORNEY

FARMERS TO GET
$7,784 THIS WEEK

;TER
IAN
Ierience

MANY MOURN FOR
"CONNIE" HUBBS

ENGINEERS PLAN
Wells Named Regent -NEW SEWER'

CONNIE ENOCH, 55,
DIES SUDDENLY

of Nebraska College

GREGORY, MASON !COUNTY SCHOOLS
RACE TO END SAT: GET $24,000 MORE

•

R. C. MONTGOMERY
FUNERAL IS TODAY

RELIEF OVERHEAD
HERE 84c A CASE

Tobacco Acreage
To Be Measured

Assistant Farm
Agent Is Named

1
•

I County Fiscal Court
Meets Wednesday

Cotton Growers To
Apply for Allotments

10
11

City Officials Are
CCC Camp Guests

Murray tnstitute Newspaper of 1892 Owned by Fleetwood Rogers

Mrs. Finis Holland
Injured in Crash

Red Cross Officers
For Year Elected
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from the whooping cough.
bailey, Pidueen;
Fes Sale-110 acres et land Ws confined at his berme on West
At-Hogs:
Miss Eppie Wilcox Tlee-retunied -t U.
H. Perry. who has been =Ow Cast of Murray. Geed MOIR Main street.
Mr. Gregory was from Henderson. Tenn., where she 11,500; including 300 direct; 15trIllc Crid Long, Elbridge, Tenn; F. B.
"feinting a blacksmith shop on stook barn, tobacco barn. Mast as conducting a •meeting at Cherry has been teaching in the Freed- higher; bulk. 190 lbs. up $4.9005.06; Carroll, Elbridge; Lewis Coleman,
Meek street, Just west of the Meld in the next ton days. Wt. Corner and was taken ill following Hardt/Irian College there
Miss top $6.10; bulk 170 to 180 lbs. Xibritfile; Mrs. Rob Roy Hicks,
eleven. has moved his shop beak See Mike Farmer and A. L. the services.
$4,000 Hazel; Leland Wyatt, Knight.
Wilcox will send the summer 84.89(04.115; 150 to
to his old home place on the Rhodes.
Arag.lp
4.25; 190 to 140 lbs. $3.250.3.23; 1110
Rebecea 'Jane: little daughter of with relatives here
Kirkeey-Coldwater
road. where. Mr. and Mrs. Lanais Ward and Mr. and
Mrs. J. W. Cobb of RaabMr. and Mrs. Roy Bowlan of lbs down mostly $2.001$3.00; bulk
a. L (.) Carson has returned !proud parents 1Df • *even and Mr. Perry was in business for a sons have concli#14 a visit with ville. Tenn., is spending tun weeks Oklahoma City, Okla., were guests better sows $3.750 4.00; plainer
-011100-crlisliese, .- 19s7,0t enssass.
atee.lasense-t .03..eiw-1111111C..111a.18100:-Z3111167:01114...t
teraizCs.'
'
he: -eilimite Miss Des •Clibli el' ".30.-'40410"7/Ifin 'S.' In Outland Vita AlswoWyWith tIssak Tv _
bargains at the Fire Saba brothers
children in
Cattle: Receipts, 3,000; calves,
attar visitind wfth Enz. sister. Alias July 30. The little Was has been
Sterling. and Mrs. J. L Mills and Mr. Mills and Mrs. Guthrie Grogan the past
at the Werke Crass .Tanatture III. They also
1,800: Market not developed on
visited friends ia of Lynn Grove. They also have week.
LilW Walters. College Addition. named Betty Ann. Both mother
Store.
trustees of Calloway School
Akron. where they `formerly lived. as their visitor a little cousin,
W. and Mrs. W H Fox and and baby are doing fine
steers; mixed yearlings, heifers
The Rev. Erneet,B. Motley will
Senator T. 0. Turner attended
met Wednesday
family spent last week end in
Mr. and Mrs J. E. Oliver and Mary Virginia, daughter of Mr. begin a ten day meeting with the and cowstuff opening steady; bulls county schools
Mr. and Mrs B D Willoughby,
the farmers' picnic and beard daughter, Patricia of Drew
higher; afternoon in the circuit courtroom
Heederson visiting friends.
Paris, Tenn.. are the proud parMiss., and Mrs. Wilson Stokes of May- Mt. Herman church, near Hick- 10c higher; vealers 25c
mixed -yearlings and heifers large- with M. 0. Wrather, county supBtra Lillie Lassiter and daugh- ents of aa eight pound girl born Secretary of Agriculture Wallace visited Mr. and .Mrs. R. A. Shall field.
man, Ky., August 5.
Noble Park, Paducah, and son.
ly $3.50(46.25. beef cows $2.250i- erintendent. The school trustee
ter. Mrs. Carneal Kincaid and .June 25. The little Miss has been at, Bob
Mr. Oliver returned
Nitaree Brewer was able to seMiss Lalah Baucum. who was
huSband. Nelson Kincaid, and Miss named Barbara Jean. Mrs. Wil- Tuesday.
home after a short visit while Mrs. turn to her home from the Keys- quite ill several days the past 8.00; low cutters Mid cutters $1.25 laws were explained by SuperinGertie Kincaid, Cincinnati. Ohio. loughby was formerly Miss Myrtle
0
,1.90; top sausage bulls 88.10; tendent Wrather. Over 100 were
Mrs is aster Lassiter was taken Oliver and daughter remained Houston Hospital Saturdsy.
week at the home of her father,
vesiers $5.111; nominal range present with the newly elected
top
'titled in the home of Mr. and Cooper of Hazel.
to the
several
here
for
Keys-Houston
days,
also
visiting
Rev. Ira Douthitt of Paducah Lyunch Baucum, near -Cherry, is
110,44811
•
of
slaughter stem
Mra J H. Churchill Sunday and
$2.7541913; ttustees. The trustees elected last
closed an interesting meeting Sun- much improved.
Mrs. 0. G. _Alderson. Akron. is Monday for treatment of bruises, relatives near Paducah.
week will be qualified after Mrslaughter heifers 92.25947.00.
Winday. Mr.- and Mrs Kincaid
S. F. Holcomb, Lexington. Ten.n., day night at Williams Chapel with
visiting relatives in the county. strains and a broken arm. Mrs.
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs.
ady to serve
and Miss Gertie Kincaid left
Mrs Alderson will remain here Lassiter was knocked down and spent the week end at home with several additions.
Noah Willitime July 28. The child
Monday for Florida where they
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Luter of is being called Donald Rudy.
for several days Mr. and Mrs. trampled by two large hogs which his family.
are- visiting relatives and Mrs.
by fluttering
have returned
Delvin Langston suffered a pain- Meridian. Miss.,
Otho Farris and daughter accom- became enraged
Van Barnett, who has been
as
guest
remained
in
the
Lassiter
ful scalp wound Sunday !morning home after a brief visit with his traveling in Arkansas for the
panied her here and returned the heist she was carrying.home.
Churchill
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Outland when he slipped on the steps sisters and families. namely, Mrs. Golden Peacock Toilet Co.. Parte
first of the week for their home.
Patients admitted to, the Mason 4-1h. bucket Snowdrift
dots Caldwell, of near Route 4,
and children et. Wewokit Okla., leading from the choir loft in
Sc
the Elmua Trevathan, Mrs. W. H. Per- Tenn., has been transferred to Hospital this week:
Jim
Henry
Gorriela
was
admitHe
lacerated hand this
3-11i. bucket Snowdrift ..
were visitors of !tr. and -Uri J. First Christian
ry,
Mrs.
B. W. Overbey, Mn. B. Permsylvenia.
Church
at
the
packed.
Mit
Coffee,
vacuum
ted
to
the
Keys
-Houston
Hospital
111ar
and vitas taken to the KeaMiss Goldie Edwards, Hazel;
A.- Outland. Mr. and -Mrs. J. F of the Sunday meaning
ed
'
Z
A. Shell, and Mrs. T. 0. Baucum.
276
one
try
PrenkfOrt,
William
Miss
kir
,
Mary
semi**
Saturday
night
following
an ac- Luter. and other
anieten frospital for treatment.
relatives the past Several stitches Wipe required to Vernon L Trevethan; son of Mr. spent a few days here this week Mrs. Frank Beaman. Murray; Galion
can Lighthouse Cleaner and
and Mrs. Buster Mahan, cident in which he received a week,
Willie Pritchett*
fie
Tolle Soap
close the wound. 7ba occident was and Mrs. ;Irma Trevathen, ac- .vaith her mother. Mrs. Love Wil- Hurt, Hazel;
Sake Dresstng Mr: or lee
i--31111/field. were guests of'Mr. and broken leg anal -' badly broken
Pedt1;
Bailey,
Frances
Miss
Paris;
Mts. R. A.' Shell Sr. is visiting caused by the' stogie herbs*
companied
them
home
for
•
few
connectWilliams
is
Miss
liams.
been
)erazrdy _ ._ lee
Mrt Harry Broach here Sunday. jaw.
Mr. and Mrs R A. Shell Jr.. and recently varnished
weeks visit. Mrs. Neva Luter ed with the automobile depart- caii; Miss Nell Hall. Puryear; Crid 3-11).
Ho
Brunda Sue Futrell will - Mrs. Dan Vanzant Bloomington. SOIL Long, =bridge, Tenn.; P.- le Car- Ifie box
eo
lows
Acie Smith,. Route 7. is slowly Maxedon of Henning. Tenn., re- ment.
Texas,
is
visiting
her parents, Mr.
Apples__ We or 15c
return Sundey from -Hazelhurst
Lewis Coleman, 1 gal.
Willard Bagwell has . been em- improving at the Keysr.Houston turned to her home Saturday after
Mrs. I. B. Oliver of roll, Elbridge;
and
Mr.
Pickles
19c
Dill
qt.
1
and
Mrs_ Will Pattereon.
wtiire she has been visiting her
Elbridge; Frank White, Hazel;
ployed to teach mathematics and HOdpitil Wheire'ke Una-I:Want
an a 'visit with the same families. - Drew, Miss.. visited Mr. and Mrs.
1-lb. box Crackers
lac
untie. E D. Bell for several days.
Mrs J. rt. trench and daugh- coach athletics in the high school operation the litter pert of last
Mrs. Eva Jackson of Detroit, R. A. Shell and family and rel- Jesse Shepherd. Benton; Miss 2-1b. jar Peanut Butter
, Do
Mr. and Mrs. Lerulls Ward and ter. Miss Jamie, have apturned at Morehouse. Mo., according to week.
Sulpher
Belyew,
Ma
y
Bona
Ito
Elberta
Peaches
1
gal.
Mich., is vetting relatives in the atives here last week.
_ N.
14-lb. bag Red Bird Flour
two- sons. lack and Bobby. -re-- from ' Myrtle Beach, North Caro- a letter received by Prof. E. H.
Springs; Price Doyle. Murray.
Miss Betty Nan Belote, May- county.
A son, Dan Rowland, was born
_ iii 2e.le
ttlreid 'home SaturdaY after visite lina. where they spent several Smith, director of the extension
the Balk Lark, lbMarco
Patients dismissed from
field, is visiting Mims Sue Milks,. Mr. and Mrs. b. T. Watkins and to Mr. and Mrs. Talmage Irwin.
3-lb. bucket
Coffee ____ fleo
iniCin Detroit, IRO, Akron, Ohio, weeks vacationing. Mrs. Broach department of Murray State Col- in college addition,
. Ho
1 pk. Nice Potatoes
daughter. Charlotte and friend, July 28. Mae -Enda was before Mason Hospital this week:
the week
Chicago and Sterling. ILL,
Dave White, Haael; Mrs. A. L
remained there several days after
• James Dale, who is connected Miss Nora Williams of Detroit, her marriage Mini 'Martha Butterthe
Dickerson, Dickson, Tenn; Mrs.
Miss Martha Clayton left Tues- with the trust department of
She return of Mr. Branch due to
the Mich., are visiting their parents. worth.
Mimic: Cross FurniMee Siere. illness of their &lighter.
. to visit her parents. Mr. and Continental Illinois
N. A. Johnston, Greenfield, Tenn.;
PHONES 24 and 25
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Meador, and
Bank
Mrs. Lula Stephenson. Dyersand
Maurice Crass.
Mr. and Mrs. John
Cochran, Mn. J. M. Clayton, Cincinnati, Trust Co.. Chicago, and who grad- other relatives for a few days.
Della
burg, Tenn..
and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs Rile Nix are the Dam:the, have nerved to Murray Ohio.
Miss Virginia Wright and Trellis Warwick, Hope,. Arkansas, spent
uated from Murray State College
and are _puking their home on
Hr. and Mrs. A B. _Futrell are „about seven years ago, is visiting Miles. niece and nephew of J. L. lest Thursday as guest of Mrs.
West Main street at the home of the proud parents of a girl born his mother and family on
Mrs. Stephenf
12th Mahan, visite/. Mr. Mahan and Maybelle •Scoby.
Thursday, July 26.
Mr and, Mrs. K. C. Frazee.
The infant street.
Mr. Dale attended the family. just n th of town, over son and Mrs. Wamack are formeer
Sheriff Carl Kingins returned has been named Nell Elizabeth. business school of the University the week end. Mr. Wright re- residents of Newbum, Tenn.; the
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. McCord and of
Saturday Morning from Detroit
Wchiwin after
graduating turned to his home Monday while former home of Mrs. Scoby and
AT RILEY RADIO CO. EVERY where he went to return J P. children. Minnie Joe. and Fred hare.
Miss Wright is remaining through were friends fee_ years.
James wanted here for stealing spent the week end in Paducah
WEDNESDAY
Mr. and .Mrs„
Miss Amelia Scoby will leave
Shell of this week.
from a church. James., was placed the guests of Mr. and Mrs. H.
Brown Clayton. of Buchanan, -Tuesday for Nashville to visit
Greenville, Mies. visited Mr. and
• -PHONE 167-Burton-412 Husband street.
in. jail to await hearing.
Mrs. R. A. Shell and son a few Tenn., underwent an operation at friends before returning to - her
Mrs. E. W. Maxedon of HenDean and Mrs. A. B. Austin and day; last week:
operation at
the Keys-iiouston work in-Louisville. She is taking
ning.' Tenn. visited her sister in ,son, Clegg Farmer, are spending
Robert Mills Williams spent the Hospital this week.
a nurses training course at the
.
Murray and in the colony a few two weeks at Dawson Springs week end visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Noah Williams Southern Baptist_ Hospital.
relatives here.
-days.-She----eils-formetly Miss Neva while Dean -Austin, is working In. Bruce Tucker spent
'the week are the proud parents of a ten - Mrs. Mary Gardner, matron of
DI AGNQ,...STRICI \N
Lutes,
Hopkins and Muhlenburg counties end visiting relatives and friends and a half baby boy, born July 113. Willy Hall, had as her guests for
in
the inter.:st of the college.
Raymond Perry was an
here. Bruce has been employed He was nefned-Daneld'jtudx.a.. few. days the . peal. _week Mrs.
A daughter was born to Mr. and on the Jackson Sun
patient at the ClinicAmySears and daughter. Miss
daring the
, Hospital Monday.
Mrs. William Ado Waters, •July summer as substitute
Mary Eula Sears. of Merkel, Tax.
while memMr •and Mrs. Giles Limb and 27. The young lady has been bers of the staff took
vacations.
two daughters. Mrs. Frank Splawn named Phoebe Ann.
Bruce will reenter Union Uniand two children and Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. I. B. Oliver and Mrs. D. versity again this fall.
James Miles and son. Oscar. all W. Oliver and daughter, Freida
A marriage license was issued
of Huntsville, A1/16aina visited last of Drew, Miss-, visited Mrs. R. A. Saturday to Robert
EAST ST. LOLT1S, Ill.. Aug.
Fox and Emeanalse-shoy.spe
die
week
Mrs
Lamb's
Shell
brother.
see
Saturday. They are now ma Lou Brown, Murray State ColB. C.
der imb mg"?'
Calloway Circuit Court
is l`mind" Buchanan and family. near Mur- visiting their sister in the county. lege
ENROUTE NORTH OR WEST
students.
New York Life Insurance Co..
-d ray
-STOP AZM
Buchanan and
dos Yelps thass looser
Mrs
sail -idMr. and Mrs. C. E. Luter of
Mr. and Mrs. Yewell Harrison
esele. Tber gfr"V bmeer• 1141413W° Lamb went to Bandana the latter Meridian. Miss., visited relatives
Plaintiff
emeso..,smeirminel
of Paducah visited Mr. and .Mrs.
is mods
Vs. Judgment
sod gym,. h esease ham. Tam part of the week to see their sis- in town and in the. county a few Otis Harrison
and Mr. And Mrs.
."7"
bar Pewee diet. SIMI° Aiwa"'I ter. Mrs John Bailey and family. days.
Alma Chrisman, Et Al.,
W. W. Cole last week end.
Defendants
Misses Mary Barney and MarCol. Cecil Vogel. Memphis. mannest prompts. Tess ism: 3k.60e. WO
VIENNA, ILLINOIS
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Wright of
By virtue of a judgment and
11414ind-Hart Drug Co.. Duvall tha Nell. daughters of Mr_ and slier of Lower', State theatre of Dresden,
WHERE 14T JOINS U. 8. 45
Tenn.. visited Mr. and
order of sale of the Calloway Cir- Shortest and Best Routes to Chicago
Mrs. B Brown, have recovered Memphis, affiirided the funeral and Mrs.
Plug Company.
Howard Guthrie last week
cuit Court, rendered at .the April_
burial services for- N. B. Barnett end.
and St. Loins
term thereof, 1934, in the above
here Monday.
FREE INFORMATION
Elisha Clayton. of Buchanan.
payment
purpose
for
of
the
I_
cause
Mr. and Mrs. John Carson. Tenn„ had his tonsils removed at
to all points north and west
$2,622.52 and six per cent per REST ROOMS. FREE ICE WATER
Reansville. Inritspe• Will. mgc,,ae- the Keys-Houston Hospital Friday,
interest
from
Noannum
thereon
thy and • Vitgil--Yarbrotiah,---Coiro: The- -Rev. R
SINCLAIR GAS AND 01L8
Gregory was
Ill., were among those attending taken ill Teusday night and is vember 1st., 1932, until paid. and
We Especially Invite Our
costs herein expended I shall prothe funeral and burial services
Kentucky Friends
ceed to offer for sale at the .court
for N. B. Barnett here Monday,
house door in Murray., Kentucky-.
Miss 'Dulsa Barnett. St. Louis,
to the nighest balder at public
Mor, was the week end guest of
auction, on Monday. August - 6.
her cousin. Miss Ynema Rhea.
1934 same being the first day of
Mr. and Mrs_ George Barnett,
the regular August term of CalloSt. Louis, Mo.. and Mr. and Mrs.
Trade In your old ma- way Circuit Court, at 1 o'clock
Harlen Barnes, Walnut Log. on
Reelfoot Lake: were the week-end chine now to get a full sea- or thereabout, upon a credit of six
months, the following described
guests of their aunt and uncle. son of entertainment.
property, being and lying in CalMr.' and Mrs. Ben It Rhea.
loway County, Kentucky. towit:
PHILCO
Little Doris Rowland, daughter
A certain tract or parcel of land
of Mr and Mrs. Cart Rowland, is unexcelled in -tone and
lying and being in said Calloway
was taken to the Keys-Houston
operation
County. -Kentucky. about three
Hospital Saturday night for treatmiles Northeast of Hazel. Kenment of a broken leg. The child
. . . . 1 1c was struck by a motorcycle
tucky,. on the South side of the
driven
Mason Chapel_Ch ,ecti-Road,.. being
Wall when she -stepped
the North sixty-four (84) acres' of
into the street from behind a
Use-Southwest Quarter of Section
on East ,,Maim
25, Township 1. Range 4 East. described by metes and bounds as
follows:
Pickling
Beginning at a stake in the
Mason Chapel Church Road and
in John Rowland's South bounThat dread disease of the hot
dary line, the Northeast corner of
summer months need no longer
the tract of land here described;
be a cause for worry._ Cross
Salve that for almost a third of
runs thence South with the Quara cositury has been overcoming
ter Section line and with the West
the most obdurate human sores
boundary lines of Dink Dunn and
has been proven equally effective in similar animal ailments.
Finis Steel sixty-four (64) poles
Ent! Cream
A liberal application of Cross
to a stake in the North boundary
Salve applied to the infected
lint of Mrs. Mettle Baird land;
eye causes all inflamation to
thence Wes"t one hundred sixty
disappear in 24 to 72 hours-re'(160) poles, with the said North
stores perfectly normal sight ofWe Carry a Complete Line Line. to a stake ip-'the Section
ten when it appeared that vision
has been permanently destroyline and in the East boundary
ed. Try it on any wound your
-ofline of the B. H. Brown -land. said
stock may have-on sores, infections, or sprair.s; it is sold
point being in a Public Road:.
MAYTAG WASHING
thence, with the said,.Public Road,
11.00 under an ponest guarantee toMACHINES
give absolute satisfaction or
which is also the... Section line,
'your .maney refunded. 30c and
NOrth sixty-four (64) poles to a
50c at all dealers. The Cross
Salve
Lnc. Marnen.ai._ the. int.rw•ction _of. said
Road_ with the
Mason Chapel
Church Road. and With John
Rowland's South bntindary line.
one hundred sixty (160) poles to
the beginning, ceretaing sixtyfour (114) acres, more or 'less, and
being the same land • deeded to
Mrs. Alma Chrisman in two tracts;
one tract of thirty-two (32) acres
ESTIMATES ...
by deed from Eliza J. Oliver and
BUSSES -LEA-VS MURRAY TOTea,
husband dated Nov. 1. 11917. rePaducah: a A. M.. 11 A. M.; 6 P. M.
corded in Book 38, page 629, and
napkin/1111e: 7:45 A. M.; 2 P. af..
thirty-two 132i acres by deed of
7:30 P. M.
Mrs. . Osie White and husband.
Dawson SprIngs1:45 A. M.; t P. M.
dated Oct 30. 1917. recorded in
Mayfield: 6 A. Di., 11 A. 31:5 P.M.
Book 38. page 638. records of CalParts: 7:45 A. M.; 2 P. M.
loway County. Kentucky, referALL BUSSES CROSS COLLEGE
ence to which two deeds is here
C&NITS
male for turther description.
- For the purchase price the purConnections to St. Lows. Clams,
•
Detroit. and rye-minion.- °
chaser must execute bond with
sung lgat
Terminal at MIRTH,sing MA81
interest from the day .of sele un3 for
25c
South Third Street
East Depot Street
til paid. and having the force and
Near Railroad
PHONE 107
effect of a judgment. Bidders
MOTOR
Open Evenings
will be prepared to comply promMurray, Ky.
ptly with these terms.-George S.
Murray, Ky.
Then
. e 464
-Hart. Master Commissioner

,..4100,

flrYt
ago'

180 lbs.

Siclicm31 Trustees
Med''Wednesday

-

Hospital News

Saturday Specials

Air,

Robert Swann & Son"

••••

Radio .8E Refrigerator
Service

Famous Dixie Shows
MURRAY
BALL PARK

-W H. CARTER

Ten Years Expertence;cserati;re
Helps Babies Rest
Ends Colic Pains
Aids Digestion

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

BF

Livestock

)

VEACH'S REAL
SERVICE

of

UTOTEEM

RADIO SEASON
IS HERE!

MURRAY AND HAZEL

PURE CANE SUGAR, 10 pounds
52c
Best Sorghum, gallon
39c
Kraut, 2 1-2 size can
12c
aorn7Pride of Illinois, No. 2 can
2-for
1Sc
1,900-Sheet RollToilet Tissue
Spice, 2'pkgs. for
15e
"Soap, Big Deal, 3 bars
10c
Better Shine Shoe Polish ,
Sc
Vinegar, bulk, gallon
19c
Cheese,lb.
19c
EASIEST PAYMENTS
Pineapple, No. 2 can
14c
Matches,6 boxes 19c
FLOUR, 24 lbs. Red Bird
85c
FLOUR,24 lbs. Mother's
Peaches, Evaporated, 3 lbs. for
25c
22c
Coffee, Apex Brand,2 lbs. for
Baking Powder, 25-oz. can K. C.
18c
Peaches, 2 1-2 size can
14c
Green Beans, No. 2 can, 3 for
25c Conyenient Schedule
Lipton, quarter-lb. size
19c
Tooth Picks, 3 boxes for
10c
Prunes, Evaporated, 5 lbs. for
25c
Fly Spray, 12 oz. bottle
21c
Nitrate of Soda, 10 lbs.,for
25c
Hen Feed, per 100 I4s.,
$1.90
Tomatoes, No. 2 can,
OIL,2-gallon Can
'99c
BUYING POTATOES and SHELLED CORN
110.111111111MIPPIIMPIPKIIMPUK

-PINK EYEf

TliAVEL BY BUS!

RILEY RADIO CO

Ask Your Merchant
tor Free Ride
Coupons

LUMBER PRICES
REDUCED!
EFFECTIVE TODAY

In line with the Government's request to stimulate the
National Building Program.

PRICES HAVE BEEN REDUCED FROM 8 TO 12 PER
CENT ON PRACTICALLY ALL ITEMS IN LUMBER!
••
Lumber prices have remained low throu-gh the past few
years to leave building one of the soundest and best investments.
'

If you plan to build your home, make additions to it or
add a garage or outbuildings to the home site, call on us
now and see what this drastic reduction means in savings
to you.

No other _investment will-mean as much to p_au in comfort
and satisfaction as a home just like you desire it. No other
investment will mean more to you as a business proposition. Home values are bound to rise.

"
-CALL ON US AT ONCE AND LET US GIVE YOU
ABSOLUTELY NO OBLIGATION

Calloway
Murray.
County Lk.Co Lumber Co.

C. RATLINES

ale-e

ALL NEXT WEEK

PHONE 72

PHONE 262
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Psducan;
'.nn; F. B.
Is Coleman,
Roy Hicks,
Knight.
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"Standing By The President"

Inesday

A VOTE FOR GREGORY FOR
CONGRESS
Is An Endorsement Of President

Calloway
Wednesday
t courtroom
xrunty sup001 trustee
Supertnr 100 were
vly elected
eleeted last
after Mill-

ecials
Sic

,

Ble

inn usenet.
Chaser all
a

OSEVELTS RECOVERY PROGRAM

r 00e or
tdy _ _ 1110
1,0
Se
lac or 15e
19e
1Sc
254
lbc

fee

Mr. Gregory made the campaign two years ago on the
platform that he would support President Roosevelt 100
per cent. Mr. Gregory has fulfilled both the letter and the
spirit of his campaign pledge and now comes before the
people of his district, asking their endorsement on that
record.

le iev Bo
leo
. 25c

ee Son

d

We.feel that Mr. Gregory is fully entitled. to our endorsement upon his work in Congress. He has been faithful, diligent and loyal representative to his people. Not
only has he secured many benefits for them as a whole but
no individual case has been called to his attention but that
he has given it complete, 100 per cent service.
_
He has been untiring in his attention to his duties. He
has been on the floor of the House when every important
measure came before it; he has shirked no duty throughout his entire term.

25

Gregory in this campaign- and the sponsors of this advertisement in his behalf are those who have never before
supported Mr. Gregory.
But they feel, as well as do his old friends, that the
people of Calloway County and„the First District would be
foolish indeed to turn their backs on their Congressman
who has been loyal, faithful, diligent and true on every
question and go to an untried and unproven opponent, who
has nothing more to offer than honeyed promises and no
specific plans for carrytng out his glib pledges.

We Believe the People of This'County.and District Want Performances Instead of
Promises

Mr. Gregory's political foes are trying to make it appear that Mr. Gregory is claiming ALL credit for the work
that has been done toward securing Aurora Dam. This is
not true. Mr. Gregory hari_been very modest and retiring
in accepting praise for his magnificent work on _this_ _great
_
project.

The people are tired of promising office-seekers
whose only justification for their _candidacy_is that they want the office

On the other hand, Mr. Gregory's opponent demonstrates that he is practically ignorant of what Aurora Dam
means to this section of our country, by making slighting
references to it. Aurora Dam will not only result in the
expenditure of millions of dollars and the employment of
an immense amount of labor over a long period but also
will mean untold savings in electrical power rates to those
who now have electricity and make available cheap and
plentiful electricity at extremely low rates to literally
thousands of Western Kentucky families who do not now
have that great convenience.

A Vote for Gregory is a Vote for Performances.
A Vote for His Opponent is a Ballot
for Promises.

Mr. Gregory has been a vital and indispensable cog
in the work that has been_ done toward securing Aurora
Dam and now that victory is in sight it would be a serious
loss to us to replace Mr. Gregory with his opponent who
net only- shows his kr& of knowledge of Aurora Dam but
also indicates his lack of interest in it.
Without Mr. Gregory it would have been utterly impossible to have Aurora Darn as near beginning as it now
is. He has done his duty exceedingly well and is justly
entitled to the reward of a true, faithful and diligent set._
vant—our strong endorsement at the polls..
Included among the friends and supporters of

Mr.

Let Us Go to The Polls This Coming
Saturday and Show the People of the
First District that Calloway County
People Are a Grateful People
and Not Those Who are Led
Off After False Prophets by
Ridiculous Promises and
Wild, Unwarranted and
Unsubstantiated
Charges

How Will You Vote

Vote This Way for
CONGRESS
R. S. MASON

W. V. GREGORY

Congressman Gregory Has
Been The Veterans'
Friend!
Since becoming a member of Congress, Congressman Yi. V. Gregory has been one of the
foremost, most loyal and energetic friends oi
the war veterans of this nation. He has suppitted-'every single act of legislation designed
• the war disahlecLitetee.es and their families and at each and every opportunity has
voted for the immediate payment of the bonus.

.Gregory, who has always beentheir true friend
and has demonstrated his friendship not Only
by his votes in Congress, but also by -personal
interest taken in the presentation of their claims
fol•-eompeftatioti regardless Of their party af-filiation or whe-thei: they have been political
supporters of Congressman Gregory, or will
they support Mr. Mason who has nothing to
command this support except campaign prom• ises7 -

The only quarrel that any veteran has ever
had with Mr. Gregory is that he voted for PresCongressman Gregory's record o veterans'
identf
Roosevelt's Economy bill in 1933. At that.
time this country was faced with the most per- legislation needs no defense. 'Phis record is
ilous emergency ever in its history. Banks too long to undertake to discuss each particular
-were closed, manufacturing had ceased, indui- bill, but his record has the specific endorsement
try was paralyzed, confidence was lost, hun- of many leading veterans including Congressdreds of thousands of people were being driven man John E. Rankin, the outstanfling leader in
from their homes under mortgage foreclosing Congress on veterans' affairs, himself an exprocedures and Millions of people tramping the service man and Chairman of the Committee on
streets of„the land shelterless and without food World War Veterans' Legislation and the 'auto sustain their wasted bodies. It was at this thor of practically all veterats' legislation entithe that Ptesident Roosevelt said there mutt acted by CongresS.,-inewhich he stated in a letbe economy in government and that all who re- ter to Congressman Gregory, dated June 29,
ceived money from the government !of any .14, that "the disabled ex-serviee men and
purpose would have to have the amounts they their dependents owe You a lasting debt of
had been receiving reduced. Therefore, Con- gratitude for your splendid services in their begressman Gregory, like all patriotic citizens ex- half." Mr. Mason is either grossly misinformpected him to do and at the request of many ed or has willfully tried to- mislead the public
veterans, voted to cut down the government ex- on the so-called soldiers' bonus question. In
pense and in doing so reduced the taxation from an article published in the Sun-Democrat last
those who were already overburdened. This week after ridiculing and makinge fun of the
vote not only meant a slight reduction in veter- Aurora Dam project, he declared that Conans' payment, but also meant a reduction of gressman Gregory voted for the bonus, that it
government expenses, including the salary of passed the House and Senate; that the President
then vetoed the Bonus Bill and Congressman
Congressman Gregory himself.
Gregory voted to sustain the President in order
to be on the side of the
The Economy bill did not deprive a single dis- truth in this statement ,ismajority. The only
-that Congressman
abled veteran of his just and due compensation Gregory voted to
pay the bonus to the soldiers.
._ for disability contracted in service. The Econ- The bill never passed the
Senate nor was it ever
omy Bill simply placed veterans' compensation vetoed
Fre_Sident.
Thetefore, _Congressbi...the
_
in the hands of the President, who- has shown man Gregory
had
himself at all -t4rnes to be just, fair and sympa- to sustain or to DO opportunity to vote either
over-ride the President's veto
thetic not only to the veterans, but to all of on any such
bill
those in need of help, aid and assistance. It ranted statement and to make such an unwarwhether wilfully'clone or octook these matters out of politics, the Very thing casioned _by
misinformation,
shows that Mr.
the veterans' organizlions had been asking.
Mason lacks the caliber that should be possessed by a Congressman from this District.
In his gnnounienTentAn 1932, Mason (referring to veterans) said: "Some are being paid
For the information of Mr. Mason, the Bonus
too much -while others more worthy receive Bill provided for the immediate cash Payment
nothing, This is not fair and should be cor- of the adjusted service certificates. 'Congressrected. This matter must be handled from a man Gregory voted 'for this bill and it was
business standopint and not as a political one, never velottl by the President and we chalsimply to get votes." Measured by this an- lenge him to show that the President ever venouncement, Mr.`Masen must therefore approve toed this bill, or that Congressman Gregory
of Congressman Gregory's vote for the Econo- voted to sustain his veto.
my Bill, for-this bill did just the very thing that
Mr. Mason approved in his announcement in
As a further evidence of Mt. Mason's insin1932. Veterans' affairs have now been placed cerity or lack of information he has caused to
Inthe hands of the President so that they could be published in various papers the atatement
be handled in a business-like manner and not as that Congressman Gregory refused to recoma political febtball and so tuat the discrepancies mend a veteran for appointment for postmaster
suggested by Mr. Mason cquld be corrected. at Outwood, Kentucky. Mr. Mason charges
Fee- please.-note- that Mr-. -Mason apecifizaliy- -thatthree or four veterans qualified for this apsaid that Some of the,veterans were being paid pointment. This statement is absolutely untoo much. We ask „,Mr. Mason this specific true: -..tetn examination was held to establish an
question: If you had been a member of Con- eligible list at Outwood and a number ef vetgress when the Economy Bill was passed, would. erans took the examination, but none of them
you have voted to supported the President in his succeeded in passing the examination. Three
program to economize in governmental expen- men, Dessie Glover, D. F. Turner, and Robert
ditures by limiting penstens to those who were Cristy were the only ones on the eligible list
disabled as a result of their war service and by and as directed by the Postoffice Department,
redticing the salaries of every government em- the selection had to be made from these three.
ployee, including. Congressmen, or would you *Congressman Gregory designated Mr. Turner
have voted to retaiin these high salaries and as his choice among these three. Mr. Mason is
pensions not due to war service when the af- hereby challenged to name the three veterans
fairs of this country were in such a chaotic con- who he says were eligible for appointment, and
dition?
were ignored by Congressman Gregory.
•

Gregory Mason
Experience

Experiment

Performances

Promises

Service

Scheming

Without Wealth

Wealth from Sweated
Labor
-

Deliverer to the War
Veteran

Deceiver of the War
Veteran

Entrance at the front
door of the White
Hotse

Entrance at the"back
door" of the White-house

I

Iroad

Go To The
Polls

Saturday
This Week
August 4)

and Endorse
Our Loyal
Congressman
An Unsolicited pubtication paid fat kx..C.a.I.loway friends and supporters of W. V.
Gregor*.

_

Mr. Mason, who never did anything in His
The great majority of veterans know who
life for the veterans as far as we know, now their friends are in Congress and are now supcomes and tries to make political capital of porting Congressman Gregory, and we urge all
Cengeeseinten-- Cereger-y4-oupport-ofe-the -Preai—reterette-netr-te:+e--raiak.d-br enipaigrr °indent on veterans' affairs. He poses as their ises and propaganda; -bttt to give their congood awl true friend, but how do we Mow that, tinued support to their tried and true friend,
he is? Will the veter-ans Siipport Congressman Congressman W. V. Gregory..
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Tuesday of last week elseplinientary to Miss Ruth Camara who
is guest of Mr. and Mrs. M. G.
Carman. Bride was played at four
tables and tea guests were reMess Carman received
the guest prize and Miss Maryteona Bishop received the cut
price.
Bridge guests were: .
Mikar larylessei
Misr
Ruth Carman, Miss Bertie Manor.
Miss Margaret Tandy. Mrs. M. .G.
Carman, Mrs. W. E. Blackburn.
Mrs. W. J. Caplinger, Mrs. Marvin Fulton, Mrs. B. 0. Langston,
Mrs. Carlisle Cutchin, Mrs. Charles
Hire. Mrs. Roy Stewart, Mrs. A.
F. Yancey. Mrs Ed Diuguid Jr.,
Mrs George
Hart, Mrs. Ben
Scherffius. Tea guests were: Mrs.
N. P Hutson, Ws. Grady Crawford. Mrs. Ben Grogan. Mrs.
Homer Pogue. Mrs. Harry Broach.
Nes.
- John Rowlett.

Phone 338, Neu*

Lblo Plop area Ik ..11.11111kod DM? lotto. !Mae Teembalet
afternoon each week.

Mr. And Mn. Leman Garner
Fsneertate
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bidaised- drew Beelt Elisabeth and Paul ind and salearal prayers and talks land and children. Wanda, Dale, first time in over nine years. The
balm*. Nix. assd Mrs Lloyd Via- to suit the occasion.
and /Scion of Oklahoma, Mies family was all there except a ionGrace Luter. Miss Elverette Stalls, in-law, Ervin Farris, who is workgra& Mc, sad Mrs. Jog Dal. Mr.
Visitor Honored
and Mrs. Lewis Dill. Mr. and Mrs. Miss Willie Mae Elcherson
Miss Neutress Outland, C. R. Out- ing in Coatsville, Pa.
Kodekuig Was feature of the
With Dinner
.
land, and Hoyt McClure.
Honored Oa -Birthday
1-10Y_4 Little of Buchanan, Tenn.,
••• • •
afternoon.
Mr. and Mra Brandon Dill, RichMrs. L 0. Carson. Tulle. OklaMr. and Mrs. Elmer Richerson McCuiston And Jackson
Mr. and Mrs. Beckham and 011ie
ard Lovins, and
George Rubin
homa„was honored with. a dinner
entertained at thetr-Tiome near
Sue left for home Wednesday'
Barrom.
Families On Outing
Friday evening at 8 o'clock at the
morning, accompanied by MI J.
At the noon hour a delicious Murray, Saturday evening between
Collegiate Inn. Miss Lillian Watthe hours of eight and eleven
On Monday, July 23. the Mc- D. L. Jackson who will visit with
lunch was served on the lawn.
pub& aim 1.4illiaan...Mailaissit a Parr ewilmilehaernelr
wad,PS,
few -days.
otaluzlitiONO
Tandy cb'clools.in Nora
were7hcets. Mrs Carson lit visitBridge on
Sudderth of Nashville, Tenn., Paul ter, Willie Mae, on her seventeenth to the Spat Fitzburgh
ing her sister, Miss Lillian WetTenmease River and had a fish
Dill, )6e Dill, Brandon Dill, and birthday.
ter&
fry and camped all night, honor- 'Miss Walters Compliments
Those present were:
William Rose furnished real string
Sister
These included were:
Miss Laura Elizabeth Hughes; ing Mr. and Mrs Beckham Mcmusic.
Miss Lillian Watters entertained,
Mrs. It. M. MeEirath, Miss Clara
e was a bountiful supply Miss Helen Rogers, Miss KM117 Cuiston and daughter from ChicaRimreer, Mrs. W. M. Caudill, Miss of ice cream and watermelons and erine Hughes, Miss Chew Erwin, go who were visiting their parents. complimentary to her sister, MI s.
Beatrice Frye, Miss Susan Peffer, an enjoyable time was had by all. Miss Covella Broach, Miss Laurine Mr. and Mrs. J. C. McCuiston, and L. 0. Carson, Tulsa, Olationia.
Mrs. G. B. PennebakereMiss Mat•• • • •
Jones, Miss Louise Jones, Miss Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Jackson. of last Wednesday afternoon with a
teabridge, at the borne of Mr
tie Trousdale, Mrs. L. 0. Carson. Visitors Entertained With
Buchanan, Tenn.
Willie Mae Richerson.
, • a • ..
Lenis Hale, Hafford Adams, Van
A truck load and several car and Mrs. R. • M. Pollard, North
Picnic Supper
Barnett, Prentice Beaman, Hilton loads were on the trip. Games and Sixteenth street Mini Limns Po
Magazine Club•Entertained
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Shell, Mrs. Hale. Hubert Hale, Charles Rogers, music were enjoyed. Supper and lard and htba Miry Catberin.
Thursday
T. 0. Baucum and Mrs. Chas. Charles
Edward
Hale, Cletus breakfast were enjoyed in the Bondurant easieted la serving.
Mrs. Ben 'Grogan was beet to Cain
entertained
Mrs. Shell's Richerson, Baron Richerson, Rob- camp.
Mrs. G. B. Scott receBred ,high
the fegular meeting of the Maga- visitors, Mrs. J. E. Oliver, daugh- bie Fticherson, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Those included in thr• party honors and Mrs. Carson teethed
zine Club
Thursday afterneen,, ter, Mr. and hlis. J.• D. Shell. and Richerson.
the guest prize.
were:
July m, at the home of Mr,.and Mrs. R. A. Shell Sr.. and Mrs. E.
Delicious refreshments wer e
Those present were
Mr. and Mrs. Beckham McCuisMrs. J. D. Sexton, West Main W. Maxedon with a picnic sup- served.
Mrs. Ed Diuguld Jr., Mrs.
B.
tou and daughter, 011ie Sue, Mr.
West
-• •_.• • •
The - subject, Prebhdriric per at the Baptist Picnic Grounds
Scott-Mrs. W. 11.-F.nx, Mrs-1.,. B.
eand--Mrs. -WIteeler _McCuiston
'in KenttieltY.-was-ably-lis--nere were twenty-four present. Misses Harris Entertain
son, Bobby Grey. Mrs. J. C._ Mc, Putnam. Mrs. W. J. Caplinger,
culled by Mrs. George Upchrigich,.
With Party
Cuiston, Miss Opal McCuiston, Mrs. Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield Jr.. Mao
Mrs. L. E. Owen and Mrs. W. M.
vattgan - Prather. Mrs.
Ervin Farris, Mr. and Mrs..- Lee Mary
MN.
°His
Valentbie
s
and
Mary
Mrsse
Harris
Lucile
-Arabice course was sexwed.
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Charles, Hire. Mrs. Roy Stewart.
Adams,
Entertains
were
joint
host
to
a
group
of
Twenty-one members answered
Gillespie.
-Mrs, A. F. Yancey, Mrs. R. M.
young people last Wednesday ev- Adams, Mrs. Hattie
the „roll call and the guests inMrs. Ottis Valentine entertained
and Mrs. D. L. Jackson, Mr, Pollard, Miss Callis Wear, Mi.'
Mr.
ening
at
their
home.
cluded: Mrs. Joe Ryan, Mrs. Bar- her sewing club, Monday
Jackson. Miss Kate L O. Carson, Mrs. M. G. Carman
afternoon
A delightful dinner was served and Mrs. Lynn
ber - MeEirath.-Mrs. W. H. Moson.1 from four o'clock
till five thirty
'and Meridie Miss Ruth Carman. Mrs. Hattie
Howard
Jackson,
carrying out the color ,
cheme of
Mrs. J. W. Carr. Mrs. H. M. Ful- at her home on
North Fourth
Tolley, Trevor and Wilson Mc- Bondurant, Mrs. Dee Houston, Miss ,
green and white.
ton, Mrs. Ed Farmer. Mrs. "John street. Mrs. 0. B.
Boone was also
Hopkins. Lelon Desiree Beale, Mrs. Lute ClayCuiston, Paul
Those present were:
Rowlett, Mrs. C. S. Lowry. Mrs. given a shower by
Thompson, Ed- ton' Beale, Mrs. Linn, Miss Lillian
the members
Miss Cornelia Spiceland, Miss Thomas, Barney
H. C. Pogue, San. Antonio. Texas. of the club. She
was presehted
Huey, Brent and Brooks Hollowell, Miss. Roberta Whitnah,
Elaine
Ahart. Miss Gracie P. ward
Mgr., Aubrey Adams, St. Louis. many lovely and useful gifts.
Gillespie, Bar- Miss Verna -Goode.
Pogue. Lloyd
Spiceland, Jack Jackson. Ira Curtis
MM.. A. L. Rhodes, Miss Ma3rme
Those present were:
ber Wallace, Billy, David, Toy Lee
Hillis
Hurt
is.
Cochran,
and
Misses
Whitnell. Mrs. J. D. Sexton, Miss
Mrs. Freed Cotham, Mrs. Leanand Wiggins Jackson.
-Mrs. Harry Broach entertained
Harris.
Jane
Sexton, and Miss
Ruth!ard Tease, Mrs. 0. B. Boone. Miss Lucile and Maly
•
• •,
Oswald Kirkland, JIrrimte- Far- her bridge club Friday evening.
Rhodes.'
Estelle Houston. Mrs. Leo HenThose present were:
ris. Horace Lee_ Adams, Robert
Outland. Later Family
Members present were.
dricks. Mrs. }ferry Jenkins, Mrs.
Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield Jr.,'
Reunion
Miss-Norene and Doran
Mrs. "'W. - J. _Ceplinger„ Mrs
Maoaarot-Poodlo,-14ra-T•two-Hall Hod. Mrs. A. M. Wolfson,
ner. Pars. Hubert Dunn, Mrs. DurA picnic.
.eanayed by mem- Rachel docksenta-MineaMaele Gilles- Blimker, Mrs. C. S. Lowry, 19YrtMia
Mrs. Clyde Downs, Mrs. Ben Keys. rett Padgett, and
Mrs. Otto Val- bers of the Outland and Later pie, Miss Buctie May Las, ..miss George Hart, Mrs. A. J. Glenn,
Mrs. Solon Higgins, Mrs. Tom
entine.
families at Pine Bluff July 22.
Edelweiss Farris, Miss Mary Far- Miss Mary Leona Bishop, and Miss
Morris, Mrs. W. W. MeElrath, Mrs.
Those included were:
ris, Miss Imogene Farrier Miss Suzanne Snook.
Leslie R. Putnam, Mrs. W. at
Mrs. Blimker won the prize for'
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Luter.
Wanda Lee Farris, Miss Lucy
Caudill, Mrs. Herbert Drermon. Family Reunion Held
Sunday
and Mrs. J. A. Outland, Mr. and Evelyn Ferri, and Mils Ruth Par- high score.
Mrs. Jack Beale, Miss Cappie
• we,
A. delicious ice
course
was
Mrs. Hollie Later. Mr. and Mrs. r.
Beale. Mrs. George ,Upchureh, Mrs,
After Sunday School at Pleasant
All WA it-Wonderful -time,'reach- served.
C. A. Bishop, Mrs. P. A. Mart,- Grove last Sunday morning. Mrs. Guthrie Orogan. and daughters,
Barbara Jean and Charlotte.
ing home Tuesday about 9 o'clock
Mrs. G. T. Rieke, Mrs.,Dise
Ross- Paschall, Leslie and Duncan
ton. Mrs. A. I. Rhodes. an* Mks. Ellis. with .'their families, drove Mrs. Elmer Davis, Mr. Robert and the Mirlsion-tamily had a :Fayette county tobacco growers _
Luter. and Mrs. Evia Jackson of reunion that day. All the chil- received $14.750 in AAA rental
Ben Schertflus,
te, the home- of the -late J.- W. -Fst/is,
-isurtyrt-'die-yerat:rmer-mrs:-Ittcy-Mtesi.
r.
-their Childhood home, -Ind joined Ian and Mr. send Mrs. Noble Out- Cuiston were home together for making a total of $88.130
received.: -a
Entertained At Reelfoot
their sister, Mrs. J. S. Smotherman
Lake
and other relatives in spreading
land avenue.-Aahland
eat

I vival at Elm Grove Missionary
Baptist church.
I On July 23, Mr. and Mrs. GarAir and Mrs Loman Garner ner entertained with a 6 o'clock
anf Hatton Garner entertained dinner.
guests and :monde through July.
Covers were laid for:
On July 3. 4. and 5. they had as
Miss Annie Mary Rudd. Miss
their house guests Mrs. Peachie Reba Ford. Mason McKeel. and
and daughter. Hatton Garner.
Clark Cheatham
Mrs. Ruth Mixon. of Largo, Fla.
On July 24, 25. and 28, they
They attended the Fourth of July were honored. with a visit from
celebration at Pine Bildt with Mr. Mrs. Will Gregory. Wilmingtan,
arid Mrs. Garner. It was their Calif. Wilmington is near Long
eat
first visit back to Calloway in =each.
where Mrs. Gregory's 11011,
five years.
linen Hendren resides- with whom Several Here Atteiad Reid
Resales In Illiseele
One July 21), Mr. and Mre. Oer-- she made the trio- here. lam
net entertained with a dinner in. preggu was
••••Sev4)Piil.
from- &gimpy-and -Gal-hondf Of The
Beti here by her many friends apd' rne
loway county attendarLiba
0. Arlerbuni at niMoindeleloice in the fact :she has been eti- family reunion at Saturnia Springs.
Covers were laid for the Rev. joying. good health She will be
-HI. north of Vienna,- Met -Stniday.
and ILs. Artei'bugn,
'iv.aija remembered here' as Miss Harriett The family reunion has: been an
s
Mrs.
Gregory,
Mr.
andMr& R. F.
, 90194nd_
--annual 'event for the pest five
Leon Hale and daughter. Miss
years and several attend from here
D. malasione.
Vivian Hale. Mrs. Ettie Skinner,
Nordin. Entertain each year.
of Elm Grove. Miss Pauline Stroud.
House Gamia
IP'Per
Those attending from Murray
Miss Gracie Jones Atom. Miss were:
Beatrice McDougal. •Elm Grove.
Honoring their house guests,
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Moore. Mr.
Hatton Garner. Mr. and Jane Le- the Tuttle family • from Cincinnati,
man Garner Mr. and Mrs.- Walter a Scavenger, hunt was given by and Mrs. Tom 'Williams, Robert
Mills Williams, Thomas Moore
Lassiter were afternoon callers. the B. D.
Johnston' Saturday Williams. Yewell 'Williams, Hardin
The Rev. Ben G. Arterburn and evening at their home at Hardin.
Cole Williams, Mrs. E. B. Neuman.
not Rev, Johnson. as reported in
Thc.se present were:
Mrs Minnie Beale, . Miss Lula
last week,a,..._ pa per. assisted Rev.
Miss Mae Harrison, Miss June Clayton Beale. Frank
Wilson. Mar
R. F Gregory in last week's re- Martin. Miss Anne Lawrence. Miss
Dana Moore and Guthrie CharehLouise Hughes. Miss Virginia Pace, ilL and V. H. Clark.
_Miss
Fitz. Miss.
-11.ere atteedeig- from Wirlasea
Johnston. Miss Lois Tuttle, Miss
Reid. Mint
went
Mary
Wilma Gardner, and Miss beanie Reid,- and Lawson
Radford.
Jo- Norwood.
• • • • •
Dick Alexander of Murray, Gene Mrs. Chas. Hire
Tuttle. Bob Tuttle. Nat Pace,.Roy
Compliments Visitor
Darnall,
Voris ;Utley.
Bernard
Johnston. Karl Johnston, and Clay
airs_ . Charles Hire entertained
reidey evenieg at her home
Copeland.
.4 •••
on West Olive street complimen.asssersa.Fss"-waisdiat
tary- to-Mrs. L. O. Carson. Tulsa,
liatorday
Oklahoma. Bridge was enjoyed
SOMETICNG FOR"
two.
PLENTY OF MEAT
at
.
SANDWICHES.THAli
were married Floyd Hall Is Wedded
College students
To
Ti4INCr
Satufdity afternoon when Miss
Ashland, Ky., Girl
Emma Lou Brown. May-field. beMiss Lillian Watters and ' her.lir -- invety dinner on a long table
bride of Bola Fox. BickmV
A wedding of wide interest in
nell, Indiana. Ttie marriage was this section and western Kentucky sister and visitor'. Mrs. L. 0. Car- placed on the lawn where a family reunion was enjoyed by a large
. per/prated by the Rev. E. B. is that of Mies Hazel Scott of son, Tulsa, Oklahoma, were week
number.
' Motley at 3 o'clock
Saturday 3225 Oakland avenue and Mr_ end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Hal
Those present were:
afternoon at the first Christian Floyd *all of Murray and Cat- Craig, at Reelfootlake July 20.
Mrs. Alice Ellis, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Carson war guest of honor
church study.
lettsburg, Ky.
Roscoe Hayes and son. Ellis. Mr.
The bride is the daughter of
The marriage of this popular at several socials during her visit
are and Mts. Dennis Boyd and son.
• alts. W D Brown. Mayfieid. and young couple was solemnized in here.
Hazel Lee.
meal.
• has been a prominent' student of Louisville. Ky.. Saturday afterMr. and Mrs. Ross Paschall and
•
the college for several gemes- noon. July-. 21, 1934. The Rev. lee Cream And Watermelon
daughters. Misses Ethel May and
Feast
ters
and
is
nosy
a
eerifor
She
Schwan.
pastor of -the .First ChrisOur Specials for This Week
Viola, Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt Craig
is endeared it. a host of friends tian church ed that city perform.0n Sunaay, July 29. a group and son, Robert Ross.
a ••
in Murray"and
A talented ed the marriage rite*, using the
of folks met at the home of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Duncan Ellis and
musician. The bridegroom form- impressive single ring ceremarnY
ant Mrs. J. D. Dill for an ace children. Orene Lylton. Tiarvey.
ells, attended Purdue Univeasity of that church. •
cream and watermelon feast.
and Polly, Mr. and Mrs. Shannon
and is a promient student and
For her wedding, the bride wore
Those present were:
Ellis and daughter, Mary Miller
athlete at Murray State College. a stunning dark blue °edit. acMrs. Rena Vinson and daughMr, and Mrs. J. S. Smotherman.
He is a brother to W.
Fox, centuated with touches . of white
ter. Grace,- -441r-.- and Mrs. H. P. Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Ellis and
dUrtiellar of the colreae".- ---trimming. Her accessories were
Vinson. and sons, It P. and Billy children. Frank, Leila, and HerFriends among
the students also of white
Mrs, Hall is the
Joe, Tandy Suddarth and children, man Kelly, and
Mr. and Mrs.
en
daughter of Mr. W H. Scott.••of
Roda. Floyd, Troy, and Samuel, Holmes Ellis.
couple
ec
n
o
•
at dinner'
13.° a
latrtheycCol- Oaland avenue, and the late -Mrs.
William Rose and son, J. C. Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Paschall, Mrs.
,egiate Inn Sunday evening
Gladys Cline Scott„ She is a deand Mrs. Ralph Cook and son, Belle Story. and Autry McReynscendant of the leading pioneer
Robert,, Mr. arid Mrs. Euin Mc- olds.
Mrs. C. S. Leary Host
families in the Sandy Valley and
Dugal and children. • Bruce and
In the afternoon there was
Incorporated
I At Party For Visitor ,
she as herself a young lady of
Audrey Jean.
general conversation and a remuch personal charm and culture.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dill and chil- ligious service of scripture read' Mrs. C. S Lowry entertained
PHONE 12
Mrs. Hall is a graduate of Catlettsburg Will School. and his intended
Eastern Kentucky State
Teachers College and Marshall
College. Huntington. W. V& She
now a valued member >Sf the
Catlettsburg . faculty of Second
Ward School. The announcemen*
,f her engagement at a large par •:4 given last .month by Mrs. Ken- !.eth McCeod and Miss Mae Scott,
-:ster -Or IlTe
was a --leaffng
-ocial event of the season. and •
Mrs. Hall has subsequently been
!',arned'Aionoree at numerous deehtfu/ social affairt
Mr. Hall is a, member of a
,,
- rominent family of Calloway
county. Ky.. being . the son of Mr.
and Mrs. R. D.- Hall. Mr. Hall has
•hstinguisheld-hiniself as a scholar
and a leader in Kentucky educational circles_ He is a graduate lii
•)f Murray - High School. Murray.
• Ky.. and from Murray State Col.ege. with the highest honors the
college bestows on its graduates.
Mr. Hall took an active pert in
activities,
and hif ex-•Ttional popularity with his felaav students was amply attested
in his senior year when he was
unanimously chosen president of
the graduating class. Before cornmg to Catlettsburg. Mr FLO. was
member of the faculty of the
Washington Junior High School,
Padlicah.-Kerilucky. from Yelaru-'
ary. 1925 to June, 1929 a• an inMED the children milk three times a day and
structor ef history and mathemat1watch them bloom with health and vitality of
ics. Since he joined the Catlettsmind and body. But be sure the rnilk you serve is
burg faculty ill 1929. as principal
rich in quality and natural riciiir%hment. Even the
of the Second Ward School, Mr.
dairyman's children cougrhave no better .than
Hall has given his untiring efyours if you order. SUNBURST PASTEURIZED
forts during the four depression
MILK. Science .sliows that good pure milk is the
years to the furthering of the in-Wrests of the eitildren who came
finest all around food value obtainable in any one
under his care. particularly the
food or liquid. Give your children and family the
under privileged. Last year he was
benefit by serving it at every meal, between meals
4,‘
successful in- interesting the paand at bedtime.
trots of his school in founding a
library for the upper grades by
calling on them to search -their at
tics for 'interesting but no longer
seed -volume& that would be new
Mr.
.de for ese.efifiger generatton
Hall has spent this surerner as
a _student of Duke University
Qrarlu* §shool. Durham.
Firee
Phone 71-4
misty
Mr. and "litre.•'-ltd il have coneluded their wedding trip, spent
We are giving RIDE COUPONS to our tustomgra
in various points in Central Kenfor next week's carnival-ASK FOR THEM!
I
tucky. and are now.at home to
their many friends at 3225 Oak-

Ltke mAiN

G.

Dern-

MEAT
gives pep to the outdoor

We Sell Government
Inspected Meats l• bcaMURRAY MEAT
MARKET

HOW THEY THRIVE ON
WHOLESOME MILK

11

Telephone Yodi Order and Try
SUNBURST

r••••-

a.

••4.

AVONDALE BRAND

FLOUR
83c
2
•
PINEAPPLE
3
CORN
23c
2-LB.
SODA CRACKERS
4 cans 19c
PORK & BEANS
French, lb. 23c
COFFEE
FRUIT JUICESP. & G. SOAP,
Pineapple, Grapefruit,
7 Giantbars
25c
Orange,
cans
2
25c
No.
2
CHOICE MEATS CRISCO, 1-lb. can 20c DRINKS-Gingerale, Root
Beer,_Orange, Lemon,
For Cool Summer Me*
3-1b. can-.
. . 59c
14-47boitte
10
Van Camp TUNA,
POTTED MEAT,. 3 cans 10c
FRIDAY and,SATURDAY
2 1-2-lb. cans . . .. koe
Vienna Sausage, 3 cans 25c
LIPTON'S TEA
' Embassy MUSTARD,
Sc
1 lb. LIVER
pkg. 23c
Quart jar
10c
25c • Quarter-pound
2 lbs. MINCED HAM
Half-pound
43c
pkg.
25c
2 lbs. VEALE CHOPS
PICKLES-CHIPSO,2 small pkgs. 15c
25c
Sours, Dills, qt. jar . . . 19c
2 lbs. BEEF STEAK
33c
2
large
pkgs.
Sweets,
qt. jar
2-5c
10c
SAUSAGE,lb.
16c
PORK HAM,half or whole
HAND PICKED NAVY BEANS 4
15`
PORK SHOULDER,half or whole,
pound
13. 1-2c
3 POUNDS
LARD
Sc
25`
BEEF CHUCK ROAST, lb.
6c
BEEF RIB ROAST, lb.
BACON bilLUR & HART TRIANGLE BRAND
MUTTON,lb.
17`
10c and 12-1-2c
9c
LARD, lb.
3
27`
1- BACON BUrrs,
T-2-c-1- EATMORE OLEO
6c
SALT BUTTS,lb.
LONGHORN DAISY CHEESE
16`
25c
FRYERS,Dressed,lb.
1---HENS,lb.
18c
2
27c
FRANKS
°""E
BOLOGNA
KANSAS CITY STEAKS
Pound 25c
SLICED
BACON
Highest Market Price in Cash for...
23c
Chickens and Eggs
CALIFORNIA ORANGES
25.
CALIFORNIA YELLOW ONIONS 6
LARGE RIPE BANANAS
19c
MEAT MARKET,
RADLSES _MEM _CARROTS ONIONS !f2.ch 5c
SUNKIST LEMONS
24LES. SACK

AVON DALE

STANDARD SLICED

C. Club Fancy

Standard Pack

CALL 191

14-

No. 2 cans

2s29`
oOn
Nc

WESCO BRAND

Cc
am ibueblls or

Jew
3elli.s.
Lb
5.
5c

BOX

19c

C. Club, Lb. 27c

POUNDS

BULK

POUNDS

POUND

OR

POUNDS

FANCY SUGAR CURED

No Waste

Sizeif 252 and 288

DOZEN

POUNDS

1424ZEN

DOZEN

1.118111.1111W
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• .•!'•
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:ease eate.eseassea

17c

C. Club Brand,c
tall 25c
3aiu

SHROAT BROS.

Murray Milk Products Co.

No. 21-2 "J15.
cans

BRAND

••••••••

•

•

•
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d in serving.
received high
:arson received
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J Caplinger,,
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Prather,
Mrs.
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1•11-WA Party At Concord For
Miss Hilda Hodges
Odelle •n d
Misses
Bertina
Hodges of New Concord entertained at their home Thursday
evening with a lawn party. The
party was in honor of the sixteenth birthday of their sister,

Beauty Sparkles Beside Spark Plug Model, Vandy Remain Undefeated
in Second Half of Softball Season
•99

LYNN GROVE WINS
FIRST HALF FLAG

hold the Parisians after tile sixth. noon at 5 P. M.
Prayer Meeting Wednesday 7:45
The game remained tied 5-5 until
after the sixth and a fly mis- P. M.
0. A. Matra, PaStor
judged by Russell let the Parisians in for a safe win.
CHURCH OF CHRIST

Model and Vandevelde remain frames.
Playing SplenThe cleaners counted two in the County Teams Are
undefeated at the end of Una
„study period at 1k45
Bible
did Softball Games. Every
WIDOWS obey err's
untortunaba iPast but WOK AllatedkAII'lla *OM
KIVIVC
"
Sabred:Er
~et.
Bluebirds alone are without a vic- until the fatal ninth.
ship to Tolle* at 10:45.
Those present were:
tory.
Model continued its butt The Corner Drug men pushed
Due to tent meeting being in
The
Young
Business
Men's
Club
first
half
Linn
Grove
won
the
Miss Vester Henery, -Misses Wilpace Tuesday night by deteating ever a single run in the fourth
progress onr.,,,the Murray-Benton
have
an
outing
and
fish
fry
will
softball
league
race in the county
da Grey and Bobby Farley, Miss
Parker's Garage 9 to 5. Stewart and another in the fifth and then
next Wednesday evening at Pine Highway, juat north Of Murray,
Marelle Allbritten, Miss Ardith
contest .w a s
deadlocked, Saturday night by defeating Hazel,
held the Greasers well in hand The
there will be'Ito services held here
6 to 3, in the final game of the Bluff it was voted at their meetWilliams, Misses Lorine arid Audand though they made a bid in
at the regular evening hour.
•••••••••••••••••••••••• evening. It was the best played ing Monday night. This is the
ry Mae Smith. Misses Hada and
the final frame it fell far short of
Mid-week Bible study and praygame of a season; whisky...has seen first outing of the club this year
Helen Hodges.
tying the score.
,
er services each Wednesday at
plans
are
formed
for
and
being
rapid
class
iMprovernerst
in
the
Smith,
Max
Willie
Coleman,
In the final game Tuesday evan entertaining everkt.
Herman 7:45 p mu.
of play from the very start,
James Blalock, Charlie Brooks
in
All are
cordially invited to
ening, the Bank of Murray and
Doran.
Raymond
Hamlin,
and R.
The
contest
was
close
throughMcCuiston, Solon Bucy, Aubry
these services.
the Bluebirds waged a heated
H.
Thurman
are
named
as
a
out.
Hazel
led
3
to
2
for
a
time
Rudolph Smith,
Marr,
Willie
The college co-eds and the MurH. W. Riggs, Minister
struggle to avoid the ignominy of
and made a desperate bid in the committee on arrangements.
Osbron.
the cellar. It was a nip-and-tuck ray lasses will meet in softball seventh inning. With runners on
Mr. and Mrs. Gardie Lassiter,
contest with the Blnebirds ap- play again Monday night at 7:30 first and second and only one
MEETING BEGINS AT KIRESEY
Muny SoftMr. and Mrs. Kelley Smith, Chu-parently having the game gathered o'clock on the Murray
cent away, Lynn Grove made a quick MONDAY BY ELD. C. H. WILSON
lie and Opal Smith, Mr. and Mrs.
in when the Bank mustered its ball park. Twenty-five per
go to the double-play to retire the side_
Hoste Hodges, Miss Laura Lassforces and rallied for four rune et the proceeds will
The county teams are Playing
Eld. C. H. Wilson is beginning
iter, Miss Pauline Helen, Misses
in the seventh inning to come out University Women's Association a better brand of ball than a maa protracted meeting next Monplay for a
sponsoring
the
is
Odelle and Bertina Hodges.
*Mich
on top, 11 to 9.
jority of teams in the city league day night with the Kirksey Bap•-• •• •
girls sholandlip 'fund.
Jphn Rowlett was the defentiVe
and fans will more than get their tist church. The general public
socollege
tilt
the
the
last
Offices in
In
Wedding
1illeks.11001das
star for the Bank, maklng several
money's worth if they will, turn la invited. to attend these services.
the
ads
.defeated
Miers,Y
Firit
National
Bank Bldg.
Saturday Afternoon
nice catches in the field and alone
98. which was played before a out for the &iturday night games. While this meeting is in sessionWest
Main
Street
making
a
couple
of
double
plays
In the !inn game Saturday night, we hope to raise funds to repair
Mr and Mrs. Doran King anrecord crowd. Miss Carrie Alliat third base.
Wilmuth hit a son is coach of the college ten Dexter ..tsinunad Pine Bluff 15 to the church building. Anyonsp-who Telephones, Office 176;
nounce the marriage of their sishome-run with .two on for the
Res. National Hotel
Weatherly is 5 to leave all three other teams may be interested in this work to
ter, Anna King Hicks, of Murray
Mrs. John
While
Bluebirds in the first to give his
In a tie for second place with one the extent that they want to help
and Hercy Hopkins, of Alino. The
piloting the Murray outfit.
team the lead.
victory and two defeats each. finance it, or help do the work
wedding was solemnized Saturday
*Model
1021500—•9 ••••••••••••••••••41•4040•• Lynn Grove was undefeated, gain- should see Bro. R. A. Jones of
afternoon, July 28, at two-thirty
Parker's
Crowds at the Firestone Faetory and Exhibition Building at
1 0 0 0 1 0 3— 5 abounding with sensational catches, ing victories over each of the Kirksey.
"We Do It a Little Better"
o'clock at the home of Mr. and
"A Century of Progress" this nar reached more than capacity pro.
stops and throws, until a succes- other three.
Bro. Wilson broke the brush
Mrs. King, 1226 South Sixth portions when this
charming miss was a visitor. Miss Lucile Procter
SUPERIOR CLEANERS
Bank Murray
2.0 2 3 0 0 4-11 sion of hits brought the Cleaners
Saturday night Lynn
Grove will and got the material togethef
street, Paducah, Ky., with the Rev. of Wichita, Kansas, elected "Miss
Wichita," stands on a spectacular Bluebirds •
3 1 0 '1 4 0 0—,9 urniar the 'Wire a winner.
Expert Hatters
engage Dexter
arid Hazel will when this church was organized,
S. P. Tucker reading the single revolving display which shows, in giant size, two of
the products of
Next week's play should result
clash with Pine Bluff to start off and' is dead in earnest about its
Friday Night
the Firestone factories—batteries and spark plugs.
ring ceremony.
WASH PANTS Cleaned and
more changes in the standin
Sunburst gave Jones the lances the second half.
coining back to Her former glory.
_ dfic
The bride, an attractive blonde.
Pressed
ing.
Tonight,
Sunburst
and
Rexhalf,
second
the
of
defeat
first
Mrs.
D.
H.
Stress,
Miss
Tennie
served
of
sky blue sheer
PHONE 44
wore a dress
Mrs.
Nat
Ryan
MURRAY IIIRTHODMM CHURCH
----- - all who are knotted for third 12 to 5 in. in the opener and in
Those present were:
with large white hat and other Beeckenridge,
Hughes, Mrs. Ed Utterback, Mrs.
Miss Juanita Phillips, Miss,place with two victories and two The nightcap the Model Cleaners
white accessories.
ep-t their re-Cord -Cleitli--FhtT-111111d1
4,-Cr4etrit, =ht.. Ifatiy
Sunday School 9:45 'A. M.
.aur ne
nes, Mita
Dorothyl defe•t
'
r"
eh
: wffi -met`ttn
Tropktns Is connected'
;game.
Vandevelde
and .Jonas
the Bank of Murray,4, oqrtb
Preaching at II A. M. b"the'
the N. C. & St. L -railroad. He Miss Suzanne Snook, Miss Mary- Broach, Miss Mary Frances Bea.
clash
in
the
second
affray
this
9
to
the
rail,
defeat
of
straight
,,,The Model Cleaners were de- presiding elder, Rev. 0. C.
bride left for a wedding leona Bishop and Miss Lucille man, Miss Eliazbeth Broach, Miss
and
for
the
victory
drugevening.
A
feated by a picked teaffe'Mtn er.
4.
Martha 'Frances Galloway, Miss
trip following their marriage. Up- Wells.
The first game was a nip anti Paris, Tenn., Monday night at
Preaching 7:45 P. M. by the pasJessie Myers, Miss Covela Broach, gists will mean a tie with Vandy
on their -return they& will be at
Tuesday evening Mrs. Purdom Miss Jean Galloway, Miss Ynema for second rung while a win for tuck affair with Sunburst leading Paris. The cleaners had the as- tor.
home at 1226 South Sixth street,
the Plumbers will put them even by only one run until the seventh sistance of Dub Russell and PurThird Quarterly Conference will
had as guests for bridge: Mrs. G. Rhea, and Miss Louise Jones,
Paducah.
• • .1 4
B. Scott, Mrs. Bryan Langston,
Prentice Beaman. Irvin Enoch, with Model for the initial rating. when the dairymen put on a six- dom Outland but were unable to meet at the church, Tuesday after--Tomorrow -night, Friday, Parker run rouser -tuck the contest
-Mrs. H. -E.-Si pan- Gattovray;- thft011—.Paschall,
Mrs. :
V
r olin Stubblefield jr.
Sharborough, Mrs. Herbert Dren- Ortiz Guthrie, Ralph Miller Pas- and Bluebird- engage in the open- safely away. Jones was blanked
Hickman Guest
Ente
non, Miss Margaret Tandy, Mrs. chall, Clifton Jones. .1. D. Adams, er with Sunburst meeting the In the final four rounds.
3 2 1 0 0 0 6-7-12".
Sunburst
Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield Jr., NV: H. Whitnell, Mrs. Carlisle Dolphus Myers, Thomas Franklin Bank in the nightcap.
-Nest Monday night-witi - be the Jones trruE----111. 2.0 0-'
entertained Lou' Miss Mary Vaughan Cutchin.
0 ft— .3
-ftlartee
Wilke,- Duffy Erwin,- J'IL—Scones,
The Bank took an early lead
Prather of Hickman, Ky.
W. H. Fox. Mrs. Bodkin. Wick- •C. F. Paschall, Eugene Jones, Fred crucial game of.the second half
wi,tS
Vandevelde
and
Model and was in front of the Cleaners
Guests were:
liffe. and Mrs. E. J. Beale:
Guthrie, and Eubert Hale. -,
• • • • •
Clehnikerairesiaing it out for first 3 to 2 until the fourth. With a
Mrs. Nan Ryin Hughes. Mrs.
• •. • •
place.( Even should Jenkins' men big rain looming up, looking as if
Walter Blackburn, Mrs. A. F. Entre Nous Meets
Otis Harrison Given
Wee to Jones tonight they still will it might halt play, Mills lead off
Yancey, Mrs. Ed Diuguid Jr., Mist
Birthday Dinner
Wednesday
have a chance to tie Model by with a home rund and his- exMary V. Prather, Mrs. Will HigOn Saturday, July 28. the rel- trimming the Cleaners Monday. ample so inspired the dirt chasers
gins Whitnell, Mrs. Clifford MeThe Entre Nous Club met Wedatives, children, and grandchilThe following indictment with the
that they scored four times and
he is there now and will remain there lugin.
nesday afternoon at the home of
dren gave Otis Harrison a birth- Two Splendid Games
got a safe lead. They adled to it respective counts therein contained is
so long as you are in Congress, if it-is
Tea guests were:
Mr and Mrs. Wells'Purdom, ColThe now issued against William Voris GregMrs. Eugene Hughes, Mrs_ Frank lege Addition. Members present day dinner in honor of his 56th
left to you. Explain this to the people
Last Thursday Night with three more in the fifth.
Bank got a final score in the ory, in the First Congressional District.
T. Sledd were: Mrs. Jack Farmer, Mrs. Roy birthday.
A. Stubblefield, Mrs.
of
this District.
then
callgame
was
Jr.. Mrs. John Robinson. Milburn. Stewart, Mrs. Clifford Melugin,
They met at his home on West
Two of the best and most inter- sixth and the
Mrs. Will Higgins Whitnell won Mrs. B. 0. Langston, Mrs. A. F. .14,ain street, then drove out to esting games of the new softball ed on account of the shower. ,
Count One: You are charged with a
Count Five: You are indicted for not
210001-4
- high score - prize. A gift was pre- Yancey, Mrs. Vernon Hale, Mrs. Peggie Ann Springs near Hardin. season were played Thursday night. Bank
2
0
0
4
3
x-9
dereliction,
.in that you promised absoModel
having the courage for meeting your
sented te the honoree.
There
they
spread
a
bountiful
And
the final, in which Model de.
Marvin Fultotr. Mrs. Carl, Frazee,
• • • ••
lute allegiance to the veterans and exopponent face to face before the peolale.
Mrs. Wilbert Outland. Mrs. Eu- dinner under the beautiful trees feated Rexall 3 to 2 in nine in-- service men of these United States in
Monday Night
First, on Monday, July 2'3, 1934, at Murnings, was a
supreme thriller
Mrs. Wells Purdom
gene Hughes, Mrs. Foreman Gra- near the spring.
Threat of rain held down the your previous campaigns and deliberateEntertains
Forty-one were included to en- which kept the fans on the edges
ray,'Kentucky, you refused to divide
ham. Mrs. Marshall Berry, Mrs.
crowd
that
saw
Viuidevelds
swami)
R. -W. Churchill, Mrs. Roy Farmer. joy the Mese- In -the afternoon, of their seats throughout and sent
ly violated those pledges by v.oting for
time with your opponent. Second, on
Mrs.. Wells Purdom has enter- Mrs. Jack Kennedy, Mrs. F. E. swimming was enjoyed.
After them home pleased to their toes the Bluebirds 21- to 8 and Rexall laws reducing the compensation of vetJuly 28, 1934, at Bardwell, Kentucky,
tained with a series of bridge
in
six
indefeat
Parker
11
to
5
Crawford, and Miss Evelyn Linn. enjoying the pool until late in the with the excellent play.
erans, not only as to their monthly stiwhere you and your opponent both had
parties this week. Monday even•
• • •
afternoon, supper was served.
Roy 'Stewart bested Frank -Stub- nings. The nightcap was callea
pends but respecting the hospitalization
been advertised to speak, when your
ing,' Mrs. Purdom entertained with Have Sunrise
The group departed in the early blefield in a hurling duel which after the Greasers had batted in
three tables of bridge. Those preswhen rainfall began in fees-and riglits and the amount allowopponent
waited for you until Two
the
sixth
evening
wishing
Mr.
Harrison
saw
plenty
of
sensational
plays.
Breakfast
ent were: Mrs. Zelna Carter, Mrs.
ed for the burial of those ,yeterans who
o'clock P. M. you were telephoned.tQky
many more happy birthdays.
Several times the game was pulled 1 earnest. ,
George Hart, Mrs. Herman Doran.
Vandevelde hit solidly and often died, reducing same $32.00 on
Several young women of Murray
your friend, whose name can be proved,
each
from the fire with sensational
enjoyed a sunrise breakfast and L. C. Winchester Honored.
catches. The first game was also ' to run up 14 scores in the first burial permit; that, therefore, you have
and whose statement can be verified,
swimming at Peggy Ann Springs,
Sunday
a delight to the fans, the Bluebirds three innings while the Birds were not been a friend of the veterans as you
you -still being in Mayfield instead of
Marshall. county, last Friday mornforcing the Jones Drug team into held to seven hits by Ralph Yar- promised to be but have restricted,them
Bardwell,
that you said if your opponent
for
adbrough.
round
educational
The
only
good
Winchester,
ing. Mita Robbie Mae Brosati was -C.the hilt
.the seventh to win by
in every possible way presented to you
did mit desire to speak that you would
host for the outing. Those present visor of Cadiz CCC Camp, form- one run, 10-9. The birds came the -losers was' the fiftfi when they
so to do.
not speak. This statement having been
were: Miss LaNelle Stress. Miss erly of Owensboro, was honor from behind_ to knot the count in counted five times.
told to your opponent, he immediately
1 5 8 0 2 2 3-21
Winifred keys, *Miss Robbie Mae guest at the home of his brother, the first of the seventh,-i, rallyidg Vandevelde
0 0 1 0 5 2 1— 8
left Bardwell and went to Murray, ltrnBroach, Miss Margaret Lassiter, Fonzie Winchester, Sunday, July for three runs. It was a se-saw Bluebirds
Count Two: You are indicted for
The Druggists took advantage nepotism, by reason of the fact that the
Miss Amelia Scoby. Miss Mary 29. This was the first time this contest.
tucky, where he had an engagement, of
Virginia Diuguid, Miss Alice Opt- many of the family had been to- - The Blubirds drew opening of Doctor Smith's wildness and Government of the United States,
which you knew and with which you
under
land, Mist Nell Waggoner, and gether in nearly five years.
blood ryith one but Jones pushed mite loose playing to jump off to its law, allows to each Congressman
were attempting to interfere, as soon as
They
scored
five
in
Those
present
were:
.
a
nice
/tad.
Mrs.
Evelyn
Irvan.
over four.
The , restauranteurs
your opponent left Bardwell, another of
$6.98 DRESSES now.. $4.98
.• • • •
L. C. Winchester. Mr. S. A. D. drew closer with a pair in the the first after two were out and Five Thousand $5,000.00) Dollars for
your admirers immediately telephoned
$1.98 DRESSES now .. 98c Party Given Wednesday For
(Doug) Winchester, Mrs., Alice second and forged ahead 6 'to 4ein the Greasers could never overcome clerical hire, if necessary; and that to
59c visa Juanita _Phillips
to you that he had gone and you then
79c DRESSES now .
get this $5,000 into your oivn coffers
Outland, Mn and Mrs. Berry Win- the first of the fourth. Jones tied that lead.
690
iqt into your ear and drove to_Barchr
SUM MER____HA_TS
chester' and son. Leon,_:_Mr. and the runt _in__the last_ of Alla fourth- Parker
011012— 5 you Itlipointed your brother_aLa salary
Tone&
at breakneck speed and shamelessty Mrs. Newel Johnson -and son, John and got out in front with' a brace Resell
5 3 0 1 It se-ell exceeding Two Hundred ($200.00) DolAlso a Nice Line of Fall Hats at''her hone informally- Wednesa Edd, Mr. and Mrs.
made a speech, knowing that your opCullen For- in the fifth aud a single marker
lars a month, which brother never went
day evening .in
honor of Miss rest and son, Thomas Douglas.
Just Received
ponent was not there to answer you, _
in the sixth. Then the Bluebirds
to Washington or had anything to do
Juanita ' Phillips, of
Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. Onis Roberts and rallied for three in their half of
showing
you did not have the nerve to
with
the
operation
of
your
clerical
deTenn.
We are deeply grateful to the
son, N. D.. Mr. and Mrs. T. A. the seventh to force the druggists
meet him in joint debate. Tell the peoThe hours were devoted to play- Winchester and daughter, Mary
many friends who so kindly ren- partment, but drew these checks payainto the last turn at bat.
-•
ple of this district why you did this, if
ing games. An ice course was Alice._ Miss Burline
dered services and expressed sym- ble to himself and then endorsed
by
with W. S. FITS & SON
Winchester,
The birds touched Purdom Outyou
can tell the people any reason for
pathy
through
messages
and
flowhim
to
you,
he,
during
the
time
occupyRobert Johnson. E. D. Winchester, land for 13 blows but did not
ers, during the recent illness and ing a position. in a. bank--at 'Mayfield,
it, which this indictment says you canRobert Ellis, and Ewin Winches; bunch them effectively.
Twice
death of our darling wife and
not truthfully do.
ter.
-Kentucky, on a salary. This continued
long hits came with empty bases.
mother. May God's richest blessThe druggist got ten off Clifton
until you were caught up with, since
ings
be
yours.—J.
F.
Boatwright
Mrs. Harry Broach entertained Brown and combined them well
which time you have had your wife as
Count Six: You have'givenpublic Utand children.
the Laissez-Faire Club in her home with passes.
your clerk, who has rendered no serterances about spending your money in
Thursday afternoon. The hours Bluebird
1 203003 — 9
the interest of the farmers of this disvices whatever to the Government of
were spent informally.
Jones Drug
4 0 0 2 2 2 1 —10
trict in sending out literature in which
the
United
States
in
compensation
of
her
Those present were:
Rexall got only six scattered
they might be interested, but you have
monthly salary—clean-cut, pluperfect
Mrs. Ronald Churchill, Mrs Roy blows off Stewart. The Cleaners
Available anywhere. This service is new to CalFor bilious attacks due to constinot told the people -of this district that
Farmer, Mrs. George Hart and got twelve but they were exceedand
unwarranted
nepotism,
receiving
necessary
to
is
no
longer
countians
and
it
pation,
thousands
of
loway
men and womMiss Evelyn Linn.
you have sent out a speech which you
yourself
from
the
Government
money
ingly scarce until the last two
en
take
Thed(ord's
Black-Draught
• • • ••
bring electric welding work to this shop. When
because it is purely vegetable and for which no services were rendered. In
made in June in the United States ConFormer Popular Athlete
-the job is on heavy and hard-to-move" machinery,
gress or purported to have made same,
Mrs. C. A. Miller of Morley, Mo., brings prompt, refreshing relief. answer to this county of this indictment
"I have used Black-Draught." writes
Weds 111111sour1 Girl
graduated from Murray State Colat the expense of the Government; all
call us and we will bring the welder to you.
Mr. T. L. Austin. of McAdenville, you are required to speak to the people
of these documentary speeches assumed
N.C. "There Is a. package of it on of this District and say-how much mon-Announcement has been made lege in 1931, receiving a B. S
While at Murray he
my mantel now. I take it for bili- ey yous brother received, how much
here of the marriage of James degree.
or claimed by you to have been uttered
The welding machine is mounted on a trailer,
Miller, a graduate of Murray...State played on the football, baseball, ousness. If I did not take kale money your-wife received and -in whose- _.-.in-Congress of the--United States
Illtaktegs and beardaehe woutd nut mil Int
and a generator, driven by gasoline, gives the nec- - College, to Miss Edna Boyd of iind-basketball teattis of the col- -_thikettem.
It fa the quieten easestai names the checks were made payable
been sent in envelopes franked by you
essary electricity.
num, me that I know."
Charleston, Mo. The wedding took lege. He has received a position
as Congressman, thereby saving you
and what became of the checks and
as coach and principal of Gideon.
TheithinTs BLACK-DRAUGHT
place Friday night, July 20.
Three (3c) Cents on -each envelope at
what services were rendered by either.
Mo., for the coming school year.
Purely Vegetable Lamas,
Mr.
Miller.
the
ton
of
Mr.
and
giving
the
of
and
capable
new
equipment
is
The
.4:Inumams &I sils MCP*
the expense of the United States QovThis
question
has
been
propounded
to
very best of welding service.

Y. B. M. Club To
Fisk !Y.-if

.

Co-Ed-Lasses Meet
Softball Monday

•

CITY DIRECTORY

A. Y. Coyington,M.D.

DRY CLEANING

Paris Softball Team
Taps- Model Cleaners

LOVE STUDIO

For
PHOTOGRAPHS
— Kodak Finishing

Concerning The

I Race Between

MASON and GREGORY

M1D-SUMMER
SALE!

?CC

tail
Insdr4l.

Lb. 27c

Entire Summer Stock
Greatly Reduced

25c

Root
n,
. 104

.ans 10c
ans 25c

Card of Thanks

NELLIE SHORT

Electric Welder

Bilious Attacks

Take Care of Your.
Eyes

A SMALL SERVICE CHARGE IS MADE ON
CALLS OUT

und 25c

For all kinds of welding, machine work and tin
work. We repair and rebuild any type of machinery.

:EN 23c

IDS
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25c

Before it is too late
AT LEAST LEARN THE

TRUTT'

J. B. FARRIS

inch

If you need glasses.' you want to
know about it. If you don't need
them—rest assured we shall be
glad to tell you so. Our scientific
examinti
aon removes oh doubt.

RUDDY'

GeneranUasi—Sh-op

LetAys Care For Your Car

Heating and Tin Work

Beaman's Garage

DR.0. C. WELLS

TELEPHONE 300
Southwest Corner Square
Murray, Ky.

OPTOMETRIST

North Fourth'Sfreet, Murray, Ky.

ernment and the people of yo'ur distriet
The natural assumption would be that
there being 30,000 or 40,000 Democrats
in the First Congressional District that
you did not send out less than 20,000 of
them. If this, is true, you took Six Hundred ($600.00) Dollars worth of revenue from the -Government of the United
States in an effort to advance the interest of your own candidacy. • How are
you going to tell the people about this
and what are you going to say?

you before at various and divers times
without any response. You are therefore indicted on this second count.

Count Three: You have been guilty
of broken promises with respect to appointments of Postmasters in the First
Congressional District, especially at
Bardwell, Hopkinsville, Murray and in
many other places. Explain this to the
people of these respective communities
if you can, which you ean't

The above- indictment is drawn in Six
Call-nth"
-eh of -which wa *sire -YO%--teplead to, and if you do not _plead take
the consequences of default judgment.

Count Four: You are indICted for
vin kept -in the postoffite---st -Mor.
field, Kentucky, your own home town,.,
a Republican, without Any effort whatsoever, directly or indirectly, positive Of
passive, to,replace him by a Democrat;

Pardons Building

(R. S. Mason Headquarters)

(Political Advertisement
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Dixie Shows Training School Pupils Give a
COLLEGE WILL GRADUATE 52 Famous
WILLIAM B. MILLER
Will Exhibit Here
Japanese
Fete
in
Chapel
Friday
AT EXERCISES ON AUGUST 17
BURIED SATURDAY

CAPITOL

Welter B. Fox, general agent of
the Famous Dixie Shows, is in
Murray in the interest of his orThe Training School pupils pre- ily for generations. Visitors come
ganization which v:ill exhibit hoe sented a play entitled "A Java- from far and near to see this which Prominent Farmer Died Friday at
Home of Daughter. Mrs bee
on the ball perk _alt. not weeks nese Festival" in chapel .on Pit- is one of the most widely attendIMP•• stamp 1•01 *retro Iwo *Mk
s Jailes 27. 'The soots atones
of -Japanese, •M•issOrrnientif • -....... Walton. el be. 7-761114ILAST SHOWING TONIGHT—
Sunday from Cairo. Ili, and will of the play. which portrayed the
The fifth grade staged the scene
with LAUREL and HARDY, JIMMY DURANTE and east of 2,000
Funeral services for William B.
Liza Spann, instructor in get under way next Monday night customs and
activities of the entitled "The Feast of the Flags."
the biology department of Mur- and continue through Saturday. Japanese people. were presented Every boy gets a new fish kite Mille‘. 77 years of age, _were held
Saturday morning at. 11 o'clock
ray State College.. has received The company carries four large in a cherry blossom setting with for this day Strangely, the
carp from the William's
Chapel churen
-tier doctor's degree:
riding devices, seven neshows the sacred Fuiiyania. in the balk- was a symbol of honor.
Elder I. A. Douthitt wan.in charge
Dr. Spann was the only *Woman and about 25 concessions. Ride ground.
The program was concluded with
of the services and burial was in
of 19 applicants and one of the coupons. at a substantial savings
Miss Emma Lou Brow* and a parasol and a fan dance which the Concord
President John W. Carr of Idur.
ceinetery. near Wit-Kentuckilina to reseive her to the users. as -being featured
Miss Hay-nes supplied the Music. were in keeping with the festival well.
ray State wilt deliver the. nen- two
- doctor's degree from the Univers- and some of the local merchants Miss Juanita
days.
Bartley w•is reader.
rnencement address and President
its: of Kansas on June U.
Death came to the well nown
have purchased a supply for dis- Miss Agnes Gough assist"cl in arThe entire performance was acJ. L. Harman of Bowling Green
resident t:isriday afternoon at the
native
Calloway
tribution
County.
A
of
to
their
customers.
companied by music.
ranging the background.
Business University, the be ahome of his daughter, Mrs. Lee
The Famous Dixie Shows is said
laureate serreon as the mat) ea- Dr. Spann graduated from MurThose who trained the children -- Dr._ Call' announced that J. L.
tures of the summer commence- ray High with the highest honors to be a brand new organization were:, Misses Campbell. Whitnah Harman. president of the Bowling Waldrop, liderray. . He had been
in ill health for sometime and
ment week- at Murray' State Col- of her class. After receiving her and this is their first annual tour. Rimmer, Helm, Beale, Trousdale, Green Business Unnteraity, would
death was attributed to heart
in a tayle of olden chivalric
bachelor of arts degree et Union At the conclusion of their engagedeliver
baccalaureate
das
Address
lege
Maple, Bartley. Elliott, Manor.
that doth malts the Celli.
on -August 12. He also announced trouble. Re was a member of the
Mr Harman will deliver the University she attended Peabody ment here they will go to Padu- and Haynes.
quake!
- --hemeteureate sermon- in the epi: -College -.where she received her cah_
t the commencement exercises Williams Chapel Church of Christ
The opening scene portrayed the would be held
on Friday. August and was admired •and loved by
• lege auditorium Sunday ettensome -htestet
'
s 'degree in htehmiy"
morning activities in the Jeemany. Henived near Lynn Grovi
p.
member.-•
lits-istein-eadoele.-of
August
-Ornearet--- DF. -Sga4a-45-aneSe
Threakfin had
Mrs Cam _thanked the girl; who 'fee - Main' years where be was
will speak on "Your ALMA Mater"'Sigma. national biolegical society
been, served, the father and son played and the nucleate uthufat_ engaged in farming.
un cnrnmegscomnit _day, Taws* and..the Sigma Xi. nil/inset acisnset out for their day's work.
trirviving. him are five sons. and
tended for their support in the
morninik, Augtat 17. lusing the tthc society. Before coming to
The second scene was the teed- softball game sponsored by
the three daughters, W. 0. Miller,
_.eleventh*Year'of Murray State as Murray to teach. Dr. Spann taught
ding scene. This affair differed A. A. U. W. to raise
a scholarship Washington, D. C., Aub Miller,
u Kentucy educational iristitutioa five years infthe pohlic schools of
greatly from the American cere- fund for women. She stated
that Macon. Tenn., Hal Miller, Macon,
*With the 17 who received-degrees: Kentucky and line Slier at Aver- Beloved Matron Dies-Sunday Polmony. 'There was no ring Mod, they collected $41.
Tenn., Grover Miller, Lynn Grove;
-on May 31q1 this 'year.. the total ant Junior College of Danville.
lee ing Ten Days Illness;
and the -wedding was considered
Dr. Hire praised the play given Oury Miller, Lynn Grove: Mrs.
number of iinduates for the school Va,
65 Years of Age.
contract which had WA. by the Training Sch(lot
Neatie Galloway, Macon, Tenn.,
year 1933-34 will be 119, cornregistered. The bride and grew
Mrs. Grace Ager. Washington, D.
s-iris:Any the . largest .gradwiting
Funeral services for Mrs. Mettle came" together and drank tee,and
C.; airs. 'Annie Lee Waldrop. Murcam in the- Ws-tory of the - cotter.
J Beaman. 85 years of age, were there was no religious element at
ray.
A total of ti2 candidates have
held
Monday
morning at 11 all.
•
There are 36 grandchildren and
made application for degr,
vs to be
o'clock from the Sinking Spring
A portrayal of the Japanese in14 great grandchildren.
conferred by President. Carr on
Baptist Church, The Rev. R. P. dustries came next. In this scene
He also leaves four brothers,
August 17.
--- -Gregory was in charge of the ser- were the girls winding 'silk thread
George Miller. Robe Miller, Chas.
maidens!
The baccalaureate (awaken Pres- DI Health Motive for Act: Drinks vices and burial was in the church- on reels, girls working with mulMiller. and Rufe Miller, all of thks
_
ident-'Harmasi..-asaa-Asinembee-sal . I.:Artesia Acid Before ..410•11
berry -leaves- to -feed the
county:
• and one sister. Mrs. -Ida
omely
Ytrrints !roan Nurse and
While Aloe at , Hews
otrivol-StbeiiI-ConirrilisiOn -of
_Mrs. Beaman. died _at this hos- worms; boys bringing nettle
Lleville Yates Sanitary InSpencer also. of the. SeattatY. queenes!
'KliMeh in 1923 established.
s
girls
picking
.tea
leaves.
)iegya
The Pallbearers, .wese Korner
pital Senday fano-eine a ten days
spector; Now on Duty.
Murray State _College and the sisMiss Maud Miriam Oliver. 29 illness. Mrs Beaman was
transplanting
rice.
and
the field
. Comich happenings!
Adams, Johnie Myers, Trernan
beloved
ter institution at Morehead. Under years of age. took her life Sunday by
many and is survived by two laborers.
" Miss Virginia Irvan and Lin-- Miller, Charlie Cochran, Mr. Warthe supervision of the commission. morning before the noon hour by adopted
'School Customs Reviewed
children. Mary Alice Beaville Yates have been added to ren, and Ctrtney
of which Mr Harman was a mem- drinking a quantity of carbolic
The Japanese school was seen
man and Samuel Beaman. and her
the
Calloway county nealth deCalloway
citizens
the
.
ber.
of
acid. Miss Oliver drank the, pois- husband. Frank
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Beaman. Mr. Bea- next., Attendance in the schools
Cooly constructed the adminis- on while at home alone. Her
compulsory,
.partment.
is
miss irvan will again
while
lessons
and
man is • prominent 'farmer of
tration building, _and dangled, It, sisters_ bad gone for a short drive
-Sestehrsr----Suffillay Hchool at
four miles West of Murray and- Ig politeness are stressed. The chil- serve the county , as nun&
to the nateand her mother was away at the a director of
the Bank of Murray. dren were given 15 minutes recess Yates will be county sanitary in- A. M.. Dr. H. M. McElrath...supThe complete program follows: time She wee_ found dying and
each
spector.
hour.
girls
Both
,_
The
and
have
boys
previously
erintendent.
She also leaves a brother. Dock
WITH
Suaday afternoon. August 12
loades of
teas unable to speak. No . note Cain. of California.
Morning Worship at 11 A_ M.
and numerous did not play- together, but the girls held the positions.
. o'clock:
Processional. --0 rand was left and her motive for the act
took
health
exerc_ises
sar
veil until -the -first with the pastor-tit -1hiFIX111511
and the_beys
us Irma
other relatives."
droll wittg 7--- .iilantle--fronr-"Tannhatzser":Yirayed
of the year as nurse and the work
The Training Union meets at
1IFIC"'"71Trti ra:
In the Japanese street scene was discontinued due to lack of 6:45 P Pt. R. W. Churchill. supand hattottr.
from "IVt;Irth
Nnatt BEERY
-Miss7.-- n
-funeral services were conductwere seen the merchant, the pup funds. Mr. 'Yates has been in erintendent. '• •
leg. ,chbrus: Invocation; Seripture: ed from the First Baptist church
show, the fruit ice cream and the work for several yeas and 'Evening 'Worship at t:sa
P. M.
-Unfold Ye Portals Everlasting". Tuesday -afternoon at 1 o'clock_
candy. vendors about whom the has been located at Glasgow. Ky. with evangelistic sermon by
the
"Redemption"-,- Gamed col- The Rev. J E. Skinner -vsks in
Sunday_ School Clam Outing
children gathered. -- He served for sptkciarwork In this pastor.
_ from__JAKIE'S a Scream! TRACY'S
lege chotus. Sermon. President .1.1*-chir
Mrs H. I Neely, primary teach- , The "Feast of the Dolls" was county on several ocasione Mr.
-ge of the services ' Burial
Tuesday: The Woman's MissionL Harman. Bowling Green Buie was in the Oliver cemetery in er at Hazel Baptist church, car- enacted by the second grade pu- and Mrs. Yates and daughter will
Panic!
Together They're a RI011
ary Society meets at 2:30 P. IL.
mess University. Ekevfing Green, Tennessee
ried her class of little folks to pils. It is in this way that Jap- move here this week.
Mrs W. T. Sledd. president.
Ky.; -Souls of the Righteous". Surviving are her mother. Mrs the grove at the church Mon- anese children celebrate their
Wednesday: Prayer meeting 'at
Noble. double quartet: Benediction; Hush Oliver. South Sixth street day afternoon for an outing. The birthday. Some of the dolls were
6:45 P. M.. followed by the MonthRecessional. ''March of the Priests". three *stews. Mist Elizabeth Oil- afternoon was spent in games very old, having been in the fansly Business meeting of the church
Mendelsohn. college etchestra ern teacher in North
Kakota and contests. William Cyrut Miland . Weekly Trachea% Meeting.
Friday morning. August 17. 10 Schools,
Miss Mildred
Oliver. ler was winner in the lost car to Murray Thursday night of .last
A cordial Invitation is extend
rrelork7 P_roeessional• - "TritimPh- tiacher in Piducah schools. Mrs contest
Refreshments were ser- week where she underwent an opJames Henry Garrison received ed to all-"Come. worship. and
al -' lidaiels", Jron) -Aida", -Verdi. O. C. Wells Moral% '-She, leaves ved.
a compound fracture of the left PritY"- '
eration for appendicitis.
Collell'e ' band_ "On the LWOW% nVt, brothers.' Walleee. Paris Tenn.
Those present were
Mrs. Flora Hatcher and chil- leg, and a crushed left jaw and
J .E. Skinner, 'Pastor
..111-ahms. women7a queilet, -Inv*. Letitial. New York City. Carl.
William Cyrus and Gene Orr dren... J C. and Ruby Nell. of lacerations Friday evening when
vat on. "The 1.
,en9 Day Closer: CORtietTsus. Ga.. Curry, Baltimore. Miller, Will Frank Steeley, 9. a North Hazel and Mrs. C. E. Maids- the truck he was driving left the
Sullivan men's quarter: Addrest I ht . D. and Peary. Detroit. She Turnbuw Jr., Hugh Terry and Gene er
and children. Torn and Can- highway at Clark's River on the
-Your Alms Mater". Dr- Jean W. also, leaves several nieces. teed Lynn. James Herndon. Arville tha. of Murray, were Almo visit- East highway
The truck was
4
Carr. President -Murray State Col- nephews and a host of friends.
lierridon,
P Tyler and Herrbert ors. Sunday.
badly damaged as it left the high
-lege. Murray. Ky.
- "Lasien to the _The pallbearers were: It H. Pal- Miller Walker, James- Howard Lee.
Other occupants of the
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin White of levee
LOWS": Dint viormietis i quartetiwell Sr., W M Caudill, Del yin W11. Paul and Fred Bray Jr. and
^at
New York City, are in the coun- truck were uninjured.. Garrison
Avelirdinir- of degrees and est- laangaton Dr E. B. Houston.
visitors. Stella
and Ruth ty, having been called-here on ac- was taken to the Keys-Houston
Dr_ two
JOSEPH M.SCHENCK
titivates_ President John W 'Carr; -T.,11 -Palmer. and lrvin
Josephine Carter.
-Martin.
count of the serious illness of the Clinic for treatment
• Benedietion: ROO:liana'. •Grausd
former's father. D. H. White
Mareh".. Lake_ college • bend- - Methodist Meetings
Master Ed Miller Jr. is speeding
.
,
The annual revival will begin this week in Nashville.
Nicholas county -Poultry raisers
at Methodist church at Harrel.
.We Wish to express our thanks
.soittearty-Tryers for 22 to 25 cents
Kenn:lay. August 5 The Rev 'W. A.
.
and appreciation to our dear rela pound • • .
•
the Calloway-County members Baker, pastor. will be assisted by
atives, neighbors, and friends,,,who
- of the Western Dark Fired Tobacco the Rev J E Underwood of
All parties holding claim against were so 'kind to us during the' illGrowers Association will meet Broadway Methodist church. Paduness and -death of our dear husSaturday.. August 11. at 2"00 P M. cah. Bee. Underwood is one of the estate of Walter Hartsfteld.
will present same to me band and father: especially do
e
for the purpose of nominating the ablest ministers through this De'.eitied..
section, reared at Hazel, and is, properly proven, on or before we thank the doctors, nurses and
or more members for
the °t- welt liked by our people.' and will September 1. 1934. or be forever undertaker.
1 have moved my blackish sod ikes of director.' Members in East
May God bless you always is
barred from collecting same. All
vieldisse shop ark to say old Mese Calloway will hold their meeting be vented by large crowds • parties indebted to this estate will our prayer -Mrs. Dellon Caraway
ea the Kirks/icy-Coldwater in the A. G. Outland Barn east Revs. W A Baker and C B. please calf and Reale
at once, with and children.
eteloa..1 thrs UNITED APTIST1Ten minutes to get your things
the railroad, and the members Clayton have lust closed a very
road ang will &peewees*, -year
in W t Callaway will hold their sueeessful meeting at the Milano- me. •
Listed and bundled and you are
• DAUM F. ZANUCK
a
-iire -CEOPeT one
"
-Were
-Ugh with wash ffirrtliliPes
-vraat la Donk everybody-- ger meetingat the Calloway County isT-arreh at -Tified
mile east , of Hazel. There" were
, Signed Maud )fartsftetzt-Cuurthouse.
are worries if yea see this qnick,,
their kind._ pattenage while in
Executrix
of
Walter
Harts. .
safe and come/deal serviee.
. August es. the _Several rnnYers,nns, and seven Adz
1*!.d bepr'ssrrrirods
Carduthelped an OnihoniSladY,
, iircd. Deceased.
Hundreds of housewives now
montenroill_Meet again and by ditions to the chuiach.
me at lay old hicalion.
as described Mimi dwi-Rian
,
voting 011 the 'official _hallo*. shall
have their washing done with
others have been betaigited In a,
Baptist W.-111. Society Meets
elect their director
this better and reliable service.
similar way.... "I bed a Meiling
Tuesday &Hermosa
reathlesso
... n lo ld
in my side every few weeks," writes
Aab
w iting
You'll enjoy hours of a new
at
Okla.
Detrat,
of
Stewart.,
Bill
Mrs.
The Waage. Misinonary Sokind of freedom for yourself and
alter two yeati
and
Cardui
heard
started
"I
had
of
ciety of the Hamel Baptist church.
family by using it.
betaking IL It stopped my hurting
met at the. church Tuesday afterWasher frit Amerbuilt up my strength. I took
and
noon and held its meeting
11 bottles and I sure fMt better."
ican appearance as
The session opened by singing.
Try Cardut for pain., eramsa woes.
Then.
Zola's voluptuous
"All Hail the Power of Jesus FOR SALE-goon oak lumber, nets due to e riat-dotrn eaBin.•
PHONE
303
sandl or vornen testify Cared lesselled
cliughter of the
Name". Mrs. Pearl Wilson read "cut to order".
R M. POI,LA,RD. Mgr
See us for
tbess. It It doe. boa bowel TO% eraathe scripture lesson: Prayer. Mrs, prices. Orders filled promptly, mil• Wawa.
pavements!' •
Lela Wilson_
.J. R. Scott & Sons. Mdrray, Ky.,
•
In the absence of the president, Route 1.
Mrs • L F. Vaughn. Mrs Myrtle
Osborn conducted the study. -In FOR SALE-Store house ant, lot
also dwelling house and lot; fine
the Year Book."
location for business. hirs.•0. H.
Those present were:
Wilson, Brown's Grove. Ky. A2p
Mrs 0 H. 'rurtibow„, Mrs W B
Mislead_ Mrs W H. Miller. Mrs, WANTED-To boy small farm,
Lehi Wilton. Mrs Pearl Wilson, close in. 5 to 25 acres,
improved,
,I. will pay small payment
Mrs. Myrtle Osborn. Mrs. 14.
down,
Neely. and Mrs.: theine,
-Bee- 1.
Song- No. 200
Ky,
2tp
Benediction. Mrs. It. I. Neely
WELL DIGGING and TILING-.
in
Mr anct-Mrs. Frank Herron and 60c per foot. also cleaning and.
thildien. Frances and Joyce of rePairing.
SAMUEL GOLDWYN
See Robert Miller,
Bells. Tenn., were week end visit- Almo Amite 2. four miles North
Production
" ors in the honw .of Mr and Mrs. of Murray.
1 tp..

COOLNESS WITH COMFORT

Dr. J. W. Carr to De.,Mtss Liza Spann
-Fever Comtneneai.teitt 4-- Gets Ph, - D.fkgsrel
Address
IDr.

"HOLLYWOOD PARTY"

YEAR'S CLASS 11

FRIDAY and SATURDAY
Those madde buffoons...

MAME BEAMAN
FUNERAL MONDAY

--

MISS MAUD OLIVER
TAKES LIFE SUNDAY

HEALTH UNIT HAS
INSPECTOR, NURSE

Wa gg on

-

CliEYED,
-CAM ERS
THELMA -TODD
DOROTHY LEE

14-AzEt14tWs

a

J. P. Garrison
Hurt in Crash

•

!r

Sperm

..

•

,

•

Pool Members To
Nominate Directors

A
Y

Card of Thanks

••••• .
- ----Notice!

Moving My Blacksmith Shon Back to
Old Home Place '---ont

WASH DAY

A

TRACY
OAKIE
ommiG
RouBLE

fog

Reduced to 10 ,
Minutes
-

Surya--CARDW---Eased Pain In tick

MONDAY and TUESDAY

--

John H. Perry

CRASS'Fl

'Murray Laundry

The New
9:34
Frigidaire holds more
food, freezes more ice
and sets new standards of
convenience and beauty

There is
Never Too Much
of a
Good Thing
When It's

Miss Who Caldwell vented Mr
Stitt Mrs. C. A. 'Singleton near
Cottage Grove. Tenn.. last Weals.Mi.- Ind M
K It '-flicks Sr.,.
and sou
Jr __Tinted relatives in Webster lioinity last week.
D H
who' has been a
pelmet In the Mason Memorial
Hospital. was brought back to
his home neer Hole tilts week.
Miss Larue Edwards was taken

nee.

WANTED-to rent a
house or
rooms 2mrnisedately. Leave word
at C F. Hatcher's or see A R_
Puckett
1 tp

FRESH PEA.C.FIES
Fiberta Peaches in way orchard
will be ripe about August 12th,
1 invite all my friends to call on
me this year at my orchard Northwest of Bureietcs Chapel (Atwell.

• t.t

Gold
Bloom
-ICE CREAM

ON

1.11:14EL AraILL••ILICAAJtD BENNETT
MAE CLAIGE • PHILIIPS HOLMEj

smoothness is a welcome treat at any
time. And the variety of flavors appeals to every
individual taste.
It's creamy

WEDNESDAY and THURS

Buy GOLDBLOOM ICE CREAM
From Your Dealer

W. C. FIELDS
—in

• DR. W.
-C. OAKLEY
Chiropractor
Office as Hanle, BOW,We
Main
MondaysyWeetneadaYs. FOOLS'.
QtARTER MILE EAST OF BIM- t
MURRAY, KX,
in Afternoon
Tenth and Monroe
NET.T.WeCIIAP.6.16-41aND
I p. m, to a p. in.
ittas Noturn

Markham Ligeon

Johnson-Fain Music Co.
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taken the liberty to set rather three out of four while in- the pneect some kind of "jinks" comes ship that is,
and always will be. ray State's own heroes.
house could not always accomapart from the remainder of the last encounter le Brandon con- along and works havoc with
it. a peak for attainment. Having
letter by setting it in bold face nected two for two.
modate the large crowds attending.
Tor two years Pat has had a colt
MEETINGS, CONCLUDED
Consolidat!on of _The MurwItrait
idgx.
:
ZheoCailiciTay Times and The TIMIS type and indenting it at eacja, end.
To play off one of the most ex- project and each time the colt had the honor of playing _with
AT FRIENDSHIP CHURCH The behavior, the attention to tele
That is to call more attention to citing series in county
Published BT This Calloway County Publlahing Co.. inc.
died from a serious and uncontrol- Gilbert, I do not hesitate to urge
ball
cirsermons, and the participation in
firth Fourth Street. Murray. Ky.
it and „I hope every correspond- cuits, Pine Bluff will journey to able disease.' Last year his tobac- the naming of the new stadieun
ent of The Ledscr & Times wuk South -Howard- Friday, August 3, co drowned down. This year the after a hero of pioneer days for Friendship Church of Christ with the singing were unusually good.
See T. Lovett
Editor
the aid of the powerful and spirit- even in the hot and crowded conread It 'and heed it.
to begin anew the battle of a black cat has added a bit of va- football of Murray State.
Entered at ti:e Postoffice. Murray. KY
Regarding neighborhood visits. pitchers' duel that recently ended riety to the program. Pat's to- Gilbert received injuries in a ual preaching of Luther H.. Poi"e ditions of the meetings.v...
satond ,elass mail Matter.
our correspondents must•remem- on account of darkness after 17 bacco is suffering from an out'. football game, wearing the col- and the edifying and inspiring
Seven young persons were bapber that it would take a paper trying inneings found the two out- break of Black Shank, which, ac- lege colors, in the fall of '24, that
song leadership of A. J. Veteto tized and two coniessed wrongs
many
times
larger
led
than
to
his
The
death.
History
has
rollfits tied Isl. A huge crowd is cording to state plant pathologists,
MEMBER
Ledger & Times to record all such expected to see this
Is eccurring in an entirely new ed on, the flames of victory have concluded a great series of meet- and were restored. The Church at
play-off.
TiONAL
AL visits. And they have no news
been far-reaching, but glancing ings with two services on Sunday. Friendship is more closely knit
rne
e'er.
South
Howard
will
engage
Liblqpisitait AStSOCIACIN value whatever.
baca down the years we .can see July 29. The women of the neigh- and is spiritually uplifted- y the
erty on its home field August 4
T CKY PRES
O... 1933 Late copy is the bane of a and
on August 10 will meet Har- We are glad. to see John Coch- the eeirults of this tiny flame, borhood served a bountiful dinner earnest and powerful admonition
newspaper's existence and it is din at Hardin.
ASSOCIATION
nen in the county at 3ssistant Glibert-Graves, in our victories of at the noon hour to the large con- Bro. Pogue delivered to Christians.
a shortcoming for which there
course of people attgoding.
We feel that much and lasting
atent. We can vouch that everyone today.
r' sewo J151111. i•
isn't an excuse on earth. It is
I trust that the studenee facul- The meeting opened with inter- good has been ecomplished through
Will like John.
Subscription Rates:—In Firm Congressional District and rienry -and emit as easy to write copy one
ty, college president, board of est, three el/owls Persons eeefeeee the meeting.—A Christian of
Stewart Counties. Tenn:. $1.00 a year: Kentucky. 1110; elsewhere.
Kirksey F. F. A.
$2.00.
And we posiregerits and the State officials ing Christ's name the first service, Friendship.
Advertising Sates and Information about Calloway county market time as another.
furnished spon application,
tively cannot handle copy which
will see fit to name this beauti- and it swept steadily to a higher
Notes
RALPH'S
RANGLES
comes into the office after deadful construction after one of Mur- peak of zeal and spirituality. The
Read the Clawdned Column.
line. In feet, there is no point Tobaccp curing will be the topic
Your Duty to. Vote inger in the• morgue.
In
the
last,
few
or
issues
The
•.• •
in waiting until the deadline to for discussion at the first meetturn in copy. Men and machines ing of our tobacco ,e'venine school College News, official publication
A Tennessee Congressional
It. is a neWsgaper't
have 'very definite lenttatiores, and here at Kirksey. Considerable a Murray State, I have noticed
—
nroinises
to
false
care
at
Mind its readers ,of their duty to
they
cannot even begin to handle interest is- being, shown in the articles concerning the' -naming
the
soldiers,
leachers,
farmers.
.vet every time an election is
the
job
when all the copy comes improved or "soft curing" method. of the new 9311000 stadium which
labering
people,
old
people
and
Only too often is the latter
tramping
inhi,
e.lt the Several growers used this method is under construction at this time.
unemployed.
The man should be
duty teemed.
Several names Mere been
very last moment: I have never last year and are well
braih trust
travesty on Democracy in Mr. Roosevelt's
pleased nested, either of -which wouldsugIt is
•••••
be
been able to understand , why with it. Soft curing requires
that so few of the eligible voters
lots
Very appropriate, but under the
caet their ballot in election. It is If you wish for winter in the people want to know "how late of moisture in the barn. Growers circumstances.
he perone of the fiMdamental reasons summetthne and eummer, in the I can get it int" Why don't you who plan to -use the soft cure mitted to do ifso, I I may
endorse the
for faulty and misrepreeentative wintertime then you are a normal try seeing HOW EARLY you can should get a hygrometer, which /tame presented
by Acree Austin
get copy in?
human beingaccurately tells the moisture in she
government.
z
his column, -Graves Stadium'.
bare, and should tighten up the To many of the present day stuWe have repeatedly remarked
walls of. the' barn and provide dents
that the privilege of the polls- Best sign of returning confi,of this
dence
is
that
a
Kentucky
bank
suitable top and bottom ventila- name isthenot significance
would, likely be much higher reknown, but to those
We the voters of this section should
voluntarily
phecy will come true; for it stands to
withdrew
from the
tion. These things are very im- who can remember
garded in the minds of the electhe football do some real, serious thinking before the
corporation
reason that in that case, especially if
portant
if
one
expects
torate were voting made more deposit insurance
to
get
the
days
1920' to 1924 when
• ••• •
Contribetiont to this Column Upon
best results in curing tobacco Gilbertfrom
Mr. Mason Should be against the Dam
difficult. If the voter had to
'Tonics of Interest Are Aleralg'
Graves, the- great- little rPimary Election Saturday, and every-,
Welcome They Do Not Necesunder
any
conditions.
make more effort -to register his The heat wave closed a therone of us sheuld vote. This is the only
Agriculture
or even coldfooted toward it the T. V. A.
field
general
that
he
was,
sarily
added
Express
the
Views
of
teachers are planning to make the punch, the pep and coati- chance we will have this year t oexpress
Will in his government -and were mometer factory in Nashville and
\his Newspaper.
and the President will naturally decide
its products.
hygrometers again .this year and delre, to his fellow. players and on-.approval or diapproval of the efpenalized should he fail .to- cast busted a lot of
that we don't care about Aurora Dam.
•
•
S•
his beelot without good cause it
ADVANTAGES OFFERED will be glad to advise with a dTyplayed a brand of sportsman- forts of President Roosevelt to give- us
President Rnoseirelt saw the GREAT
grower concerning the ventilation
is possible that government would
TO BLIND CHILDREN AT
a New Deal. And whether or not you
most
active
volcano
Mr. Mason says that he knows
in
the
world
of his barn.
be more representative.
.
SCHOOL FOR BLIND
In
Hawaii
like Voris Gregory personally, whether
but
it
must
have
been
Shady political methods and
to get in the back door of the
how
It
would
be
well
lor
those
who
or not you approve of his actions in the
se:benne thrive on the voters" an anti-climax after belief- in the Every blind child in Kentucky, have .hygrerneters to check them
House. We don't want to
White
same
town
with
Huey Long for or any Kehtucky crtild whose over carefully 'and see-if' they -arepast, you must know that he has stool'
apathy. An attitude of indifmonths.
Kentuckian to the back
a
send
ference on the part of the yank sixteen
by
the
Deal
President
RoosNew
and
sight is so poor as to prevent it all right. .
• e_ • ee
.-•
_
- and file of tht voters is the crook(There
door.
froth1-attending
has been too much
-air
ordinary
1.
Both
theemometers
should
Two Danville reporters go to school, can
ed politicians's fondest dream.
get a free education read the ss.une when they are dry.
back door work back in the Teaeel
every
day
for
'Contempt
of
'Tr& many persons depend on
at the Kentucky School for the 2. The Wick should be clean and
Calloway Circuit Co rt
pot Dome days by the men with the
We, in this immediate section, have a
someone interested in an elec- court" but in our humble opinion Blind in Louisville, Kentucky. should supply plenty of moisture New York Life Insurance
_hats and the Utility boys).
green
the
court
is
very
more
in
selfish
reason
contempt
for
returning
Gregtion-ea get. them ..to the poi!! 'nee
There is no charge for board, to the wet bulb.
We want our Representative tithe
ory to Congress, as I see it. We have
far more pitably, altogether too thaw -the news men.
tuition or books. -es-Ve. Judgment
able to march through Also_ front
Despeetwaity• of -theleentte-rise
many have their suffrage to the
°Milt F. Huehes aftd-liet
There are separate -schools
Delegates fQ,r, the State Convendoor like a gentleman should.
highest bidder. The latter is the The Ledger' & Times is unique the white- children and for' for
like the Phoenix of Fable from the
Vera
Maud
Hughes.
tion
F.
F.
of
A.
the
were
selected
the
in
that
it
didn't
publish the newt
very foundation of crooked poli- -Defendants
ashes
-of
.
the
fire
of
world-wide
decolored
children,
by'
Future-Farmers
Kirksey
the
some
-distance
report
of
Dillinger's death. Untics and corrupt government.
By
virtue
of
a
judgment
and
little
Just
about
a
has been planwhat
apart,
pression
each
with
and
meeting
one
become
a
night.
of
Monday
its
the
own
Those
most
set
of
We write this with the realiza- fortunately, we can't print a large teachers. The State has endeav- selected are: Buford Hurt, Boyce order of sale of the Calloway Cir- prosperous sections of the whole
ned for us by the Government or rather
United
enough
paper
to
record
the
detion that it will largely go uncuit Court, rendered at the April States.
by Franklin D. Roosevelt and T. V. A.
rats in the country. ored to make these schools every- Dixon, Billie Tidweil. Pat Mc- term
heeded. Apparently, the only mise of all the
thereof, 1934: in the above
thing they should be for the edu- Cuiston, Charles Ray. and Uder
• ••••
After yoti read this, study seriously
things that can arouse the great
cause
for
the
purpose
payment
of
cation,
health
and comfort of the Watson.' These boys will reprewether or not you want to cast your vote
majority of the electorate is' a Some 'people are disturbed blind children of Kentucky. The sent the chapter at the convention. Of Two Thousand and eighty-two
I am referring to our-prospects of seto_throw a monkey-wrench into the
campaign of hue and cry and ap- because State Treasurer Ehun building's are large and beautfiul- which is to be held at Dawson and. 44-100 Dollars 1;2.082.44) and curing the Aurora Dam. You are beHuddleston has bought an interest
wheels.
peals to passion and prejudice. in
six per cent per annum interest. ing told by Mr. Mason that this is a
ly
situated
on
,
this
rolling
week..
grounds
the
Clinton
paper.
There is
But the above statements re- nothing
thereon
becember 1st. 1832, dream and that it will,not occur within
from
"With
magnificient
Buford
forest
Hurt
eletted
was
tem-trees,
and
wrong
in anyone buying. a
retain true-and..therldways will be
until paid and the costs hereing ex- ten years, possibly not in our generation.
We in this section are So be made a
legitimate interest in any legit- filled with every possible device porary president and Charles Ray pended,
true.
I shall proceed to offee for Mr. Mason either
for the training of the blind. The vice-president These boys take
imate
testing
ground as to the benefits of
business
but
a
newspaper.
shows
collossal
ignor.•
Not because it means anything like
at the court house door in
Caesar's wife, shoted avoid teachers are the besti that can be the place of Kelly Rogers and sale
cheap electricity and small, scattered
ance of the plans of the T. V. A.; plans
to us but because it means some- even
Murray.
Kentucky,
to
the
highest
had,
thoroughly
Crawford
Hanley.
experienced
who
were
in,
senthe appearance of unchastity.
factories.
thing to you: go vote in Saturday's
bidder at public auction. on Mon- that they say are necessary to complete
teachint those who cannot see.
iors last year.
primary.
the
whole:Ignorance
Nay,
of
Senator
August
6,
Nor1934.
same
being
The
school
sesrion opens the
An Owensboro dentist adverthe first day of the regular August ris' original plan and Roosevelt's vision
The idea is to run the high power
tises specials for August. As if second Wednesday of September, A committee was appointed to term
of -Calloway Circuit Court. OR he is wanting to go to Congress to
lines through this section in a manner
• one couldn't find renough misery and closes the second Wednesday work up a "Welcome to Kirksey"
in June. the children going to sign orr the new highway. Macon at 1 o'clock or thereabout, upon a be one of the boys who VOTE and
that will enable every farmer that so dein the weather.
their homes- for the summed vaca- McCuiston. Pat Harrell, Boyce credit of six months, the following WORK to keep-this Power in the hands
sires to use electricity. And not at it
Dixon. Charles Ray. and Pat Mc- described property, being and of the Bi_g_ Utility Companies. Which is
'- Any newspaper man or other •tion.
price of ten cents a, kilowat as paid-at
lying in Calloway County, KenJoe
person who can go to jail this To admit a pupil to the school. Cuiston make up this group. , tucky,
it, Mr. Mason?
present, but at a price of from 2 to 3
towit:
it
is
necessary
that
the
Mr.
Jones,
child
our
have
new
principal,
time of year for principle has
cents a kilowat which would Make it ex.
First
Tract:
Being
a
part
at
the
too
little
sight
to
attend
present
was
an
and
ordigave
us
an
inspirToday idle wonder: .Will the plenty of it.
travagance to use a kerosene lamp.
nary school, be between six and ing talk on what we can do This southwest quarter of eSection 2. „Has Mr.'Mason ever promised us that
-Ford people now advertise the
Township 1. Range 3 East, Begin- he will go to Washington and go to the
fact that Dillingor was caught The world's champion heavy- eighteen years of age, have a sound year. Every boy felt that he Tees
at a•stake in the Murray and bat for the Dam? If so I can find no
You farm folks could have refrigeraafter be gave- tes. his Ford- V-8 weight wrestler is strong on whip- mind., be../ree from disease, and a could do jest a little_ more after Boydsville
Public Road, at the dne who has heard or read his promise.
Mr. Jones had finished speaking
ped cream. Look mit any time resident of Kentucky.
• and used aerillidaon.
tion,
lights, fans, washing machines,'wapoint
where said road intersects
for champion fighter named Al- If you know of such a child,
ter
pumps
supplying .running water,
write to the KENTUCKY SCHOOL Experts tell us that the hen the East boundary line of the
In ether words, the slogan of gernon or Percy
irons and every .type of electrical device
Has Mr. Mason ever attended a single
FOR THE BLIND, 1867 Frankfort that starts loafing now will loaf southwest quarter of Section 2,
Kw/tacky -newspaper men is. -Tell
at a fraction of the cost that we in town
Avenue, Louisville. Kentucky.
the rest of the year. With corn Township 1, Range 3 East, and in meeting at any time, at any place ,which
eel' to your subscribers" but don't "The show must go on!"- Ringpay at present, and in order to really
B.
Northeast
corner;
Stark's
J.
was
held
to
cculled.pThreesenhtehp.
at
help
the
the
out
in
price
means
movement.
t
has
his
land Bros. and Barnum & Bailey
"tell it to the judge."
make a test the Government has already
of feed runs thence North. with the Quarw
circus arrived in Louisville on South Howard Adds bout sixty cents worth
wasted. A few hens in your flock ter section line sixty-three (63)
made arrangements with the manufactime after leaving 70 members of
If he was influential enough to' get
Italy moving over into Austria the outfit in a hospital
Three to Win Column that are not laying and yeti are poles to the northeast corner of the three
turers to place these things in the homes
with
tylocks
and
dams
Cumberland
on
the
"to insure peace" reminds us of phoid fever.' And
southwest
quarter
Section
,9e
2;
losing _money. The hen that has
on a very small monthly payment plan;
of us
thence West, with the Quarter River he cdard' have been a wonderful
-Sidney Smith's illustration of meekly submit to anmost
attack cg FAday afternoon. July 27. the started a wing molt should be Section
the
Government paying them in full 110
_____egmeyerege_a ehtmery
hel
lipeeighty-ley_e_ellee
work.
in
this
liktale_ bellied? iaypoles
South Howard winning ball
jeilcv
spring- 4ever.----this manner.
night watchman in a meet shop."
team invaded Liberty's camp and shanlcs - probably has laid few tci a tiake in the Quarter Section nay,'véiiil'y I say unto you he has only
then
line;
South,
sixty-seven
(67)
returned
home
eggs.
hen
with
with
a
A
pelvic
6-3
thrown
.c
victory.
se
cold
water,and
tried
to
dampen
Anyway, Durham and Carty
We are not assailed by the River known how "In
poles, more or less, to -the north- our ardor. Why, we wonder? The recThe other big i'dea should appeal to
Again, Out Again, Brown. South Howard twirler, bones probably is not laying,
of Doubt but annoyed by that Finnegan"
held the Libertians to eight hits Right now is a time when it will west corner of a three and one-half ords show. that the big Utilities are will'Calloway county More possibly than any
felt.
river of perspiration down, our
and three runs while South How- pay to feed the pullete land have (3%) acre tract of land belonging ing to spend any amoutit of money and
other, because of the vast number of
back
ard collected 12 hits and six tal- them full grown before winter so to le'. R. Rogers: thence East fortyOur boys and girls that have gone to
• ••••
There is a paragraph in Eagle's lies. The game was very interest- that they may lay when eggs are three and . one-half (431
/
2) poles go to any length to get men elected as
the factories in the cities.
The "woman in red" got Dill- letter this week which I have ing all the way. B. Erwin of the high. One should cull the late with the North boundary line of Senators and Representatives 'that are
/
2) opposed to the Government taking over
visiting team_ led the batting with and undersized pullets and feed said three and one-half (31
acre tract, to the northeast corner this power and are willing for the J. P.
It is the intention of the President
two safe bounces out of four trips the good ones well.
of said three and one-half (31
/
2) Morgans and Samuel Insulls and their
to the platter.
(By the way, he went, b'efore the big
In a'twin-bill affair on the home Pat Harrell is. not afraid of acre tract; then south twelve (12) like to go on gouging the little fellows
.factory men reeently Alith this proposifield. South Howard let Green black cats, but he would like for poles seven _,(7) feet to a stake in until they get the little that they have
tion) to scatter the factories over these
Plain down 14-5 and shut out the one that has been walking in the Murray and Boydsville Public left.
sections that are supplied with this
Crossland 7-0. In the first tilt, P. front of him all the time to stay Road.; thenee with said Road north
power in small units.
/
2) deSpann took hitting honors, with at home. Every time Pat starts a seventy and -one-half (701
grees East forty-one and one-half
Mr. Mason has told us of the maroil%) poles to „tile beginning. cot - velous things that he HAS done and the
Wouldn't it suit ,you much better if
taming thirty-eight and one-half wonderful things that he CAN do, but
your children could get in the family
acres,
more or less.
el%)
flivver in the morning and go to woe,
Second Tract: Being a part of he has never told us what he -WOULD
and then come back to dad and mother
ABOUT
DO
THE
AURORA
DAM!
the norteast Quarter of Section 3,
OVER
Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
at night instead of going to Detroit or
4
Township 1. Razige 3 East, dessome other big city and you wondering
cribed as follows: Beginning at a
On the other hand Voris Gregory•tras
August 2nd, 3rd and 4th
and worrying about what they are dostake at the northeast comer of never been too busy to act when called
the northeast' quarier of Section '3, iioñ and-when-he saw Theopportunity
ing and what kind of trouble they might
Township 1.'Range 3 East, runreing whether or not he was called on.
get into and you not there to-help and
He
thence West, with the Quieter
advise.
PERFECT
Section Line. twenty-eight (28) has shown that he was for this work
poles to a stake; thence South heart, soul and mind. He has made
Think these things over and then go
twenty-two
and twelve-fourteenths sacrifices of his time when it was needPRESCRIPTIONS
to the polls Saturday and cast your vote
(22 12-14) poles to a stake; thence ed in this campaign. Paid his own exEast twenty-eight (28) poles to a penSes to make trips and to stay in
for a man whom we know is behind this
stake in the Quarter section line; Washington working on it.
work and will fight to the last ditch, at
thence North 'twenty-two and
the
front door, for it. WE KNOW that
A clearing out of Summer Goods. Never before
Starting in business 40 years ago with the printwelve-fourteenths (22 12-14) poles
GREGORY IS FOR IT. WE WONDER
Gregory
has
some
right
to
expect
beginning,
containing
to
the
four
attempted.
Never before have
ciple of making every prescription exactly as specihas such a sale been
WHERE MR. MASON STANDS?
recognition as to this matter because of
(4) acres, more or less.
fied has built out business on a sound and subThe two tracts contain in the ag- his support of the President and if we
such prices been offered. Come early to secure
stantial basis. Over 300,000 and and many re-fills
greeete forty-two and one-half now send a man up there' who is going
Let's KNOW and not WONDER!
choice of the most desirable merchandise.
142#0 -acres, more or less and are with the intention of fighting at least a
sounds like a great many prescriptions but a great
the same lands that were deeded part of the Presidents plans, it may be
VOTE FOR GREGORY and Prospermany people and all doctors recognize the value of
to Thomas F. Hughes by deed of possible that Mr. Mason's ten year proous Times for US.
a perfectly compounded capsule, powder or bottle
Look for the Sign of the
J. A. Carlton. dated October 2, ..
of medicine.
1926, of record in Book 52. page
265, records of Calloway County,
"AUGUST CLEARANCE SALE"
Kentucky.
The 4121ariatt,_ freshest_
compounded by
For-The purehlse pike-1M purtrained pharmecists at the
chaser must execute bond with
Sponsored by
'approved securities, bearing legal
interest from the day of sale unPaducah Retail Merchants' Association
til paid, and having the force and
effect of a judgment Bidders
wet be prepared to comply promNORTH SIDE SQUARE
ptly with these terms--George S.
Hart, Master „Commissioner.
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will soon be able to leave First at Heaven's gate
Mr and Mrs., George Grow. disposal pleat and incidental prop- rsy boa heretofore applied to the
he
the hospital and soon as condi- To meet and weiceme thee.
Mr. Bernice and Mr and Mrs. ivies. the greater part of which are Pocloral Ernergeney Public Works
tioas permit will be soon at home.
Kenneth Groan attended the de- located within said City, and an- Administration for a loan and grant
This Week's moilsDeify James Glynn Jones ,
Mrs. Joe eritchett and children bate at Dukedem a few days last other and smaller part of which, for the purpose of purchasine
adsool opened Monday, July 30.
week and visited their cousin. Mrs. consisting of mains, laterals and Mad seweeage system and conWith deep regret we again spent last week "with her pamnts.
with a good attendance of pupils
Lury Ra wles.
connections, is located outside of structing extensions and itaproveand a nice repeasentetices of pa- sympathies with the family of Ur. and Mrs. Sills. of Paducah.
!indite thereto and said applicaMiss Emily Johnson spent tba the limits and in the etiVirats
Mrs. Belle Jackson. who has
tron&
Prof. Clay Copeland woe Mr. and Mrs. Burnett Jones, al
City; and
tion has 'peen approved by the
• principal sneaker of tiie morning. the loss of the other twin baby. been making her home with chil- week-end : with her grandparents. said
WHEREAS, said Murray Sewer- Federal Emergency Administrator
Inell Walston, teacher. was James Glynn, whose death came dren in Paducah. visited here with Mr. and Mrs. Dug Winchester. of
Murray,,
age Company has heretofore grant- of Public Works;
glad to be back again at her oid July 34. at the home of Mr. and home folks :several days.
Freak D. Fuller of Memphis
NOW, THEREFORE. the Board
Mr. and Mrs. Errett Grogan. ed to said City an option. for the
_ _Wet Inc duty. Patroas should co- Mn. Lee Ernstberger. James had
operate in every way possible to been ill three week of colitis and was a visitor in town recently. Mr. and Mrs. George Grogan. and purchase of its entire sewerage sys- of Council of the City of Murrray,
He
nine' finding data on a Curd genology. Mr Bernice Grogan visited Mt tem, which option is in words and Ky., do ordain as follows.
was
make this the best school year. complications.
mouths and 11 days of.age. His He is preparing . material for this and Mrs. Bob Grogan near Cos- figures as follows. Lowe:Section 1. That it LS necessary
Baby Frank
Wear&
brother having passed on at the history. He married a Calloway cord Sunday.
-MURRAY
COMPANY that a multicitial sewer system be
Mr. and Mrs. Thmit Ildwards
age of eight months and 15 days. Curd relative, therefore, he is
OPTION
Mrs. Toot Poole spent the week
established in the City of Murwere the happy parents of a big
He is survived by his parent& interested in the family records end with relatives near Pada.
"where's...the City 0( Wary,
ray by the purchase of the existboy, Frank Hugh. born Thursday.
here.
Mr. and Mrs, Burnett Jones and
Newel Johnson and sons, John munieipel tiorperstiew of the Stet* ing system of the Murray Sewerage
July 26. That day as a bud' the
Mr. and Mrs. Noah Franklin. &Id and Robert, were
grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. Herbusiness of Kentecky, proposes to construct Company and the construction of
next day as a flower of heaven,
man Jones and Mr. and Mrs. F Of Golden Pond. have taken up visitors in Puryear Thursday.
and maintain an efficient and com- extensions
and
improvements
dying at 10:30 A. M. July II.
residence here and opened a
M. Ernstberger.
Several folks from this neighs- plete sewerage system, to serve said thereto.
Under tee circumstances, the
grocery and confectionary stand borhood nelped clean off the
Hicks city and some of its environs, and
Section 2.
That the City of
loss Was indeed a great' One for Sleep, baby sleep.
in L-B. Coursey oboe. The com- cemetery Saturday.
to that end proposes to purchase
Murray exercise the option hererecently Mrs. Edwards' twin us- Not us thy cradle bed.
the
present
munity. welcomes them here.
system
of
the
Murray
Res Coleman Overby of Maw
tofore granted to it by the Murti' Mrs.. Stella
Otrnstiliergert NM on thy mother's breast, Mr And Mrs. twin Barnett and Itgee. Okla., will preach at
New Sewerage Company for the ...price ray Sewerage Company on the
_Jones lest. ee.of their babies and Take thou thy endless -rest
children of .Paducah were guests Providence next Sundt*
nears- hereineltee- set out, provided it can 21st day of November, I993, as
on July IS they- laid to rest their But with the quiet dead
tunday of Mr. and Mrs. Minus ing. He preached there *vend finance such project in a manner
hereinbefore set ,out, wee that 4t
last twin babe. -These young par- Oh! dear parents. do not weep
Barnett before leaving for a visit years ago and every body will
be authorized - by law; and
purchase from said Corheany ali
ents as well as Mr. and Mrs. Look up, in thy despair
to California with Mrs. Barnettl glad to have him back again'
"Whereas, said city proposes to of sald Company's property,
both
Frank M.-Irnstberger have the Why art thou bowed in Narrow. sisters.
Vaughan
'Bros.
and
Hurley have certain investigations. surveys. that within and that without the
sympathy of the entire community
All interested e in celaning off dosed a revival at New Hope Sat- and estimates made of the cost of
here.
City of Murray. and both tangible
of wbich they Mira formerly.. Inc
the Stewart graveyard are asked urday night with three additions extending, completing and improvThisli
,
ldreres *Ewa there.
and intangible, including all sewer
yeah', been home folks here. Mrs
to corned second Saturday. Aug. tp the church.
ing the present
ef said Mo- mains, laterals, and to....estions,
Edwards' condition for several Ali! No. poi 'Tis better still
II. with -tools prepared to work.
Mrs_ Nan McKinney, of near ray Sewerage Company, and of the all easements, rights of way, rights
days was critical. but as this I know he's free from care.
Don't leave before noon. but bring Almo, is visiting Mr. and
Mrs. possibility of obtaining the finance and privileges, all furniture, fee"
pea to press she.. is doing nicely Yet still a mother's heart will Varier and stay.
with which to purchase and extend tures and equipment, and all other
Newel Johnson.
and we hope for her a speedy re- - bleed.
Mr. and Mrs: Ezra Baucurn of
Mr. arid Mrs Hugo Almond and said-system; by reason of which in- property whatsoever belougins to
covery.
411hough she knows they
are Fort Worth, Texas, is touring family left Monday morning of- vestigaticeis, surveys and esernaVas said company, whether
.
ejusdem
adr and Mrs. Ray Barnhart and
Calloway visiting relatives . and this week for an extended
visit said city will incur considerable generts or otherwise. except cash
sons are here as gueste of his Six- Sleep, baby sleep.'
old friends
They were guests with relatives in Memphis. .
expense;
on hand and in bank and accounts
ter. Mrs Clsaat Lancaster.. and Down in the cold earth
Sunday night with his sister, Mre
"Now, Therefpre, for and in con- and bills receivable. and that it
Miss Mary Edna Hargis has bete
0.
F.
Curd
and
)44
Curd.
otter.mdditiast_bers.____
Molconfined to her_ room several
lila 02423(
sideration of saidsurwees and
Company' tor said propMho from Clayton- Rom .is that Oh may his spirit wait
ter James Miller, Mrs. Baucum's with whooping cough.
mates and investigations, made erty the sum of Twenty-Four
son, accompanied them.
School opened at Stone Mond.: and tos be made by said city, in ThaUlMed Dollars i$24,009.00)in
Mrs. Mollie Mathis is in town morning with a good attendant*. consideration
of
the
payment Mak- l
- ime to' be paid- as soon as
from her home at Hickory Grove, Otho Winchester. Hama
is the by said city to said Murray the funds **odor shall have
visiting with her daughter. Mrs, teacher-"Tattle Tale,
Sewerage Company of the sum become available, as set out in
Mary Andrus. and Mr. and Mrs„
of. Ten Dollars i$10.00i .in cash, re Section 5 hereof. infra. and the
Jesse Mathis
ceipt of which is hereby acknowl- right of the Board of Council to
Mrs. Henretta Jones has returnedged, and for other good and val- purchase said property shall have
ed borne after a lengthy visit with
Amble considerations, the said Mur- become absolute by operation of
relaUxes in..Paducah.
„
ray-Sewerage- Company- does-her.Mrs Walter Vick and children
Thurman gathered 3 hits in as by give and grant unto saad City of
Section 3. . That mi,d. egvierege
arrived Friday from a visit at many times up to lead
his team- Murray the right-and option to pur- system SO purchased shall become
Centralia. Ill, with Mr. Vick and mates ill a 10-hit attack on
New- base, at te2,Y tige witbu twelve ADO . be. Keil :4..tiutWiieiW
other relatives.
berg Sunday. July 15. which re- months from the dale iereof. for sewer system of the City, and shill
Mrs. liessaae .Jones of Wilders- sulted IT a 9-0 shut-out ell favor the purchase.prim of
Fire.. theft, aterin--..my of the hundred and one
ty-four be extenciert_and-iingeoved -vine. Tema_ spent els week. hese ot _the_ BIM!,
__ -Themered-Dsibireo---42C811100/
wer Revenue Mee* shall be
thing& _that can happeie_tnanyonand. edam,- they
'the --bedside at'Mr grandson
Southpaw Willoughby held the cash, all of the property of said issued against said sewer system
occur, the natural reaction is. "Why wasn't I inwho was critically ill. visitors to two, safe blows and Murray Sweragp, Company, both and the extensions and improves
The -softball team enjoyed a issued only one free trip.
sured
Let your protection come BEFORE not
that within and that without -the ments to be made thereto, in the
hen game at Murray with the
The Pine Bluff learn' would like City of Murray. and both tangible manner set out in said Ordinance
AFTER-let it remove all doubt and be prepared
-teazel team last Saturday night to schedule games with
teams of and intangible. inclucUng all sewer No. 5:.; and all. of the provisions
for any accident, knowing that financial loss will
.The.
"teaMe-erearn supper about their strength.
Arrange- mains, laterals, and connections, all of said ordinance 'relating to said
Friday night was also a success. ments can be made by writing to
be someone else's not yours. We'll take
your
easements, rights of way, rights and bond issue: the amount terms,
=Mrs. E ._C. _
Otis Eldridge at Hamlin. Ky.
privileges. all furniture, fixtures, denominations, maturities-interest
risks-for small cost-and remove that chanceand equipment, and all other prop- rate, payments, amortizations, coltaking for you.
GRAVEYARD CLEANING
erty whatsoever belonging to said lections and disposal or sewer
Those
interested in
the old company, whether ejusdern . generie revenue, liens, defaults, continGraveyard, one
mite or otherwise,' except cash on hand gencies, and all other terms and
W. T. Hurt visited friends near Concord
BOA • 'River last week and at-, south of No/Lowell are asked to and in bank ad accounts and. bills conditions of said Ordinante whatsoever relating to same, are heretended the revival at that place_ meet there early Saturday morn- receivable.
-This option shall expire on the by adopted and made a part here, Several folks ,frore this neigh- ing. August 4. prepared to give it
21st day of November, 1934, unless of as fully as 11 specifically set
borhood
attended
funeral a thorough cleaning.
the
said optioree. City of Murray, shall out eerein.
services of Brent Hart at Murray.
Section 4.
That immediately
on or before such day give notice
last Monday.
Miss Lucile, Harris of Murray BEING AN ORDINANCE PRO- In writing of its acceptance there- after the adoption of this Ordinance
spent part of last week with borne VIDING FOR THE RSTABLiSIU. of arid of its election to purchase there shall be -published in the
folks and attended the New Hope MENT OF A MUNICIPAL SEW- said property on said terms, in Ledger SS Times, a weekly newsER SYSTEM FOR 111E CITY OF which case the sale shall be nen- paper published at Murray. Kenmeeting,
Mr. and Mrs Lamar Hendon and MURRAY BY PURCHASE 01r THE pleted, the purchase money paid. tucky, pursuant to nib provisions
SYSTEM OF THE and a deed and bill of sale, trans- of Section 2'741 1-25, a statement
family were dinner guests of Mr. EXISTING
and Mrs. Walter Edmonds near MURRAY SEWERAGE COMPANY ferring said property to the op- setting out the agreement of purNew Concord last Sunday
AND CONSTRUCTING OF EX- tome, shall be executed and de- chase as represented by said opThere
are
several
cases of TENSIONS THERETO. DECLAR- livered by the proper officers of tion and this ordinance, and setting out the purchase price, inter'whooping cough in this neighbor- ING SAID ESTARLISHIlliaiT AND said Sewerage Company.
!hood
PURCHASE TO BE A. NECESSITY
-This option shall not be assign- est rate, condition of plant, and
the possible depreciation anO re
:
Mrs. Juna Wilson and' children. AND ORDERING THE PURCHASE able.
Joe and Sadie Nell, attended ser- OF SAID SYSTEM PURSUANT TO
-Signed and delivered pursuant pairs thereto: and the Mayor and
vices at .Green Plain Sunday
AN OPTION HERETOFORE to a resolution of the Board of City Clerk are hereby authorized
GRANTED AND ORDERING THE Directors of the Murray Sewerage and directed to have such publiISSUANCE OF REVENUE BONDS Company. duly authorized thereep- cation made.
Section 5
That as soon as
TO FINANCE THE PURCHASE to by written consent of the stockAND ISTARLISHMENT OF THE holders, this November 21st, 1933. funds for the purchase of said
sewerage system shall have become
SAME
'
: ALL IN ACCORDANCE
Tremor' Bea*, President
available, pursuant to a certain
.WITH
THE PROVISIONS Of
J. D. Sexton. Secretary
loan and grant agreement between
CHAPTER 92 OF THE 19311 ACTS STATE OF KENTUCKY
the City and the United States of
OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
SS
as- contemplated •be -OrOF KENTUCKY. AS AllgENDIED. -- COUNTY
CM:TAWNY
WHEREAS, under the provisions
"I. L. LThund a Notary Public dinance No. 51, heretofore enof Chapter 92 of the 193d -Acts of in and for the state and county acted, and the -right of the council
•••••••
the General Assembly of Kentecky, aforesaid, certify that the forego- to purchase said system shall have
become absolute, following the
as amended by Chapter 109- or the ing
trout the Murray SewerpublicatiOn. the
1932 Acts of said General Assem- age Company to the City of Mur- aforementioned
bly. the. City is authorized to es- ray, was this day produced to me Mayor shall be. and he is hereby.
tablish asinunicipal sewer system by in my office by Tremon Beale, authorized and directed to give
proper notice in writing to said
purchasing an existing system and President
J. D. Sexton. Secre-

Dexter News

aigiailxsor

system

If I Only Had

Murray Sewerage Company of the
City's acceptance of said option
and Its election to purchase thereunder.
This ordinance shall take effect
from and after its adoption and
publicatices according to law.
Adopted" this 17th day of Jab',
1934.
W. S. SWANN,
Mayor
Attest:
Chas. B. Grogan,
City Clerk .
NOTICE OF PURCHASE OF
MURRAY SEWERAGE SYSTEM
Notice is hereby given that the
Board of Council of the -City of
Murray, Ky., proposes to purchase
for the City the entire sewerage
system of the Murray Sewerage
Company, pursuant to the contract
represented by the option set out
in the foregoing ordinance and
said ordinance accepting same, including all property Mentioned
and covered by said option;
PURCHASE PRICE:' That the
purchase price of said sewerage
system * Twenty-Four Thousand
Dollars ($24,000.00) in cash.
INTEREST RATE:
Since the
purchase is for cash, there will be
no interest on deferred obligaticets for the purchase price. Sewer
Revenue Bonds, however, will be
isaued to provide funds with which

to
make the' purchase. These
bonds will bear interest at four
per cent (4%) per annum, payable
setni-annually, and will mature
serially through a period -of 25
year.
CONDITION OF PLANT: Engineers for the City have declared
the system (with exception' of
disposal plant) to be in excellent
condition; have estimated the cost
system (excluding
of replacing
costs of cutting through and replacing asphalt streets,.,which has
been estimated - at ($8,700.00) at
$12,370.00. The existing disposal
plant and outfall sewer, which are
figured in the foregoing appraisal
at $2,100.00, are to be discarded.
DEPRECIATION: The aagiaaers
have figured depredation' on Mar-posal plant and outtell sewer- at
100s; ; on mains, lateral, an Other
properties at 1%, making a total
depreciation of $4.1363.00.
REPAIRS: No repairs on mains,
laterals and connections will be
necessary. The disposal plant will
have to be replaced.
For further details, see report of
Chester* Engineers now on file in
the office of the city Clerk.
W. S. SWANN,
Mayor
Attest:
Chas. B. Grogan.
City Clerk

I

Ws Better With

Pine Bluff Blanks
Newberg Nine, 9-0

URAN

Stone News •

Today ... play safe and sure ... call on
us for useful information regarding all
types of

• 0

ORDINANCE NO. 5.3

INSURANCE

VELVET

R. H. Falwell & Co.

DELICIOUS

Insure in Sure Insurance

ICE CREAM

TURNER'S GREAT

%LIDO

0

or

.More ad more persons are asking for
VELVET Ice Cream because it's healthy .
and nourishing as well as a delight to the
taste.

VELVET ICE CREAM CO.
ASK YOUR DEALER OR PHONE 34

0 0 if 0 Cf

TWO BIG STOCKS must be reduced to ONE before September first.
THE CORNER STORE BASEMENT AND THE
FIFTH STREET STORE
-

REDUCED PRICES TO MOVE MEL
CHANDISE WILL BE MADE

PHONE

34

LESLIE

DICK, Manager

end

constructing improvements there' to, and to issue bonds for the purpose of financing the establishment
of same; and
WHEREAS.the Murray Sewerage
Company. a corporation of Kentucky. with principal place of business at Murray, Ky.. is the owner of
a certain sewerage system consisting of mains, laterals, connections,

1,

tary. of the Murray Sewerage Company, and was by each of them acknowledged, in his official capacity. to be his act and deed.
-Given under my hand and seal.
this 21st day of November. 1933.L. L. Dunn, Notary Public. My
commission segeres- May 8, 1931".
SEAL)
And. Whereas. the City of 'Nur-

YOU WILL SAVE MUCH MORE THAN THE
SALES TAX IN THIS SALE! Come in every time you are in town and take home bargains. No mei-.
chandiset:Aargesi at these reduced prices. An opportunity- lik4 this
does istilEeciene often. NOW IS THE TIME!

FIRE SALE
Of Second-Hand Furniture
SATURDAY,AUGUST 4
I MUST RAISE-CASH!

WILLIAM LEM

T. 0. TURNER

HOTEL
• 0.1,4In *tat tra3tscin-vidtki
Newhis se sins at the Waage ten
Hind_ berth &Scent in its treat
bones warm impecits.its ems
desieteineesws......, ..

4large, beautiful any /room m

2$0 ROOKS WITH OATH

Ulit11111111

Cinaisting ice water mei Km
go awry room

To replace truck and goods damaged when loaded truck caught fire
last week. I had no insurance and must raise money at once to cover
loss. My entire stock goes into this sale with that damaged by fire.
You Must attend this sale to appreciate the

prices

3 piece Living Room
Suites
... $14.96 to 839.95
Iron Beds
DRESSERS

stas to 65.95
64.95 up

Library and Dining Tables Cheap
Kitchen Cabinets $6.50 to $18.50

Enjoy the &unction of this fine hotel at otherndy
Single •Irk'Double 1." withoUt Bath
Single sae' Double $3” vi.ith Bath
NEWLY OPE1IIM-VIVrSIAIL23
BoenBer-anci-esfeLounge These-rooms Gild
the famous RATHSKELLER ciKoncfitioned, always KI

Chifforobes
$8.50 to $17.50
Good Player Piano
$37.50
New Mattresses''.44795 TO
$5.95
New 'Felt Base Rugs
$4.95
Sewing Machines $3.50 to $8.50
Good Electric Radio
Oil Cook Stoves

.

•

$12.50
CHEAP

These are just a few items in.this sale.

I mean business.
I MUST HAVE CASH. COME AND BE, CONVINCED

som.4300

'newest hotel

TEL
,SEELBACH

MEMPHIS

MAURICE CRASS
BASEMENT FORD G.A.IUGE

1.

4.
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Walt airl The
in Calloway County, Kentucky, else' another'Afaa known as Lot rock nioety-ninie (99) polAt West
at Louisville
to-wit:
"No. 2 contaming forty and one* ot the N. K Corner of MC. 0.
wrote Joe Lovett, editor of Ledger
Ten acres of land off of the
half (40%) acres and being the T. 2, it. 5 E., thence West ninety
Bro. Chadwick preached a good
following• described tract or parTimes, that therd itay him big
South Half of the N E Qr. of
poles to a'elekt thence Seutla
The opening exercise of Coldsermon at the Bassett graveyard
cel
of
land
being
thirty-nine
and
See 1, T. 2, R. E. as shown by twealy 120) pokiest, a rock Wes
.
" in water school was attended by a
Eagaigtey to a large concourse of money to put whiskey "ads
one-half (39%) acres more or Surveyors
report in the division to the West botiallbey lino of the
But "Jots by Joe" large number of patrons and OttMrs. Myrtle Wilkinson his paper.
Penile
less beginning at a rock, fifty-four
of the leech of IV. Miller. Of Sait 0090 alliagnind lien: thence
ang Mrs. Pearl Pendergrass had said, "NO!" Hats off, ladies and dents: who enjoyed the program
454) rods South of a rock ninetyrecOrd in Deed Book No. 4; Page Soutle - whit- %her nod Sec. linoof the morning.
cleaned off the grousid. They were
nine (991 rods West of the North
786 In &nee of Calloway County tweet:yawns* (27) pales to a rook»
Devotional exercise" was conpaid $27.00 for their work.
East corner of Section 6, T. 2, R.
Listen "Cot's", send your "arCourt Clerk.
thence East one hundred fifty5 K, thence West ninety (90) rods
David- The/apses- will -preach at- -Itehen- Ise Leaser • & • illase- mei- Stileted....tax..-._Garland...
Also:these (15$) poles to a min; thence
been
has
teaching
in
Colorado
to a rock; thence South twenty
Coldwater Church of Christ next Marsiey's
mall.
Write your
Forty acres lying in Sec. 6, N. twenty. (20) poles to a, rovict
(20) rods to a rock; thence West
Sunday afternoon at 2:45 o'clock. reelnante and address on Wick school system for the past three
T. 2, R. 5 K being the N. W. cor- then.. Vast seventy (701 ppisis to
years.
to West boundary line of said
Jimmie Jones lost a good caw of year letter; begin *soh sepner of the S. E. Qr. of Sec. 6 de- a rock; thence North
twentyabove mentioned section; - thence
A duet, by Mr. and Mrs. C. W.
last week when the animal got tettes with a "eastitar, wad keep
scribed as beginning at a rock on seven pules to the beginning coign
South with said Sec. line twentythem separate.
Wm I de. Adams, was pleasingly accepted
into a sorghum patch.
the Wadesboro and Concord road, ten (10) acres more or less off of.
seven (27) rods tri a rock; thence
by every one.
alb Miss Clellon Smith. of Backus- Do not mention utighbers'
said road being the S. W. corner the West end of the above deEast
fifty-three
(53)
audience
The
neighbors,
rods
gives
highly
the
It
was
to
honuse
a of Calhoun land, the N. W. Cor- scribed land.
WI burg and Miss Lois Marine of
also. except tWelve.
rock, thence North twenty (20)
ored in having Supt. M. 0. Wrathcounty line attended the Bazzell "allovers".
ner of- Beale land running North (12) acres inure or less off of the,
rods
to
a
rock;
;thence East along Calhoun W. boundary
graveyard convention.
On July 24,- the lighening struck or as the speaker of (lie mornone South end of above described.
seventy (70) rods to a rock, thence
Mrs. Liza Pea of Paducah is Connie Mills' melte wire, went ing. The theme of Mr. Wrathhundred, and
thirty-eight (138) land lying „West of Wadesboiro
North
twenty-seven (27) rods to
the guest of her daughter, Mrs. over the house and down into a er's address was.. "Parent ActlYtpoles to a corner on the West and Concord road. After eaeipe.
the beginning, the land conveyed
Metta Christenberry, this week. big group of cannas and burnt ties In School". "A comminilty
line between the
Calhoun and tions. above mentioned leaving a'
herein bounded as follows: Beginthat
is
interested
school
in
is
very
Mr. and lire Harvey Parker of them up.
Headly-laset, thence,. Weal along balance conveyed above being
The lighttang also
ning at 'the South West corner of
Penny attended church at Cold- struck a tree at • Brent Butter- important." stated the speaker.
the-S. botaida,ry of Wei Hill land fifty-two. (521 acres. more. or less.
the above described land and
water Church of Christ Sunday worth's, one at Will Rays, one at Parents play an active part in defifty -nine --and one-fourth (39%) The land, or title to same WAIL
runs
North
twenty-seven
veloping
(27)
a
and
spirit
interest
reds
in
afternoon.
Walter Perrys, and one at Hurley
theeee one hundred eight obtained by grantor from C. D.
to a rock, thence East about
the school.
Bun Ray of Penny has had his Hales all at the same hour.
(Me- • pole&.to Weber° and
on Oct. 8, 1919. see deed=
forty
(40)
rods
to
a
rock,
in the Concord rood; thence East
Mr. Wrather impressed the An-, _pagoonding as assaievei rogues, Bert Wheeler and Robert
dwelling "rekivered".
"Thunder and lightning, wind
fifty- book 48, page,;„.566 in offico of CalWeehey Murray
and
Almo
portance Of regular atternlance dilly,
"Rain come and wet me; Sun and hail,
5J,'1061111*Siehhib UAWa a0144.11 1/100.1 isa "COCKEYED CAV- South West with- saidroad; thence nine and one-fourth (59%) poles loway County Clerk. Recorded in
road about along said road to
came and dried me,
,
"They have a blue shirt, but in the -school, "We can't educate ALUMS°Slit 1111111111111111 eine•111110
41ache emigre remedy, at the Capthe beginning, Deed Book 53. page 94. office
thirty 130) rods to a rock. in Wm.
children tomorrow, they must be itol Ilwaire Friday and
"Stan back nigger, don't come it's got no taiL"-"Eagle".
except ten 1101 acres off of the County Clerk.
Salerellk%
Jones' line - thence West with
educated 'today for tomorrow is
anigh me".
South end of the above described
The purchaser will be required
Marvin Lee's line to the beginDo you remember away back
land. Also:-thirty-nine and 0120- to execute bond with good and
Special garden spray demon- too late. They are to be men Detroit, Mich., who has been visitMrs. John Hale has been help- ning containing ten
acres
when John Mac Meloan was editor strations have been held in Rock- and women of tomorroy and we
halt (395) acres more or less, approved surety if purchase is
ing his mother, .Mrs. B. S. Over- ing
her sister, Mrs. nft;ve White, more or lesas 01 record in Deal bounded by beginning
of the Murray paper. He refused castle county, and many sprayers should make it our duty to see
at a rock on time.
by of Murray. and grandparents,
Book
55,
page
415
office
of
that
they
County
attend."
to _insert whiskey advertisements have been bought.
whose husband has been in the
fifty-four (54) poles South of a
IL T. Waldrop, Adm. etc. A2
Mr. and Mrs. John Wells, left for
Court
Clerk.
Others features of hie address
Fon du lac, Wis., Saturday to visit hospital. Mr. and Mrs White also
Also:
were: The nieelnity of being well
had an ill daughter in their home.
Seven acres of land more or
equipped, sympathetic inland in the latter's sister before returning
The death of Dellon Caraway
to
home
their
in
Detroit.
less oft of the S. W. Corner of the
the schools- week-,eltd ---Wromind6'
This community was well rep- was mentioned in last week's N. W. Qr. of Sec. 6. T. 2. R.
1
support ot:_ the 109e,
5
resented at Sinking Spring meet- Ledger & Times. His first wife E., and further known as all that
The pagan of Cebawater diswas a daughter of Mr. and Mrs
ing
last
week
proved
which
to
be
part of said Qr. lying West of the
trict were vory grateful in havJeff Coopei of this vicinity. Mr. MurrayBethel public road as it
ing Mr. Gaggle- Lamellar, manlier be a very successful revival with Caraway
was
a
member
of
Pleasseveral
being baptized.
now runs. Also: One acre off of
of the couaty board of educaant
Grove
chuich.
A
large
crowd
Neighbors and „ friends of Joe
the N. W. corner of the G. W.
•
tion, present at the opening exerBrandon, who has been sick for paid tribute to his memory here Miller eighty (SO) acre tract runcise.
last
Thursday.
Their two sons ning two hundred
and five 12051
A word of encouragement by two weeks, went to his home lest
spent Thursday night with their yards,
His wife's voice from a neighbor's phone,"
East and West and North
all the members of the board of Tuesday and worked out his iouncle, Aisle _Cooper and tanillY,.. 414414bacco._
su1e
.12
..did_
apjareeig_te
Sou* twenty-five and one- /-1
house is burning ... the firemen are there!"
was...vary
Mrs.- Dill
Story, of
Story's half t25/
ir
ut whit could we do without
1
2) yards beginning at the
tartmalges'
ed.
.."1
n'."121Chapel, spent part of last week
Public isteid.-sand lying South of
Other speakers of the morning friends in time of need.
And he had intended taking out adequate fire-.
with
her
sister:
Mrs.
Alice
Ellis.'
Mrs.
Ora
Adams,
who
has been
'and adjoining W. W. Hood tract
were. Mrs. Vera Cothatn. Mrs.
insurance that very day. What a lesson?
and in the S. W. Qr. of Sec. 6,
ftEthel Stone, Mrs. C. W. Adams, visiting her parents, near Water
KIRKSEY CIRCUIT
Valley for the past week. retie-tiET Also;:Eight :acres
Mrs. Ciebelia Berson Mee
.- .
•
ed td lier-hoine Senday:
more or less lying West • of the
-Valu
-es
Clutistenlearry. Mrs.,Lettie Sanders,
— hiC.;r'uten'
in the past year. Are yotr sure
Third Quakerly Conference will aforesaid
On Thursday. July 26. members
road and North of the
Mrs, Will Medd, Mxs. C. B. Kingyou
have
adequate insurance to take care of the
be
held at
Kirksey
Saturday, above named land and
of
the
Scruggs
family
and
near
it being a
ins, and Mn, Eva Lawerence, Mr.
increased values. Better check up on it to be sure.
August 4. Preaching at Ils o'clock part
of the tract and all of the
Carl Cluisteekierey, Mr. Will Sledd. relatives held .a' reunion at the
w-th dinner at the church. Quar- land
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Amos
Wells.
embraced in said tract Wed
Mr. Rayalene.-litenders, Mr. Alvie
At high noon, a bountiful dinner terly conference- session in....
This agency sells insurance protection upon its
of the aferesaid...-Murray-Bethel
Slaugittee. Mr.lulls Cox.
afternoon.
was
spread
on
the
shady
proven reputation for safeguarding 100 per cent
lawn.
road. -tTne, land conveyed by this
The audience was dismieesd by
Preaching Sunday at Kirksey by deed
hose present were: Chess Scruggs.
being seventeen (171 acres
the interests and rights of its policyholders,
Merritt Youngblood, student
of
Scruggs and son. Thomas Chesley, the presiding elder.
more or less.
Coldwater school.
The
Rev.
Calhoun.
T.
E.
of
Mrs. Bernard
The above described deed is re,With the cooperation of the pa- Hazel, Mr. and
Hickman. Ky., is assisting the pas- corded in
Deed Book 51, Page 492
trons and students Mr. Watson has Hazel, Mr. and Mrs. Dave Booker
tor
in
a
revival
at Cole's Camp of record in County
Court Clerk's
received for two years and Miss and family, Blanche. Ruth. and
Ground. Many are attending the office.
Kingins for the past year, they ex- David of - Hardin, Mr. and Mrs.
services and good interest is being . Also:
pect tosmake this school term one Everrett Adams' and family, Hatshown. The services will close
Known as Lot No. 1 cantaining
of the best in' dr history of the ford, Katie, and Dorothy, Dr. and
Mrs. Roy Scruggs and daughter, Friday night.
forty ,and one-half (40%) acres
Coldwater school.
W. M. Vaughan, Pastor.
PHONE 361
Elvy of Paris, Tenn, Mr. and Mrs.
GAlt1.414
and being the North part of the
STYLISH WHITE SHOES reduced up to $1.00
Claude Scruggs and sons, Lewis
South half of the N: K' Qr. of
"k Does Make a Difference Who Wrlss
and ,Ray
Gene of fiutchinson,
Sec. 1.. T. 2, It. 4 K.,. as shown
Pee Pair
Your Insurance"
Ken., Mr. and Mrs. Jim Adams
-by Surveyor's report in the diand
family. Minnie
Marshall.
vision of the lands of Wm. Miller: It
Well, we are still without rain Nell, Joe Booker and Lou Ellen,
alkaWMOMWMININISMINIIINNIfilk
but hoping when August comes Mr. and Mrs. Amos Wells, and H. T. Waldrop, Administrator
in, it will bring a good rain.
son James Ralph. Mr. and Mrs with will annexed
Of
A group from here went to Pine Callis Scruggs, Hazel. Mr. and
Bluff Sunday afternoon on an Mrs. Otho
Winchester,
Hazel, It N. Keys, Deceased.
Notice is hereby given that I
outing.
Those
included
were: ! Mrs_ Carrie Denham and sons.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Parks. i Bobbie and Leroy of Hazel, Mr. will on August 6, 1934, at the
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Hill., Agnes and Mrs. Ralph' Edwards, Hazel,. courthousC door in Murray, KenDunn. Kenneth Clark. Mary Elaine Mr. end Mrs. Treman Miller and tucky. acting in the capacity of
Brandon, Carmon Parks, Leolin baby! Ino Fay of Wiswell, Mrs. administrator with will annexed
Stewart, and John Braswell.
Jax>e1 Neal,
Hardin. Mr. John of it.. N. Keys, deceased, offer for
Estelle Hayes spent the week Robert Pullen. Paris. -"Rose Bud" sale to the hishest and best bidder the following tracts, or parend with Dorothy Barnes and atcels of land lying and being in
tended the Sinking Spring reCalloway County. Kentucky, on a
vival.
credit of three months, or for cash
Mr. and Mrs Bruce Overby of
Mr. and Mrs. Charley Myers at the option of the purchaser,
attended the. revival services, at the following described tracts, or
parSels of land a lying and being
Green Plain - taet"Bund.sy.

.

These
at four
, payable
mature
d of 25

Stella Gossip

in his newspaper.
vihiskey agencies

Wrather Speaks at
Coldwater Opening

"Cockeyed Cavaliers" and'Ye Ladye Fair

so

r: Engideclared
ption of
excellent
the cost
ixcludfng
and rehick has
10.to
514endeel
&ideate
appraisal
parded.

senttiemen!

on dies'
sewer at
ind other
; a total
in mains,
will be
ilant will
report of
n file in
ANN,
tr

eral:=10'

summer
Clearance Sale

01—

Ow.

One Hour Too Late

CONTINUES

Silk Dresses .. Wash Dresses.. White
Hats .. White Shoes

—

EVERY STYLE
IN STOCK
REDUCED i!!!!

$2.98 DRESSES now
$r.98 DRESSES now
98c DRESSES now

••

$1.98
98c
79c

.

Frazee, Berry & Melugil

Gunter's Flat

SALE'NOT
-4E -

SILK DRESSES JUST HALF PRICE
WHITE HATS, choke
59c
WHITE PURSES
69c

ook

Davis Dress Shop
East Side of Square

for
.hy
:he

at the first
Saving
ALONE!

S. Pleasant Grove

NEWEST FALL
OFFERINGS IN
LADIES

Low first cost is only one of
a Ford V-8.

ger

DRESSES

s

111111•11,

••111111,

..,•••••

••••,

THE

Smartly tailored, handsomely designed and of the most
desired materials. "

BROWN

New_zhipment received
ect and offered at

YOU MI_ ST SEE
THEM!

Successful men usually choose the best hotels, just
as they choose the best of everything else. . . .
If you haye business to do in Louisville, do
it
at the Brown. Don't risk seeming more eager..
for economy than you arc for the comforts that
are your rightful due—you, a successful man.

I.

dir-

$4.95 to $7.95

HOTEL

1102e1 in

-LOUISVILLEn.•

,
1

I• -

'

d

•
'‘

Then too—when the day comes to turn in your car on a new one,
the record of years shows that the Ford retains an t_inusually great percentage of its original value.
Add these savings, the first, the last" andall between, then you
will see why you should buy the new

-5

And 'Put The • SAVINGS
In Your Pocket!

XICzer

a 40 e.

_

It Saves you money on gas and oil. 'It seldom requires valve grinding. And you can practically forget about carbon removal. Further—
in distant days when parts may need replacement, FORD parts coat
from 23 per cent to 54 per cent less than any other car. Remember,
you can exchange used Ford parts for new ones on generous unit allowances.

FORD V*8

Harold E. Harter, Manager

Sinai- Ileoms 5300 to 55 00
Double Rooms. $5.00 io-$8.00

savings you make when you buy

The 1934 V-8 is the most economical car to operate that Ford has
ever built.

at Special Prices

,spit y.
at

the

SHOP WITH US--*—

•-s

Murray Mercantile Co.
•

tilbig Robert T. Nichols

Beale Motor Co.
Incorpore.thd

.

TELEPHONE 170

MURRAY. KY.

•••
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- - -- --- much need and good rain in Ben. Wallis.
Police
Hays
ton that day.
Councilmen Clopton Graham. El-Thine heart was- lifted up be- liott. Holland. Ind Wallace were
Prot Key has closed a singing cause of thy beauty." Erk U:17. entertained at lunch it, the offiThis was' followed
H. Byars and...daughters. Misses cers'. mess.
School here. Wa sang every night
for a week and had large crowds. Ella and Mavis. visited his chil- by an inspection of the 'buildings.
grounds and equipment of the.
Collie of Benton. Ky.. S. dren. Rex Byars. and family- MrsD
post. The afternoon was given
11- near Maple Spring was all day Elavandar. and family, near KirkHe reported the to an' informal discussion of the
it of his aged and only sister. sey. last week
adminiatration and .work projects
Namiie Stringer: July 24. drouth very sexere in that com- of the
camp.and its relation to the
munity.
*reported his Corp crop entirely
community The camp is net unMr. and. Mrs. Cecil Jones and
up. He stated that his cot.r7iindful ut the interest, of these
Ian and tomatoes still looked family. Alford Jones and others gentlerhen
and the- community
spent the night of July 20 at Eggwhich they represent and takes
.
71
1.44L
ner's Ferry. The men enjoyed a
'Ask ye of the Lord rain in the
this occasion to express alit apprebig hunt.
of the latter rain; So the
ciation for the close relation which
Mr. and Mrs. Burnie Janes and exists between these communities.
shall make. bright clouds,
gind give them showers of rain. son. Rob, and family visited his May it continue on even a. larger
to every one grass in the field." son. Joda. and family. of St. scale. •
They returned
Louis Juli 19.
I.
Vie...lace ,that. the morale . and
• Mr. and Mrs. W. Daugherty and home July -21. general' attitude of the camp is
daughter. Miss Amy. Mrs Myrtie Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Jones and improving by leaps and bounds
McClain. IL Byars and daughters. daughter. Mrs. Rex Anderson and was apparent last
Sunday mornMisses Ella and Mavis. Mr. and family and son. Toy Jones. and ing at the
record attendance at
Mrs Reg Byars and baby, IX Jack- family. and 'Miss Laurie Janes.
morning worship which was coneon and daughter. Misie Maedidamat daughter of Fred Jones; Mr and ducted by Rest.
0. A. Marrs of the
latuckaim.-atanwila
Mr. Pace and Mr. Mad- Mrs.- Ray
Methodist chttreli.- A'casual exJackson went to Eggnera-rarry Mei 'Toy Jones.. went to 'ferment* amination ot
the records revealed
bridge and enjoyed a fish fry and River July 17 and enjoyed a big
that the commies is at reduced
isieffie dinner July N.
Strength Rev. 0. A. Marrs spoke
Mr. and .11ra Fate Schroeder to the largest
Mrs. Mollie..teems bat one apaja
gathering of this
line
boy.
of
'
a
parents!'
are
the
eat tree.
She ban canned 37
kind since_ March. While this is
21.
born
He
named
July
has
been
Quarts. made four quarts of butas far back as available records
ter: given away five gallons and James Madison. '
go We--believe this to be the largest
John Ramsey. visited his uncle.
sold 13 galions all from this one
attendance at these services since
the
Chadwick. between
Mark
tree..
the establishment of the camp.
"Hew shall we escape if we neg- rivers, teat week_
In a hard fought game on SatThere is- a -saying it .never rains
lect so great salvation." Heti_ 2:3.
urday afternoon the Cubs won Beautiful exotic ANNA STEW makes her film debut in -NANA." shoe ; Mr. and Mrs. George Morris in the night during July. A good.
their ninth tile ever one of their ing Monday and Tuesday at the Capitol Theatre.
are ill and failing with age They light rain fell here the night of
- - - strongest opponents. Camp Trill of
have moved into the house with July V. Corn here needs a mudCadiz It wits the first game for
rain.
soaking
Mrs. Morris .daughter. ait-s. Dora
the Cube wish their new pitcher.
"For what shall it profit a man
Sutherland. and Mr Hardy SuthCunningham.. of the Murray Red
erland. Her grand daughter.-Mrs. 4i he shall gaill---tbe--wbole
Bir
-dra- The ware Was nine to six
Oh! So hot, dry and dusty. We
Eva Mae Jackson. and Mr Jack- and lose his own sour Or what
and was the tenth game . of the
had a light shower a few days
son of Hardin Route 2. have moved shall a men give in exchange for
in
the
season
District
No.
2
league.
-ago that layed the dust. Early
111141 t
•.
souln JMark 1L36,37.
former'a home
The softball - team lost' Its first
corn is burned up - and crops are
Mr and Mrs. W
Daugherty
Mr end Mrs. J. W. Jones visited
game in the past two months to
suffering for the lack of rain.
their daughter, Mrs. Pearl Sims. were dinner guests of 'Mrs. Myr,
Columbus whieh was also played
end Mr. Sims, of Benton Route S. tie McClain.. and son, Talmage
Ciapnie Huistas. of the Penny
here last SatirrdaY afternoon. The
near Maple Spring. last week. Sims. Sunday.
Columbus teem was in. charge . f section. died Friday evening and
All- mad-grand -daughter, -Misr '
- buried:7st. Asa ing Creek retro
eutenant -McKay.
ieLJ:tamsey. _accompanied _them
lay afternoon_ He is suretery Sun,
borne for a visit.
Chaplain .Clarence Q.
Jones. vived by his widow, two children.
Clifton Miller. of Murray. was
district chaplain and educational and two sisters and a host of
Calloway t,trcuii yours
Through here lost week taking the
Rainer, vaas *ranted to the River.- friends to mourn his death. He
•
Ur,tapat,1*a& -O-egifectAr.
41
-1401
"
. v","Paari-Sjils
:u•r2
'
117kriifff
toluisherty-Went to
Mrs Jack Riley, of the Gobo sec. merit
•
Vs. Judgment
on business, July 25. He reported
uon
died
the
past
week
and
was
Lieutenant Allen G
Shipley.
Walter F. Gilbert Et Al..
Brig. Gen. Guy V Henry. com- camp adjutant, left for Fort Knox buried at- the Riley G'-aveyhtdr.
Defendants
mander of Fort Knox and the Saturday Mght to take charge of
Feelerick- Guier- and family of • Ex-virtue .us a judgment and
Western Kentucky Ctr Camps: I-detachment of replacements for the Backtiabuit Vanity 's-pent
order of sale of the Calloway Cirpaid Camp Murray a visit of in- this company
These, men are to Monday and Tuesday visiting old cuit
Court. rendered at the April
spection last Friday afternoon. arrive August 1 and are to replace friends and
retaties . in Trigg term thereof. 1933 ,in the above
The general and his party inspec- men aischarged from this company county. Frorfi- the time they left
cause for the purpose of payment
or Discard Them Just Be- ted all buildings and equipment on June 30
their home tinSit-they -landed - In of Four Thousand, Five Hundred.
cause They Are Disof the camp and expressed a genMr Clyde D. Lester, educational Cadiz in .an hour and 44 minutes. and
seventy-two and 3-100 Dollars
eral approval of the methods of adviser, of the veteran camp at so Mr. Guier told your hunible
colored
($4,572.03) and six per cent per
administration
and general con- Madisonville. Marion. and Dixon scribe,
• BRING THEM IN FOR
annum interest thereon from Sepid the post an official visit last
tduet ef--the----eanth. He was acRE-DYEING
Bro.
Hesson. of
Gordonville. tember 15, 1933. until paid and
Iccenpanied by his adjutant. Capt week-end. During his visit. Mr. Tenn.. closed a two week meeting costs herein, expended. I shall proFenn and his aide. Lieutenant Lester conferred with the Camp at Locust Grove Holiness
church ceed to offer for sale at the court
Urer.
commander and Educational Ad- with 30.. professions and sancti- house door
in Mtirray, Kentucity,
The Murray city officials were viser concerning. the general set fied together. with 24, additions.to
to the highest bidder at public auc..
guests of the camp last Sunday. up and edocational and welfare the church. • A:.
good,, spiritual tion. on Monday. August 6. 1.934,
Mayor W S Swann. 'City Judge programs of the camp.
interest manifested in the 'con- tame being the first day of , the
Across from Ledger 4: Times
Bro. Hesson is a fine regular term of Calloway Circuit
gregation.
e preacher and a -'man that every Court. at 1 o'clock ,or thereabout.
one leves
Large audiences were upon a credit of six months, the
:o attendance at all the serviceS. aollowing described property. being
The Rev. and Mrs. Clay Lyles and lying in Calloway County,
,f Symaonia. visited our meeting Kentucky. thavit:
•
out Sunday.'Being all of the 'northern* qua?-"
Well, 'the election will soon be terof Section 3, township 2. Range
4 east, containing one hundred
:vett
.
Success to the Old Reliable and sixty (160) acres; and twenty (20)
its many. readers -"Lazy Ned" - acres off of the south side of the
southeast quarter of Section 34,
Township 3. Range *4 East, making
SUGAR CREEK REVIVAL'
WILL BEGIN SUNDAY atm continu.ous tract of one hundred eighty .4 180) acres; Beginning
Evangeliat D F. Billingten. will at . the southeast corner of the
•-•.,Ad a revival, meeting at Sugar northeast Quarter of Section a:
'.'reek Baptist'cEiiFvh beginning thencer-west with Quarter Section
_august 5. Mr. Bitlington invites line one hundred sixty (1601 poles•
Ask any Women who has one what
all people who believe in, old time to the southwest corner of said
she Would take to give u.pi her electric
rier-section;
gospel to attend -these meetings.
-thence
Mirth
onel
range: WoinerChate tried many' methods
osceat-ter-Section line
Services will be held twice daily.
eig
5100 A."14., and 71317 P. IT
poTes, -corm-,
of cooking but none who ever had.an elec-

ANNA STEN

Brook's Chapel

r

M

e•

_
wii‘,...m,gsectiontion Hoe into Segtion 31; at
Calloway Circuit Court
sixty (16te
one hundred
poles New York Life Insurance Co..
1.1eginntng at the southwest corthence East wallet with Section
Plaintiff
ner of •Bection d. 21, Township 2,
line one hundred sixty i160) poles
Vs. Judgment
statute 4, East; runs thence East
to Section line: thence South with John A. Anderson
the East line of said Sectiqns one
Defendaej With the Section Line and with
hundred eighty (190) poles tO the
By virtue of a judgment and said Public Road eighty 150/ poles
point of beginning, containing order of sale of the Callcway Cir- to a stake: thence North and
one hundred_..eidhtY (1110) acres_
line
rendered at the April parallel wag the Section
cuit Court.
Walter F. Gilbert obtained title
eighty (80) poles fses rock; thence
term thereof, 1934. in the above
to the above described land by
West and parallel with the Section
deed from Allie J. Wade dated cause for the purpose of payment line eighty l60) poles to as rock in
Januaty Ai. 1i4..and recorded In of Two Thousand Eight Hundred the west line of said Section 21;
Deed Book 32, page 443; and by and Twenty-One aqd 97-100 Dol- thence South. with the West lire
deed from W. L. Gilbert and Ida lars 42,01.97) and six per - cent
said siet's&-eiglstY 1801 Poles
B. Gilbert, 'dated December 31. annum interest thereon from Dt- to the beginnthg, containing forty
1913, and recorded in "'Deed Book cember 14. 1932, until paid and the (40) acres.'more 'dl' less.
32. page 439, each in the office of costs herein expended, I shall
Being the same land deeded to
,County prpceed to offer for sale at the John 'A, -Anderson by deed of B.
the Clerk Of the Calloway
Kentucky court.
court house door in Murray. Ken- 111._ Lassiter and wife. M. A. ListaFor the purchase price the pur- lucky, to the highest bidder at pub- ter, dated Ifo -26; 1917. of stik•ord
chaser must execute bond with lic auction. on Monday, August 6. in the office of the County Court
approved securities, bearing legal 1934. same being the first _day qf Clerk_nat Calloway County, Keninterest from the day of sale un- the regular August term of Callo- tucky In Deed Book 44, page 172,
til paid. and having the force and way Circuit Court, at 1 o'clock and by _deed of M. A. Lassiter
effect of a - judgment.
Bidders or thereabout. upon a credit of dated August'W. 2920. of record in
pe7ith
will
wi_p:prepaFrcl,ie
comply
tr
9 ma_oeorge
ly pro;
m aiX 1319111bili the Wowing_ described said office in Book 45, page 633._
these
Pace the purproperty. belqg and lying in Cal.
For The sitireitaie--,
Hart, Master Commissioner.
loway County, Kentucky. towit: chaser must execute bond with
A_zertain tract_ cir _parcel-of land_ approval_ tortyrtttpc bearipp
lying and being in the 1st. Murray interest from the day of sale un_District of said, Cjilloway County, til_ paid, and having the force and
_Kentucky, lying on the North Ade effect of a judgment. Bidders will
of, a Public Road leading from be prepared to comply promptly
Murray, Kentucky, to Lynn Grove, with these terms.-George S Hart,
Kentucky, and described by mates, Master Commissioner. •

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes_ to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

MOST AMAZING PROOF EVER
COMISSIONE'S ---itiOWN OF EXTRA TRACTION
AND NON-SKID SAFETY

CAMP MURRAY
CHATTERS

Do Not Throw Those
WHITE SHOES
Away!

DUTCH'S SHOE
SHOP

"I Wouldn't
be without My
Electric Range"

SIdrtuirning
feet aliove
chasms,tearing around 181 treacherous
turns at breoth-talang speeds, daredevil
drivers fight their way up, grinding,
-Pounding, swaying! In -The annual
Pike's Peak Race, where a slip means
death, Firestone High Speed Tires were on the winning car. Surety this is the
most amazing proof ever
known of
Extra Traction-Non-Skid Safety'-and
Dependability!
The new Firestone High Speed
Tires for 1934 have the toughest,
longest wearing tread Firestone has
ever made. They have a wider tread of
flatter contour, deeper non-skid. more
and tougher rubber, giving you more
than 507c longer non-skid mileage.
Every cotton fiber inside every
cord is soaked and coated with Extra
Rubber -7- eight additional pounds
absorbed by every 100 pounds of
cotton cords. This is Gum-Dipping, the
Fireskine patented process that provides

Remember - with every firestone lire you get the
Triple Guarantee

Perforrnanenlitcords
Life
-for
Against All Defects--for 12 Months Against All Road Hazards'
(•Sis Months in Commercial Service)

CHICAGO

AN ELECTRIC RANCT,E IS_ A MARVEL OF MECHANICAL,
EFFICIENCY.
nearly perfectly insulated that ALL the heat is kept INSIDE

negligible amount escapes into the room.

Electric ranges are Moderate in price and 'operated_ at modest cost. Your
fuelzupply never has to be replenished, there-are no ashes to dispose of or
wicks to trim. There are no flames, fumes, soot or danger.
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The Outstanding Value in the Low Prices field

FIRESTONE COURIER TYPE
4.40-21
$4.45
4.50-21
$4.30
$5.20
4.75-19
$3.65
30x3 1-2

Just 4 blocks from
Grant Park which is
the North Entrance to
the Fair Grounds.

Buy Standard Electrical Equipment From Any
Reliable Electric Dealer Anywhere!
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HOME OF THE
BRILLIANT GAY

Electricity is the theapest, the most dependable, the
most satisfactory servant from the standpoint of price,
economy and efficiency.. Buy your electrical appliances
now.
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ELECTRICITY IS THE CHEAPEST THING
YOU-BUY!
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DRIVE YOUR CAR RIGHT
INTO HOTEL SHERMAN

Kentucky-Tennessee Light and Power Co-

Murray, Ky.

South East Corner College Campus

of the Associated System - •

OF

JACKSON PURCHASE OIL CO.
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See Our Display or That of Any Local Electric Dealer

MURRAY,

FIRESTONE
HIGH SPEED TIRES

on the nearest Firestone Service Dealer, or Service
-*gore today and equip your carmith _the new Firestone High
Speed Tires for 1934.

Many foods must be prepared with heat 'even in the hottest
weather,
ixarnple, even ice tea must be boiled before it cin be cooled.
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extra Blowout Protection.
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